
Abstract 

This thesis aim is to investigate the concept of co-creation, and whether it is possible to derive a 

typology and guidelines, for how companies should act when using co-creation. Furthermore, the 

aim is to investigate how different companies use co-creation. The research is guided by the 

research questions: How do companies engage in co-creation, and how can this insight contribute 

to an in-depth understanding of co-creation in order to outline a framework of co-creation? What 

managerial implication can be derived from the use of co-creation? 

In order to answer the research question, the research take its starting point in an extensive literature 

review, revealing the historical development of co-creation as well as making the gap in the 

research, evident. In researching and collecting data we use the social constructivist paradigm as a 

starting point. Further, empirical data is collected through 11 semi-structured in-depth interviews 

with practitioners and academics in the field of co-creation, as well as case companies using co-

creation. The interview insights derived, is among others which cases that are interesting to look at, 

when analyzing co-creation. These are identified to be: Coloplast, Arla, Salesforce.com, Nike, 

Asda, and LEGO. The cases are analyzed and compared based on eight parameters of co-creation 

defined through interview insights. The parameters are: consumer influence, consumer scope, 

openness, transparency, scope, company values, time frame, and branding value. The analysis 

generates six illustrations, in the form of “equalizers”, that show how each case works with co-

creation. Branding values is used as a benchmark in the analysis, as it is assumed that companies 

aim to achieve a high branding value. The analysis established that time frame, consumer influence, 

transparency, and scope had a relation to branding value, whereas scope had no relation. With 

openness and company values a relationship could not be determined based on the comparison, 

however, their importance to co-creation cannot be neglected. Further, different approaches to co-

creation made it possible to see patterns and thereby develop a typology with six different types of 

co-creation. The types were identified to be: Guided influence, Idea Generation, Shared-ownership 

co-creation, Full-circle co-creation, User-driven innovation, and Brand Community co-creation. 

The six types of co-creation together with the eight parameters, essential to co-creation, constitute 

our attempt to propose a detailed framework for co-creation. Additional, to this specific and 

detailed framework managerial implications were derived, the most important being to consider 

how much influence the customers should have, how many levels they should be involved in, and 

how much of the company that should be involved in the process. Furthermore, a company should 

also be open-minded and find an appropriate level of control. 
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1. Introduction 

Co-creation, marketing, and branding may not be intuitively linked initially, however, in the current 

market situation it may make sense, as companies are constantly trying to please and navigate 

through immense requirements from consumers. Mass marketing and standardized products are out 

of the game, due to the fact that consumers want individualized products and want to participate in 

the development of them. Consumers have experienced rapid technological progress and have seen 

it become relatively easy to translate their own ideas into reality. The technology has made the 

communication flow faster and easier, and it has made it possible for consumers to express their 

thoughts and feeling about brands and products. 

Through studying the concept of co-creation it has become clear that it is a quite blurred concept, as 

the definitions from different researchers and practitioners vary a lot. This, among other things, 

became clear after an interview with Arla, as we believe that co-creation in the company is ill 

defined due to the different aspects it is said to involve. In Arla’s explanation of co-creation, Arla 

used examples, which, more than anything else seemed to be focus group interviews, where the 

consumers did not have any opportunity to be creative. An academic view on co-creation can be 

given through Prahalad and Ramaswamy, which defines co-creation as something that involves a 

joint creation of value by company and consumer, and that co-creation is about joint problem 

definition and problem solving (Prahalad and Ramaswamy, 2004b). 

This provides a blurred picture of co-creation as some might refer to it as customer involvement, 

open innovation, user-driven innovation, or individualization. Additionally, this brings in many 

different names and views of something that actually includes a lot of similarities. But what is co-

creation really, what can co-creation be used for and in what settings? Is it co-creation when Nike 

gives its consumers the possibility to design shoes with NikeID and is it co-creation when you 

personalize and download apps for your iPhone? Or is co-creation, when the consumer is an equal 

partner in developing the product? 

As the research on the topic will show, current literature on co-creation does not provide any 

typology, tool or detailed framework for companies to use when wanting to implement and use co-

creation. 

These limitations, being that there do not exist any guidelines or research, where the concept of co-

creation has been looked into from a deep marketing perspective, makes it interesting to investigate 

co-creation further and in a more in depth manner. Therefore, this thesis finds it relevant to 

investigate if it is possible to outline a common expression for co-creation as well as investigate if it 
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is possible to derive a typology and guidelines for how companies should act with, and use, co-

creation. In the same vein, it will be interesting to investigate if and how different companies have 

different approaches to co-creation. 

The following research question will be the guideline for the research of this thesis. 

 

1.1 Research question 

How do companies engage in co-creation and how can this insight contribute to an in-depth 

understanding of co-creation in order to outline a framework of co-creation? 

- What managerial implication can be derived from the use of co-creation? 

 

By investigating the research questions the goal is to be able to provide practitioners with a specific 

and detailed framework to use when applying co-creation, well founded in academic research. 

Additionally, to supplement the conceptual frameworks already existing in the literature. 

In order to develop and provide such in-depth research results this thesis will work within several 

delimitations. 

 

1.2 Delimitation 

The thesis will take an overall company perspective, thus a differentiation and division of analysis 

will therefore not be made between business-to-business and business-to-consumer companies. This 

is done as the aim and wish for the research is to develop a framework within co-creation that can 

be used across industries and by various types of companies. Furthermore, the companies to be 

considered in the thesis are solely commercial and therefore governmental and public companies 

and organizations, as well as NGO’s are left out of the research. 

As this thesis takes a sole company perspective, the consumer’s reason for engaging in co-creation 

will not be considered. However, we do recognize that this is a truly important element of co-

creation that could be very interesting to do further research on, and therefore this will be discussed 

further in the very end of the thesis. 

 

1.3 Definition of terms and concepts 

This section is established in order to clarify the main terms and concepts used in the thesis, as well 

as how they are understood and used throughout the thesis. 
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Co-creation: 

As indicated in the introduction, several definitions of co-creation exist. Our definition has been 

formed by our research in the area, thus when we mention co-creation and a co-creation process we 

mean: The interaction between a company and a consumer with the aim of creating something 

together, e.g. a product or an idea, which is of value to both parties. Value naturally means different 

things to a company and a consumer, thus value is understood as three things: monetary value, 

brand value, and/or a perceived value such as strengthened self-image and beliefs. It should be 

noted that value does not have to be equal to both parties. 

 

Brand Management: 

When referring to brand management, we take our point of departure in the definitions by Keller 

(2008). He defines brand management as a process of identifying and establishing brand positioning 

and value, planning and implementing brand and marketing programs, measuring and interpreting 

brand performance, as well as growing and sustaining brand equity. What characterize a brand is 

that “… it can have dimensions that differentiate it in some way from other products designed to 

satisfy the same need. These differences may be rational and tangible… or more symbolic, 

emotional, and intangible” (Keller, 2008; 5). 

 

Branding value: 

When referring to branding value throughout the thesis, in particular through the analysis, it is 

defined as a combination of brand equity and “real” value to the company. Brand equity is by 

Keller (2008) defines as “the differential effect that brand knowledge has on consumer response to 

the marketing of that brand.” (ibid.; 48). By brand knowledge is meant what the consumers has 

learned, felt, seen, and heard about the brand through their experience with it over time. This is the 

one perspective we take on branding value. The other perspective we take, concerns the more direct 

value which the company is able to derive from the co-creation process and apply to the brand and 

the company in general. Thus, financial value expressed as brand value in euros or dollars is left out 

the thesis. 
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Customers and consumers: 

Customers and/or consumers are clearly an essential part of co-creation, as seen from the above 

definition of the term. In this thesis there will not be made a distinction between these two words, as 

it will not affect the outcome, instead they are used interchangeably throughout the thesis. 

 

Case: 

In this thesis six different cases are used for the analysis. When referring to the case or cases in this 

thesis, it covers both the case company in general terms, relating to the case description, but also to 

the case companies use of co-creation and the particular process relating to it. The cases to be 

analyzed are Nike, Arla, Coloplast, Asda, Salesforce.com, and LEGO. 

 

1.4 Outline of the thesis 

Following chapter 1 and the introductory part of the thesis above, the remaining part will be 

structured in the following manner: 

 

Chapter 2: Theoretical framework and literature review 

Chapter 2 covers the literature review of co-creation, presented in a chronological order in order to 

create an overview of the historical evolution and development of the concept. The literature review 

also includes recent literature of co-creation, bringing it up to date as well as connecting co-creation 

to brand management. Furthermore, this chapter also works as a theoretical framework, including 

theory on open innovation and brand management. This chapter concludes with a summary and 

argumentation of the importance and relevance of the thesis and its research questions. 

 

Chapter 3: Methodology and philosophy of science 

Chapter 3 presents the philosophical standpoint of science taken in this thesis, and argues for its 

relevance to this particular thesis and it research perspective. Further, a presentation and description 

of the chosen method used for the collection of data and empirics will be made together with a 

presentation of the interview participants and case companies. Finally the validity and reliability of 

the empirics will be discussed. 
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Chapter 4: Analysis 

Chapter 4 covers the analysis conducted in the thesis. The analysis is divided into two parts, the first 

part of the analysis concerns the qualitative findings of the interviews conducted and shows the 

evolution the thesis and the line of research it has gone through. It also includes a description of the 

relevant cases defined, based on the interviews to be used for the analysis. The second part of the 

analysis covers an identification of parameters relevant to co-creation together with a thorough 

analysis of each case based on the parameters. Thereafter, the cases are compared and insights are 

derived in order to find a pattern or see different types of co-creation, which are then analyzed 

further. 

 

Chapter 5: Managerial implications 

Chapter 5 includes the managerial implications of the findings of this thesis. What can be derived 

from the analysis and what can business managers use these findings of co-creation in their strategic 

and daily operations for? How are the findings relevant to brand managers and in what context can 

it be used? These are some of the question to be covered in this chapter. 

 

Chapter 6: Conclusion 

Chapter 6 concludes on the thesis, referring back to the research questions proposed in chapter 1 

and gathers all the findings in a summary and discuss their contribution to the overall research field 

of co-creation. 

 

Chapter 7: Discussion 

Chapter 7 covers a further discussion of the limitations of the thesis, the findings and other topics 

relevant for co-creation, which has not been dealt with in detail in the thesis. This includes 

discussion of whether there can be argued for an optimal type of co-creation, what other 

perspectives of co-creation that could have been analyzed in the thesis and what further research 

will be able to contribute with to the overall field of research. 

The following model provides a brief illustration of the outline of the thesis in order to create an 

easy overview of the thesis to the reader. 
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Model 1: Brief outline of the thesis 
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Introduction 
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2. Theoretical framework and literature review 

The following chapter provides a historical overview of the establishment and development of co-

creation, and therefore this chapter will focus on the existing literature about co-creation, as well as 

fundamental theory of brand management and open innovation. The literature is chosen based on 

thorough research in the specific field of co-creation and the main authors of this field are 

specifically in focus, however, these are supplemented by various authors who later use their 

terminology to further develop the field. 

Besides being a literature review this chapter also works as a theoretical framework for the thesis as 

specific theories have not yet been developed on co-creation. 

 

In the following, the literature on co-creation and the literature that correlates will be reviewed in a 

chronological order, since this will provide a picture of how the literature on the topic has evolved 

up until today. As previously mentioned the purpose of the thesis is to clarify how companies 

engage in co-creation and establish how this insight can contribute to a framework on how 

companies can use co-creation. The following review will reveal how this is missing in the 

literature. 

The existing literature on co-creation defines a new market and reviews a lot of cases about 

different kinds of co-creation. The literature has evolved and the view on co-creation has as well, 

thus it makes sense to look at the literature from a historical perspective in order to get a sense of 

how the concept of co-creation has developed as well as how co-creation appears in the literature 

today. In order to relate co-creation strongly to well-known fields of academia, open innovation and 

branding, theory on these areas will be presented and described in order to supplement the literature 

review. Further, it is done to create a strong foundation for the conclusions and recommendations 

made in the final remarks of this thesis, as well as a strong theoretical foundation of a topic and 

concept, which is to be explored in much more depth academically in the coming years. 

 

2.1 The new market view 

C.K. Prahalad and Venkat Ramaswamy are in the existing literature on co-creation referred to as the 

“founders” of the concept, based on their article from 2000 “Co-opting consumer competence” and 

later in their book “The Future of Competition” and article “Co-creation experiences: the next 

practice in value creation” from 2004 (e.g. Larsen, 2013a; Helm and Jones, 2010). Prahalad and 

Ramaswamy will be reviewed later in this chapter as literature relating to their academic work was 
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introduced in the late 1990’s, where Wikström (1996) describes the market and the way it has 

changed and starts describing the “new market”. As Wikström (1996) describes it, in the 

preindustrial society, the end-user made the important decisions about design and how the product 

should be made and the production was done by craftsmen, thus the end-users knowledge where 

used productively. Then in the era of mass-consumption the end-user merely had to reject or accept 

what the companies brought to market, which, on the positive side, made products cheaper than in 

the preindustrial society. In the “new market”, Wikström (1996) acknowledge that there are new 

possibilities in production, where the consumer’s knowledge and capability of design can be 

exploited, among other things because of more flexible production facilities and the evolution in IT. 

This change, Wikström (1996) argues, can be described as a marketplace where the consumer 

enters a role as co-producer
1
 and is no longer regarded as passive and the company can complement 

the knowledge of the consumers. This interaction and cooperation is what creates value. It is further 

noted that interaction and customer cooperation have been applied mainly in the business-to-

business, industrial, and service markets, whereas it at the time the article was written, was much 

discussed in regards to the consumer goods markets. In business-to-business settings this interaction 

is both widely used and recognized theoretically (ibid.). Wikström (1996) defines co-production 

“…as company-consumer interaction (social exchange) and adaptation, for the purpose of 

attaining added value.” and further recognize that “…the assumption that companies produce and 

consumer use should be replaced with the idea that both are active participants in the value 

creating process.” (p.362). Wikström (1996) analyses this new market perspective based on cases 

from Volvo and IKEA, which shows that the interaction between company and consumer can take 

place at different levels of the value-creating process from design and development (Volvo, IKEA) 

to production (do-it-yourself), marketing (through new media), consumption, and lastly destruction. 

The consumer is more involved in the design, production, and marketing level and the company 

more in consumption, through customer service and both parties take part at the destruction level, 

concerning waste and environmental awareness (ibid.). 

 

Prahalad and Ramaswamy (2000) continue in the lines of Wikström (1996) by describing a 

changing market where “customers are fundamentally changing the dynamics of the marketplace. 

The market has become a forum in which consumers play an active role in creating and competing 

for value”(Prahalad and Ramaswamy, 2000; 80). What distinguishes this market from the old is 

                                                 
1 Co-producers are the participants in the co-production process  
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that the consumers become a new source of competence for the companies (ibid.). Prahalad and 

Ramaswamy (2000) present four minimum requirements for companies to possess in order to 

understand and take advantage of costumer competence. The companies should be good at: 1. 

encouraging active dialogue by considering customers as equals in the dialogue, 2. mobilizing 

customer communities, as communities quickly form because of the internet and can be very 

powerful in the market, 3. managing customer diversity seen e.g. in globalization and variations in 

customer’s sophistication about technology, and 4. co-creating personalized experiences by 

embracing that the customer wants to be part of the creation process and not just accept what the 

company customize to the needs of the customer. Furthermore, the companies have to create 

opportunities for customers to experiment and provide customers with decision of how much they 

want to be involved, thus the companies have to be very flexible in channels of distribution, 

communication, and design. Further, Prahalad and Ramaswamy (2000; 2002) puts much focus on 

the power of the internet and the ability it gives the customer to be just as informed as the company 

causing a shift in power, making the customer much more able to negotiate and judge products and 

prices. Five powers of the connected consumer are presented: information access, global view, 

networking, experimentation, and activism. These should according to Prahalad and Ramaswamy 

(2002), be embraced by the companies. In addition it is suggested that managers create a “Velcro 

organization” (Prahalad and Ramaswamy, 2000; 87), where resources can be reconfigured with as 

little struggle as possible, something that can be more difficult for very well-established 

organizations versus start-ups where nothing is decided in advance (ibid.). 

 

2.2 Defining the new market view: Co-creation 

Based on the powers of the consumers and the new view on the market, the market can be perceived 

as a forum, where consumers define value the way they see it, as experiences. Thus, companies 

must pay close attention to how the transaction is made, how choices are made, how the experience 

of consumption is staged, whether it is at Disney Land or taking prescription medicine, and also the 

price and performance of its offerings must be considered (Prahalad and Ramaswamy, 2002). 

Additionally, the new market is beginning to get a new definition and Prahalad and Ramaswamy 

(2003) introduced co-creation together with innovation. They acknowledge that there are no clear 

cases of co-creation practice yet, however several examples points to a new way of doing business 

by creating experiences for the customers. Co-creation is combined with innovation, but not just 

traditional innovation, instead the new focus and future of the market is, according to Prahalad and 
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Ramaswamy (2003), on experience innovation. Co-creation is described as the basis for value 

creation and “the center of gravity must shift to the individual’s co-creation experience” (ibid.; 13), 

instead of focusing on e.g. specific product development. Specifically, “value creation is defined by 

the experience of a specific consumer, at a specific point in time and location, in the context of a 

specific event.” (ibid.; 14). Further, the argument suggests that a unique co-creation experience is 

not product or company focused and not customer focused either, instead the interaction between 

the individual and the company defines the experience and the value obtained from it (Prahalad & 

Ramaswamy, 2003). Thus, the new form of innovation is dramatically different from the traditional, 

where focus is on products and processes and the basis of value is products and services. In the new 

form, experience innovation and experience environments are the focus of innovation. The basis of 

value is as mentioned co-creation experiences and value is co-created, not firm created, and the 

technology is the facilitator of experiences and integrates them. Furthermore, it is stated that “The 

intent of experience innovation is not to improve a product or a service, per se, but to enable the co-

creation of an environment populated by companies and consumers and their networks – in which 

personalized, evolvable experiences are the goal, and products and services evolve as a means to 

that end” (ibid.; 18). 

 

Up until now no particular definition of co-creation has been made, it has only been spoken of and 

used in the literature. But what is co-creation and what is it not? - To create is one thing to co-create 

is something different. Prahalad and Ramaswamy (2004b) try to define the concept and differentiate 

what it is and what it is not. It is not about having customer focus or having the belief that the 

customer is always right, rather co-creation is about a joint creation of value by company and 

customers, a situation where the company does not necessarily please the customer. Co-creation is 

about joint problem definition and problem solving, creating an experience environment where 

customers can engage in active dialogue and co-construct experiences that are individual, even 

though it might be based on the same product, customers will create personalized experiences 

(ibid.). 

Additionally, it is emphasized that value creation can be influenced not just by the company and the 

consumers but also consumer communities and a network of firms creating an experience network 

(Prahalad and Ramaswamy, 2004c), This can be seen in an example of Mindstorms, combining 

traditional LEGO with software and technology, where a fan developed a new, unauthorized 

operating system for Mindstorms and published it online. LEGO chose not to sue him or take any 
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other actions in order for other customers not to use the system. Instead LEGO praised its 

customer’s creativity. However, this was done without giving the creator of the new system credit 

(Prahalad and Ramaswamy, 2004c). This example illustrates quite well the power of the customer, 

technology and communities previously mentioned. 

 

In order to successfully engage in co-creation Prahalad and Ramaswamy (2002, 2004a, 2004b, 

2004c) have a suggestion on what factors the companies should look into. In their articles and book 

from 2002 and 2004 (a,b,c) Prahalad and Ramaswamy work with and develop the DART model. 

Emphasizing, D for dialogue, A for access, R for risk assessment or risk-benefits, and T for 

transparency, together these four factors form the basis for interaction between company and 

customer. 

Dialogue is very central to co-creation, to get a good dialogue between the company and customer 

requires interactivity and engagement together with an ability and willingness to act, seen from both 

sides. Furthermore, in order to have a successful value creating dialogue the company and the 

customer must be equal and the interest of both should be maintained (Prahalad & Ramaswamy, 

2004). When done correctly, with the elements of the DART model in mind, co-creation is 

according to Prahalad and Ramaswamy (2004b) part of the antidote to the company-centric 

traditional view of business and commoditization. Companies needs to escape this view and start 

co-creating with customers through a focus on personalized interactions and experiences, in order to 

create new competitive advantages  (Prahalad & Ramaswamy, 2004). 

This new way of doing business challenges the business managers and according to Prahalad and 

Ramaswamy (2004b) the managers only have partial control over the experience environment and 

cannot control the experiences co-created by the individual customers, thus “co-creation, …, forces 

us to move away from viewing the market as an aggregation of consumers and as a target for the 

firm’s offerings.”(ibid.; 11), instead the companies should start engaging in rich dialogue with its 

customers to learn as much about them as possible and encourage active participation (Prahalad & 

Ramaswamy, 2004). According to Prahalad and Ramaswamy (2004b) this may cause the roles of 

the parties to converge and it is argued that “the firm and the consumer are both collaborators and 

competitors – collaborators in co-creating value and competitors for the extraction of economic 

value.” (ibid.; 11). Therefore, the companies must plan its capacity in order to respond fast to the 

market and it must view the market as a forum and a space of potential co-creation experience, 

where “the experience is the brand. The brand is co-created and evolves with experiences” 
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(Prahalad and Ramaswamy, 2004b; 13 & 2004c; 136). Prahalad and Ramaswamy (2004c) considers 

examples such as Procter & Gamble and Unilever, being part of the traditional view where the 

brand position is created through advertising, whereas a lot of the online companies that survived 

the crash of the IT bubble such as Yahoo!, Amazon and eBay created its brand through the 

experiences individuals got on the websites, by clicking around and e.g. at Amazon reading reviews 

by other users, and only afterwards advertising were used to maintain and strengthen the position of 

the brands. 

 

Prahalad and Ramaswamy has contributed tremendously to the initial literature on co-creation and 

especially their book “The Future of Competition - Co-creating unique value with customers” from 

2004 are containing all of the points made above. However, it does not contain a typology or a 

similar detailed framework to differentiate the different forms of co-creation, the book only presents 

managerial implications and general guidelines of how to prepare a company for and work with co-

creation, which on the other hand may serve the literature quite well, as it was written in the early 

development of the concept. 

 

2.3 Multiple approaches to co-creation 

Prahalad and Ramaswamy are not the only contributors to the field of co-creation, a lot of other 

authors have also contributed taking their starting point in the service dominant (SD) logic or the 

research by the aforementioned two authors. The following section will therefore take a closer look 

at the link between SD logic and co-creation. 

 

2.3.1 Co-creation and the SD logic 

The SD logic was originally presented by Vargo and Lusch (2004) and in this logic “humans both 

are at the center and active participants in the exchange process” (ibid.; 12), and what happens 

after the transaction is actually more important than the transaction itself since “…a service is the 

application of specialized competences (knowledge and skills) through deeds, processes, and 

performances for the benefit of another entity or the entity itself” and can be applied not just to 

services but also to tangible output in the process of service provision (ibid.; 2). Furthermore, Vargo 

and Lusch (2004) present eight fundamental premises
2
 for the SD logic, one of them being “The 

                                                 
2 FP1 – The application of specialized skills and knowledge is the fundamental unit of exchange, FP2 – indirect exchange masks the 

fundamental unit of exchange, FP3 – Goods are distribution mechanisms for service provision, FP4 – Knowledge is the fundamental 
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Customer Is Always a Coproducer” (ibid.; 10) or as stated by Vargo and Lusch (2006) in Payne et. 

al. (2008) “The customer is always a co-creator of value: there is no value until an offering is used 

– experience and perception are essential to value determination” (ibid.; 84). Arguing for these 

premises, Vargo and Lusch (2004) suggest that from a service marketing perspective with focus on 

continuous processes, the consumer is always involved in the production of value. They further 

refer to Prahalad and Ramaswamy (2000) and their argument to co-opt customer involvement in the 

value-creating process, thus the consumer becomes an operant resource and can be involved in the 

whole value creating process. 

 

Ballantayne and Varey (2008) are supporting the view on the SD logic proposed by Vargo and 

Lusch (2004). However, they define co-creation differently. They defined it as a distinct form of 

collaboration that results in unique value, whereas Vargo and Lusch use co-creation as an overall 

header with co-production as a sub-category. Co-production is based on known resources and basic 

capabilities whereas co-creation value may stem from an active dialogue that generated a 

spontaneous idea (Ballantayne and Varey, 2008). They further recognize, in line with Wikström and 

Prahalad and Ramaswamy, that the market is changing from a regular exchange market into a 

market where collaborative activities and dialogue are at focus and consumers work as both 

producer and consumers who determine what value is (ibid.). 

 

Likewise Payne et. al. (2008) takes their starting point in the SD logic when analyzing co-creation. 

They do not make a distinction between co-production and co-creation, however use the term co-

creation as the other term, co-production, relates more to the goods dominant logic, according to 

Vargo and Lusch (2006) in Payne et al. (2008). By this it can also be seen that Vargo and Lusch has 

changed their wording a bit from the first article in 2004 to newer literature from 2006, referred to 

here by Payne et al. (2008) and Ballanteyne and Varey (2008). Payne et al. (2008) further draw on 

the concepts of emotions, contextual, symbolic and non-utilitarian aspects of consumers, referring 

to Holbrook and Hirschman (1982) and Arnuld and Thompson (2005) as well as the definition by 

Holbrook (1996) in Payne et al. (2008) that consumer value is an “interactive relativistic preference 

experience”; thus that “experience defines what is valuable to a customer” (ibid.; 84). In their 

literature overview they point to the important points made by Prahalad and Ramaswamy (2000, 

                                                                                                                                                                  
source of competitive advantage, FP5 – All economies are services economies, FP6 - The customer is always a co-creator of value, 

FP7 – The enterprise can only make value proposition, FP8 A service-centered view is customer oriented and relational (Vargo & 

Lusch, 2004).    
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2004) on the new market evolution and that value is in the individual experiences. Further, they 

recognize that the DART model is the only framework present in the literature that provides a help 

for companies to manage a co-creation process, whereas the remaining literature only presents what 

should be done by companies but not how (Payne et al., 2008). Based on this, Payne et al. (2008) 

develop a conceptual framework for the co-creation of value by seeing a need for a framework 

covering: customer value-creating processes, supplier value-creating processes, and encounter 

processes. The processes are interconnected. The customer process is about learning and 

relationship experiences seen from a customer perspective and the way customers manage their 

activities. The supplier process is the resources and process seen from the company’s perspective 

and how it manages the relationship with its customers. The encounter processes are those that 

occur between the customer and supplier process, the practices of exchange and interaction e.g. 

communications, service, and usage, this could also be referred to as the different touch points 

between company and customer, something that has to be managed carefully to succeed in co-

creation (ibid.). 

The framework provides, as promised by the authors, a conceptual framework for what processes 

companies and customers are dealing with and how these could be approached, however it speaks 

of co-creation in a very general way without discussing in particular different types of co-creation, 

something that might be a useful supplement to the literature. 

 

Another group of authors using the SD logic as a foundation for analyzing the co-creation of value 

is Edvardsson et al. (2011), who’s aim it is to develop another framework to help understand how 

service exchange and value co-creation are affected through the recognition that they are part of a 

social system. They use some of the key concepts of social construction theories and conclude that 

“…, value co-creation necessarily follows social structures and takes place with social systems in 

which the actors (customers and companies) adopt certain social positions and roles as they 

interact and reproduce social structures.” (ibid.; 330). The research of the study is not directly 

relevant for the particular research area of this thesis, as it is very specific on the social aspects of 

the process of value co-creation and will therefore not be discussed further. However, it does 

contribute to the overall understanding of what elements there is to co-creation and therefore it is a 

valuable contribution to the combined field of research. 
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2.3.2 Co-creation and brand management 

Another group of academics has used branding as a focus when dealing with co-creation (Helm and 

Jones, 2010; Bertilsson and Cassinger, 2011; Gyrd-Jones and Kornum, 2012). 

Helm and Jones (2010) use the definition of co-creation proposed by the research of Wikström 

(1996) and Prahalad and Ramaswamy (2000, 2004b, 2004c) that “…, value for both firm and 

consumers is seen to be co-created in the meaningful experience that consumers derive from the 

interaction between themselves and a brand in which they play a participative role” (Helm and 

Jones, 2010; 580). Furthermore, it is argued that co-creation offers a new perspective on how to 

consider a company’s fundamental ability to create long-term value and brand equity and refer to 

Aaker (2004) and his view on a company’s capability to deliver the expected brand experience, 

which is seen as a critical component of the value-creating process. If expectations are fulfilled with 

regards to the experiences with all the touch points of the brand and throughout the entire consumer 

journey, then consumers become loyal and both parties, consumer and brand owner, can derive 

value from a long-term relationship based on a brand value creation cycle. The brand value creation 

cycle consist of brand-expectations, delivery, satisfaction, and loyalty (Helm and Jones, 2004). 

The authors propose a conceptual framework that aims at providing a better overview of managing 

the co-creation and governance of value and brand equity, which should be part of a company’s 

traditional value chain. The framework consists of the brand value creation cycle combined with a 

traditional value chain. It is further noted that if you look at a company’s main sources of value, 

from a co-creation point of view and those are the brand promise and the experience, then by the 

nature of the brand the perceptions of the consumers are not for the company to control, thus it taps 

into a debate about where the brand exists and who owns and controls it (Helm and Jones, 2004). 

This conceptual framework propose a different and more brand focused view on co-creation, which 

follows the line of research for this thesis well, and it suggests that governing and managing of 

future brand equity should be based on more holistic views on how to manage co-creation process 

with all the actors involved (ibid.). 

 

Bertilsson and Cassinger (2011) discuss co-creation as a new branding paradigm, as they see a need 

for new “guidelines” for branding and in this regard consider co-creation as a marketing concept 

used in a market where the consumer is the boss. This should not be considered in a negative way 

instead it is regarded as a possible way to strengthen brand value. They argue that the new branding 

paradigm should be approached as a branding principle, and that this should control the consumer 
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in the same way as traditional marketing practices of the mass market. Further, they differ from 

Helm and Jones (2010) as they argue “…, that co-creation needs to be studied from the perspective 

of control, rather than as a value generating mechanism for the firm” (Bertilsson and Cassinger, 

2011; 415). 

 

Gyrd-Jones and Kornum (2012) addresses the concept of complementarities in order to figure out 

what motivates companies and its stakeholders to engage in co-creation, using the case of LEGO. 

Two types of complementarities are addressed, the value and cultural complementarities. Analyzing 

the case of LEGO, the authors propose three managerial implications after having concluded that 

value and cultural complementarities are not entirely negotiable, instead it rests on well and clearly 

defined core brand values, and “the enactment of core brand values is dependent on the interplay 

between the firm and the stakeholders” (ibid.; 8). Gyrd-Jones and Kurnum (2012) in particular 

argues that, brand co-creation strategies should be based on the definition of a stable core set of 

elements of the brand, with a negotiable periphery, that brand co-creation processes are dependent 

on mutual respect of strong and independent cultural identities of the involved parties (works on an 

arms-length principle), and that stakeholder interactions strengthens brand value and identity 

creations and makes the brand stronger in product development and in expressing core brand values 

(ibid.). 

 

2.3.3 Co-creation – up-to date 

As previously mentioned co-creation is a concept that is evolving in the literature. One of the main 

authors of co-creation, Ramaswamy, acknowledge in an article from 2011 that what is needed is a 

new frame of reference of value and its creation, which is based on collaborative, dynamic, 

contextual, and generative human interactions at the core, supported by engagement platforms. He 

further argues that the debate should be widened between scholars and practitioners (Ramaswamy, 

2011). 

 

Grönroos and Voima (2013) further recognize that value creation and value co-creation has not 

been analyzed sufficiently and that the recent service literature indicate a need for a consistent 

understanding of this. In their article, the aim is to analyze value creation in service by defining 

value co-creation and value creation with the focus of the roles of the firm and the customer, and 

then to analyze co-creation as a function of their interaction (ibid.). Grönroos and Voima (2013) 
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define value as value-in-use, created by the user either individually or socially during usage of 

resources and processes. Value creation is the customer’s creation of value-in-use (ibid.; 144). The 

reason for discussing the value-in-use perspective is that, according to Grönroos and Voima (2013) 

“value cannot be created both by the firm and the customer, and by the customer alone.” (ibid.: 

137) and thus clearer definition of roles is needed. Three spheres are presented, the provider, joint, 

and customer sphere. In the provider sphere there is a potential for value, the provider (company) 

produce something that the customer will add value to in use, thus the company is a value 

facilitator. In the joint sphere both the customer and the firm have a co-creator role and real value 

can be extracted. In the latter sphere, the customer is the value creator and the company is the value 

facilitator, the customer creates value without direct interaction with the company (Grönroos and 

Voima, 2013). 

Grönroos and Voima (2013) conclude that instead of considering the customer as always being co-

creator of value, as in the SD logic, the customer should be considered a value creator. Further, it is 

argued that value co-creation “is not an unspecific process including unspecified activities in 

unspecified contexts but rather is restricted to a joint value sphere of direct interactions” (ibid.; 

146). 

 

As is clear from the above literature review, innovation and marketing, in particular branding, are 

closely linked to co-creation. Prahalad and Ramaswamy (2003) describes co-creation as the new 

frontier of innovation and it can be seen from the various authors (Helm and Jones, 2010; Bertilsson 

and Cassinger; 2011; Gyrd-Jones and Kornum, 20012) using the term that co-creation is also 

connected to branding and brand management, as brands are all about value and value creation for 

both companies and customers. Thus, in the following open innovation and brand management will 

be presented, as it is important areas of theory in relation to the focus of this thesis and co-creation 

in general. 

 

2.4 Open innovation 

Two authors are dominating the area of open innovation, Eric von Hippel and Henry Chesbrough. 

Chesbrough is the founder of the concept “open innovation” and defines it as “the use of purposive 

inflows and outflows of knowledge to accelerate internal innovation and expand the markets for 

external use of innovation” (Chesbrough, 2006 in Chesbrough, 2012; 1). He differentiates between 

two types of open innovation, outside-in and inside-out innovation. Outside-in innovation involves 
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opening up the company’s innovation process to external inputs and contributions, whereas inside-

out innovation requires that the company allow unused ideas to go outside the company for other 

businesses to use the idea. The latter form being the least popular in the literature (Chesbrough, 

2012). 

Chesbrough argues for open innovation as a new paradigm for businesses and puts much focus on 

open innovation as part of a company’s business model. This paradigm assumes that firms can and 

should use external as well as internal ideas and paths to market, when looking to advance its 

innovations. Open innovation combines this, through platforms, architectures, and systems. To 

create a successful platform requires a business model that can inspire and motivate customers and 

developers to join the platform (Chesbrough, 2012; Chesbrough et al., 2006). 

Chesbrough (2012) further emphasize that open innovation must not be confused with outsourcing 

R&D, that open innovation work best when people are collaborating side by side and when people 

have a role where knowledge from different sources can be combined. The importance of 

intellectual property rights (IPR) to innovation is also emphasized, as it will enable the company to 

go into larger scales and be able to protect what investors might have invested heavily in. 

 

Von Hippel does, according to Chesbrough (2012), use the term open innovation quite differently 

and takes a different point of departure. Von Hippel’s view on open innovation takes its starting 

point in the concept of open-source software, and does according to Chesbrough (2012) not take 

into account the business model of innovation or the protection of innovation through IPR. Further, 

Chesbrough (2012) argues that in the von Hippel “open innovation concept” users are expected to 

share knowledge freely with the community, since they as users benefit directly from the 

innovation, again the business models is not a part of von Hippels open innovation concept (ibid.). 

 

Looking at open innovation completely from von Hippel’s perspective, he argues for a paradigm 

shift from producer innovation to open user and collaborative innovation, the latter being of 

increased importance. Von Hippel argues that “open innovation generates innovation without 

exclusivity or monopoly, and so should improve social welfare other things equal” (von Hippel and 

Baldwin, 2009; 3). Von Hippel and Baldwin (2009) define users as firms or individuals that expect 

to benefit from using a design, product or service, whereas producers expect to benefit from selling 

the same. They further argue that users are unique in that they alone benefit directly from 
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innovations and that in order to profit, investors must sell or license the knowledge regarding their 

design, sell goods that contain the innovation or deliver services that incorporates it (ibid.). 

It is also recognized, like Chesbrough (2012) notes, that users have long been doing product 

modifications and are thus important to innovation (von Hippel and Baldwin, 2009). Furthermore, 

the argument of being willing to freely reveal ones developments is proposed and it is argued that 

innovators generally do this for two reasons, in arguing for these, the case of open source software 

is used. First of all, because it is difficult to effectively protect through secrecy and IPR, and 

second, because significant private benefits often come to innovators who freely reveal their 

innovations. Further, the argument goes that investors will not invest more in R&D because of 

patent protections (ibid.). This is where Chesbrough and von Hippel clearly disagree, however von 

Hippel and Baldwin (2009) acknowledge that with increased competition the incentive to reveal 

ones innovations decrease.  

An open collaborative innovation project does, according to von Hippel and Baldwin (2009), 

“…involve contributors who share the work of generating a design and also reveal the outputs from 

their individual and collective design efforts open for anyone to use”. Furthermore, the participants 

are not rivals with respect to the innovative design and they do not individually plan to sell a 

product or a service using the innovation or IPR’s related to it, again the example of open source 

software is used (ibid.; 9). Von Hippel (2005) also argued along these lines saying, “… users will 

be an increasingly important source of innovation and will increasingly substitute for or 

complement manufacturers’ innovation-related activities” (p. 30). 

Even though the two authors do not completely agree about what open innovation is, according to 

Chesbrough (2012) they can agree that being open is powerful for a company to stimulate 

innovation and that the users are a powerful source of innovation in the beginning of product 

development, as revealed above. 

 

2.5 Brand management 

A brand resides in the minds of the consumer, this is how Keller (2008) argues for what can be 

branded, and that is everything, as it reflects the perceptions of the consumer. Thus, a brand does 

not have to be a product or a service, it could be a city or a rock band. A brand can be a very strong 

asset for a company and therefore it must be managed and governed carefully in order for a 

company to keep or obtain its, hopefully favorable position in the minds of the consumer. This is 

not an easy task and the management of it requires a range of different considerations to be made. A 
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brand must be different from other brands, thus differentiation must be made and the aim is to add 

value to the product, service etc. This includes the positioning of the brand, meaning the design of 

the brands offering and image in order to obtain a valuable spot in the minds of the consumers. The 

positioning can be done through various marketing activities and through different types of media, 

which should be chosen according to target audience and strategic aim for the brand, whether it is to 

build brand awareness or create a brand image (ibid.). 

Like various authors mentioned above, co-creation and branding are relevant to consider together 

and co-creation is a possible new way for companies to create long term value. The traditional ways 

of adding value to a brand is from experience, from reference groups, from a belief that the brand is 

effective, or from the appearance of the brand. All values are relevant to the customer in order to 

recognize and value enough to be willing to pay a premium for the brand (de Chernatony and 

McDonald, 2008). 

But why not stretch the value term a bit and refrain from the traditional view on marketing and 

business, which most branding scholars belong to, where the companies push products and 

marketing campaign towards customers and instead let the customers into the other side of the 

branding equation? Ind et al. (2012) discuss this aspect in particular in the book “Brand Together – 

How co-creation generates innovation and re-energizes brands”. They define co-creation as the 

interaction of individuals within a framework to evolve, re-define or invent something new (ibid.; 

7). The brand should according to the authors be seen as a fundamental ingredient to co-creation as 

it creates a frame for innovation and also evolves because of innovation. In this respect, the brand is 

seen as a stakeholder experience based on hearing about a brand, buying it and using it (Ind et al., 

2012). 

It is argued that in a co-creation process there is some degree of empowerment, as the company 

owning the brand lets go of the brand and allows the brand to be used in a participatory way, either 

company initiated or based on an already existing community. The company is according to this 

view seen as receptive to the outside influence and thus the ideas generated are absorbed and the 

brand evolves because of this. This is naturally a challenge for established companies more than it 

is to start-ups. However, all it takes is adaptation. Four principles for succeeding with co-creation is 

proposed: there should be focus on people, trust should be built, learning together is essential, and 

building consensus for change within the company is important. Further, it is also emphasized that 

co-creation is not only limited to consumers, but also includes various other stakeholders e.g. 

partners, citizens, or employees (Ind et al., 2012). 
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The authors keep emphasizing the importance of brands to co-creation and argue that even though 

e.g. engineers or innovators do not mention the word brand, they have it in the back of their minds 

at all times, since the brand usually takes up a significant part of a business strategy and thus must 

be connected to all parts of the company (ibid.). 

 

2.6 Challenges with the literature 

The concept of co-creation is not new. As was described in the very beginning of this chapter, 

Wikström already touched upon several aspects of the new market paradigm in 1996. Prahalad and 

Ramaswamy continued in the lines of Wikström and developed the concept of co-creation. They are 

two of the main contributors to the field of co-creation and are referred to over and over by other 

academics and practitioners up until today. They started discussing the new market and co-creation 

in 2000, and since then a wide array of definitions on co-creation has appeared. The first real 

definition of co-creation is presented by Prahalad and Ramaswamy in 2004 and states that co-

creation is a joint creation of value by company and customer, in which the customer do not always 

have to be pleased. Co-creation is about joint problem definition and problem solving, creating an 

experience environment where customer can engage in active dialogue and co-construct 

experiences that are individual (Prahalad and Ramaswamy, 2004b). They, besides presenting the 

first real definition of the concept, also propose a framework and model for what to consider in 

relation to co-creation, this resulted in the DART model. Additionally, they emphasize that the new 

view is a challenge to managers, as they need to open up and lose some control and argue that co-

creation could be part of the antidote to the traditional company-centric view on the market. 

Furthermore, Prahalad and Ramaswamy mention the brand as part of co-creation in that “the 

experience is the brand. The brand is co-created and evolves with experiences”. 

 

Another approach to co-creation is the SD logic, proposed by Vargo and Lusch in 2004, where one 

of the propositions of this includes co-creation. Accordingly, new definitions on co-creation arise, 

with Vargo and Lusch’s view on co-creation as being an overall header for co-production, 

Ballantayne and Varey (2008) argue that co-creation is a distinct form of collaboration that results 

in unique value. Further, Helm and Jones (2010) uses the starting point of Wikström and Prahalad 

and Ramaswamy and define co-creation as “… value for both firm and consumers is seen to be co-

created in the meaningful experience that consumers derive from the interaction between 

themselves and a brand in which they play a participative role”. Bertilsson and Cassinger (2011) 
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take another approach, considering co-creation as a marketing concept and a new branding 

paradigm used with the same control as traditional marketing practices of the mass market. Lastly 

Ind et al. (2012) define co-creation as the interaction of individuals within a framework to evolve, 

re-define or invent something new. 

 

Seen from the above, it is evident that no clear discourse exists in the field of co-creation. The 

definitions of the concept differ, however with some of the elements being similar. Thus, it is 

argued that there is a clear need for a specific overview and a clearer language of co-creation. 

Furthermore, the overall field of co-creation does not hold any models, besides the DART model by 

Prahalad and Ramaswamy. What have been developed are conceptual frameworks, all with a very 

general scope, thus no real specific guidelines or typologies can be provided. 

 

Besides the varying definitions, co-creation has, as recognized by Prahalad and Ramaswamy 

(2004b), Helm and Jones (2010), and Ind et al. (2012), a connection to branding and brand 

management. Brand management has naturally belonged to the traditional school of business, 

considering the customer as the taker and receiver of whatever offering the company proposed. 

However, the new view on the market may be able to open up brand management and allow it to be 

viewed from a new perspective. As mentioned a couple of times, it is clear that the consumers want 

to involve themselves in the products they buy and the brands they connect to, thus co-creation 

would be a clear advantage for companies to use. Several of the authors mentioned here present 

different views on branding and co-creation, with some key words being control, negotiable 

periphery with a strong core brand, and fulfillment of expectations in the consumer experience. 

However, as can also be seen, they can agree it is reasonable to connect brand management and co-

creation, but the ways to do so differ. 

Therefore, there is a space to be filled in the research of co-creation, both in relations to more 

specific and practical guidelines, a discourse, a typology, and tools for how to use co-creation but 

also in relation to the connection to brand management. This is further supported by Ramaswamy 

(2011), who argues that what is needed is a new frame of reference and a widened debate on the 

topic between scholars and practitioners. Adding to this, one of the open innovation experts, 

Chesbrough, argue that open innovation, with co-creation as a possible tool, should be a new 

paradigm for businesses, with a platform that inspires and motivates customers to join in. 
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In the field of brand management, there has also been this gap in the research, however it is no 

longer there, as a common language, models and various typologies have been developed over time. 

In branding you can talk of many different types of branding, from cultural branding to corporate 

branding. Most people working within the field would recognize it as being part of the same family, 

yet very different in their form and approach. That is, there is a clear discourse about branding. A 

contribution to this discourse is for example evident in the book by Bjerre et al. (2008), where seven 

different approaches to brand management are presented and discussed, in order to provide a deep 

insight of weaknesses and strengths for each approach, but also to provide insights to brand 

management as a whole. 

The field of co-creation could definitely benefit from the same types of analysis and research, 

recognizing that different types of co-creation may exist, with similarities to the general concept but 

also with differences of each type. However, as mentioned several times, the literature is lacking in 

this area. 

 

This thesis will attempt to fill this space by providing a more detailed overview and framework of 

different parameters, which are important to consider in co-creation, coupled with analysis of best-

practice cases from well-known brands. Based on this six different types of co-creation will be 

presented in order to enable us to provide managerial implication and suggestions for companies 

considering to engage in co-creation. These things combined will provide the literature with a more 

practical approach to co-creation, where companies will be able to relate its brand considerations 

and questions regarding co-creation better. Furthermore, it may help the field of co-creation to get a 

clearer language, presenting key words, in the form of the parameters and types. The aim is further 

that the framework developed will bring the connection between brand management and co-

creation closer, for companies to see that it is possible to involve its customers in an open dialogue 

and co-creation process, without losing the grip of the brand and brand management. Additionally, 

this thesis aims to put theory into practice. 
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3. Methodology 

This chapter is dedicated to presenting the methodology upon which this thesis is developed and the 

theoretical framework is based. Furthermore, the purpose is to provide initial insight into the 

worldview that determines our theoretical and practical methods of choice throughout the thesis, 

and more importantly what type of knowledge we can, and cannot, expect to generate from this 

study. The thesis uses a problem-oriented approach, whereby the problem statement will be guiding 

the choices of methodology, theory and empirical data. This chapter thus includes three sections of 

different methodological considerations; Research paradigm position, Empirics and research 

strategy, and Validity & reliability. 

 

3.1 Research paradigm position 

This first section of this chapter illustrates how the research of the thesis involves different research 

paradigms. The model (seen on the next page) is developed with the aim of providing convenience 

to the reader, in order to understand the research paradigms, which characterize how the research 

progress throughout the thesis. The arrow in the model indicates the chronological progress of the 

research. 
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Table 1: Science overview 

Research paradigm position Research progress 

  

Social constructivism 

 

Research of co-creation trough literature  

Research of co-creation through interviews – 1. 

Round (with all interview participants) 

 

Critical realism 

Creation of co-creation spectrum and brief to co-

creation typologies 

 

Critical realism and hermeneutic 

Further research and testing of co-creation brief – 

through 1st part of 2. Interview round (With 

Jones and Adams) 

 

Hermeneutic 

Adjustment of co-creation types and 

development of 2by2 model and “equalizers” 

 

Critical realism 

Research results presented and tested through 

2nd part of 2. Interview round (With Nielsen and 

Hartmann)  

 

 

 

Hermeneutic 

Rejection of 2by2 model and typologies due to 

the lack of an overall coherence and implications 

as the model and the typologies was not 

exhaustive. 

In-depth research to co-creation through cases 

and extensive focus on co-creation parameters 

and equalizers.  

Social constructivism Truths and findings 

 

3.1.1 Ontology and Epistemology 

The research of this thesis operates within several research paradigm positions but social 

constructivism is, as the arrow also indicates, the main research approach used and therefore the 

ontology and epistemology for the thesis will have its foundation in this. Having a social 

constructivist approach makes the thesis being based on the ontology presenting the worldview that 

social reality is a construct of social interactions between individuals in the society. The social 

reality is in constant change because agreements constantly are dismissed, forgotten, established, 

renewed, reviewed etc. (Bryman and Bell, 2011; Fuglsang and Olsen, 2004). 
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As a direct consequence of the ontological viewpoint, that reality and the perception of reality, is 

created in the interaction between individuals, comes that truth becomes dependent on the eyes of 

the beholder (Berger and Luckmann, 1966; Fuglsang and Olsen, 2004). Thereby the thesis has an 

epistemological construction of the social reality. We as researchers construct the perspective from 

which we regard reality and therefore the reality we construct might not be the same for others, 

because we have constructed it in interaction with our surroundings. This means that reality does 

not exist as a meaningful and absolute truth separated from the human mind (ibid.). The world and 

reality does exist whether or not it is articulated in the relation between company and consumer, 

however it is not meaningful to us as humans, if it has it not been socially constructed (ibid.). 

In a co-creation process the participants are assumed to be operating within a socially common 

agreement, which we determine as an unspoken set of rules, norms and routines, and therefore co-

creation is, besides being underlying the rules of the social constructivist paradigm, also considered 

as an institutional process. With this in mind the thesis is argued to work within the institutional 

contexts. Using Berger and Luckmanns (1966) theory about the institution’s establishment through 

human action, makes the research approach suitable to compliment the social constructivist 

paradigm (Berger and Luckmann, 1966; Rasborg, 2004). 

In point of departure for the research, Berger and Luckmann (1966) have, due to the above, been 

argued to be useful as a conceptual framework, as it enables an analysis of how institutions are 

created through social processes (ibid.). The recognition of the creation of institutions being a social 

and cultural phenomenon that can be interpreted according to our knowledge, awareness and culture 

(Rasborg, 2004), create the assumption that social reality is constructed by the actors who are in it 

(Fuglsang and Olsen, 2009). Thereby, co-creation is argued to be an institution, which is created by 

the actors who participate in the act of co-creation, which in this thesis will be companies and 

consumers. As mentioned, we acknowledge that awareness is created through human action and 

language, and the reality is thereby given through articulation and communication (ibid.). With the 

perspective of companies and consumers being actors who contribute to the construction of reality, 

and which are also conditional to other stakeholder’s behavior, makes co-creation a reality through 

stakeholders’ interaction. 

According to the institutional perspective, socially created ideas are governed by the way 

companies organize themselves (Lorenzen et al., 2008). The perspective challenge the conceptions 

of complete rationality, and thereby illustrate what other rationales, besides profit maximization, 

applies to companies’ strategic behavior in relation to internal and external stakeholders (ibid.). 
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With this in mind, the institutional perspective can be applied to provide an understanding of the 

institutional processes, which are affecting companies and consumers in their use of co-creation. 

Hereby, we acknowledge that there are several factors in the environment, which affect the use and 

approach to co-creation, but in order to make an in-depth research this thesis will only be 

concentrated on how companies engage in co-creation and how an in-depth understanding of co-

creation can help outline a specific framework including a typology covering co-creation.  

It is important to keep in mind that when something becomes institutionalized it also becomes 

formalized and this is likely to have an effect on creativity within the institution, in this case co-

creation. Thus, it is interesting to investigate how this affects the co-creation process. This will be 

taken into account in the thesis. 

 

The social constructivist paradigm is an evident philosophy of science for this thesis, as the 

empirical world has been examined before adjusting choices of theory, and it emphasizes the 

importance and involvement of people in co-creation. In addition, it should be mentioned that there 

are several scientific approaches, which are applied throughout the thesis as the research has 

evolved. The research approaches used and the researchers role in relation to the thesis will be 

described in the following section. 

 

3.1.2 Scientific research steps 

As the aim for the thesis is to create a detailed framework for co-creation and not the deconstruction 

of established truths, which the social constructivism is declared to have as its agenda (Fuglsang 

and Olsen, 2004), the research and provisions for exactly what is being illustrated in this thesis, is 

acknowledging the scientific approach, critical realism. 

In critical realism the social science is considered as a mixture of science and humanities and the 

society is defined by more or less lasting structures. These structures will never be conclusively 

defined as the critical realism maintains that the social world is constantly changing. This allows us 

to say something about the world at a certain time, but it will not be valid forever. This also 

indicates that as the world and society is changing a need of developing new theories in order to 

explain new and unknown phenomena arises (Fuglsang and Olsen, 2004). As the aim of the thesis is 

to investigate the phenomena of co-creation, we acknowledge the critical realism, as it aims to 

identify tendencies in the social reality (ibid.). When working within critical realism, where the 
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world and society is changeable, it is important to clarify that any analysis results is encumbering 

with uncertainties, as any analysis is contextually dependent (ibid.). 

 

3.1.3 Relationship between data and theory 

Most often, research is done in order to answer questions generated through theoretical 

considerations. Another approach to theory is by viewing it as something that occurs after collection 

of data and analysis, which results in a consideration about whether there is referred to deductive, 

inductive or abductive reasoning (Bryman and Bell, 2011). In this section it will be clarified what 

approach the thesis uses in order to convert data into theory. 

 

Deductive reasoning 

Deductive reasoning is the most common way to relate to data. It is represented when a researcher 

establishes a hypothesis about how something relates to something else and then examines 

empirical data in order to either confirm or disprove the hypothesis. The deductive reasoning is also 

known as the “top-down” approach, because the researchers begin their research with a broad 

spectrum of information, which is narrowed into a specific theory (Fuglsang and Olsen, 2004; 

Bryman and Bell, 2011). For instance, the researcher deduces hypotheses from the general 

information, which are then empirically explored. If the hypothesis is confirmed, the researcher can 

formulate an actual theory. The researcher will test the hypotheses with specific data, leading to a 

confirmation or disproval of the original theory and then providing a final conclusion or theory 

(Fuglsang and Olsen, 2004). This means that the researcher works from something general towards 

something specific. 

 

Inductive reasoning 

Another relationship between data and theory is inductive reasoning. This type of reasoning, works 

opposite the deductive reasoning, by having the researcher working from individual cases to general 

rules (Fuglsang and Olsen, 2004). If the researcher manages to detect a pattern he or she can make 

some general conclusions, which can be converted into theory. This implies that the inductive 

approach work from the particular to the general, with the aim of developing new theory (ibid.). 

The inductive approach is also known as the “bottom-up” approach because theory is the outcome 

of research and generalized conclusions. Once a phase of theoretical reflection is done, the 
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researcher can then collect further data in order to establish some general conclusions or theories 

and the conditions in which a theory may or may not hold. 

 

Abduction 

In this thesis another form of reasoning called abduction is applied. This type of reasoning entails 

elements of both deduction and induction as it apply both general rules and single cases in its way 

to develop data into theory (Fuglsang and Olsen, 2004). This type of reasoning uses the best 

information available and after observation of a phenomenon this type of reasoning allows for 

educated estimates to be made and hereafter test hypotheses for which there is no clear explanation. 

Using abduction is essential in this thesis according to the fact that data is collected through various 

secondary and primary sources, being both existing literature as well as specific cases. Additionally, 

abduction is applied in this thesis, as the aim is to outline and generalize on co-creation through 

general rules and specific cases, with a relatively limited empirical data set available. According to 

abductive reasoning, using the best data available, this thesis has, as already mentioned, roots in 

both inductive and deductive reasoning. Therefore, this thesis will generalize towards the creation 

of causalities or typologies based on observations. Additionally, it derives “laws” based on a theory 

and then tests them. Thus, the thesis is based on both, broad generalizations from specific 

observations, being reasoning made through case research and interviews. As well as reasoning 

made through general observations through an extensive literature review. Furthermore, abduction 

is useful in forming hypotheses that are to be tested. It can be argued that this is the research 

approach for this thesis as it aims to develop a framework of co-creation, which through the 

research, is tested several times on the interviews participants. 

In critical realism, abductive reasoning is often used as the combination of deduction and induction, 

allowing the researcher to interpret a single case from a hypothetical pattern, which can be used to 

explain several cases and thereby generalize (Fuglsang and Olsen, 2004). Critical realism’s use of 

abductive reasoning supports the approach of how this thesis applies data onto theory, as the thesis 

acknowledges elements from critical realism as well as it has based its theory on an abductive 

approach. Thus, the abductive approach is valued to be useful in this thesis. 

The use of abduction, provide a different and more valuable insight to the thesis, because it is not 

only based on experiences or rules. Abductive reasoning is argued to be an experimental approach, 

which involves the aspects from both, induction and deduction and therefore it is stated that by 

using an abductive approach, we get the advantage of both of the other two approaches. 
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In relation to the above-described acknowledgement of the thesis’ use of abductive reasoning and 

elements from critical realism, the following section will provide an overview of the thesis in 

relation to its further use of science. 

 

3.1.4 A science walkthrough 

As described earlier, the thesis takes its point of departure in a social constructivist science 

approach. We as researchers acknowledge a social constructive worldview and support it with a 

critical realism approach as it supports an aim to identify tendencies in the social reality. The 

critical realism perceives knowledge as something that is possible to achieve. This is unlike some 

versions of social constructivism, which question the possibility for obtaining real knowledge or 

emphasize the existence of different perspectives on reality (Andersen, 2007). 

On this note, it is interesting to announce that the critical realism approach recognizes science of the 

hermeneutic dimension. Thereby, the critical realism considers interpretation as a necessity in order 

to produce knowledge (Fuglsang and Olsen, 2004). In this thesis the hermeneutic dimension emerge 

when we as researchers reflect over the knowledge and theory we have developed, in order to 

develop new and approved knowledge. This emphasizes the belief that understanding comes before 

interpretation, which is inherent in the hermeneutic circle (ibid.). Furthermore, the hermeneutic 

circle is argued to be a valid approach to understand meaning, which is expressed through text and 

language (ibid.). This in turn provides validity to our thesis, as we use this approach. 

Throughout the thesis the approach of the hermeneutic circle emerges several times. Through the 

research we acknowledge, that our research outcome is insufficient and thereby relate back to the 

knowledge we have gained from the research. This is done in order to provide new knowledge and 

to learn from our existing knowledge and what we have learned so far. This way of doing research 

is used through the thesis by testing the research findings through interviews. By using interviews, 

with expert participants, in order to test the research results, we not only gain knowledge on 

whether the research seems to be valid or not, we also gain the expert perspectives toward the 

research and thereby the research is provided with further new knowledge. 

This way of doing research emphasize that knowledge is experiential knowledge, which cannot be 

forgotten (ibid.). Additionally, it emphasizes that experiential knowledge rises in collective 

interaction and is formed through the understanding of other human beings. 
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In relation to social constructivism, as this thesis works within and is developed on, we further 

acknowledge that there are no objective truth, and that truth and the results of the thesis therefore, is 

a subjective perspective on the world. This perspective will change and develop historically and in 

social interaction (ibid.). 

 

3.2 Empirics and research strategy 

The following section provides clarification of the choice of research approach and an explanation 

of how data has been produced as well as which choices were made during the data collection. 

In the consideration of a research strategy, a distinction between quantitative and qualitative 

research was made. Once again it is worth mentioning that one strategy is not better than the other, 

and the distinction is not absolute as studies can combine the two strategies. A social constructivist 

research paradigm, which is the research approach in this thesis, and the hermeneutic dimension 

which is also acknowledged, both requires a qualitative method approach (Fuglsang and Olsen 

2009), and therefore the collection of data and the processing of same, is qualitative. Qualitative 

interviews are by Kvale (2007, p. 11) defined as “an interview with the purpose of obtaining 

descriptions of the life world of the interviewee with respect to interpreting the meaning of the 

described phenomena." This particular definition is the foundation for this thesis approach to 

qualitative research. 

 

Ib Andersen, is an acknowledged theorist within social sciences, and therefore all the empirical data 

has been collected on the basis of Andersen's theory about how to handle empirical data. According 

to Andersen (2005), when using the qualitative method, the researcher has to form an overall 

impression of the research area and then select relevant and representative parts. The challenge with 

this approach is that the overall impression may be lost with the reduction (Andersen, 2005). Data 

collection and interpretation must be executed in parallel and requires according to Andersen (2005) 

great creativity, as there is not many guidelines or methods to do so (ibid.). Due to the qualitative 

method approach and the limited literature available about co-creation, this thesis is built upon a 

mixture of primary and secondary data, being the literature review and interviews. In addition to 

this, case- and expert interviews as well as case studies were valued to be a qualified way to get an 

in depth understanding of co-creation and thereby strengthening the validity of the thesis. Thus, this 

thesis is based on both secondary and primary data, where academic books and articles represent 
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the secondary data and primary data has been conducted through interviews with experts and case 

companies. 

 

3.2.1 Reviewing knowledge about co-creation through interviews and literature 

The strongest empirical foundation of this thesis is its qualitative interviews conducted with various 

experts in order to analyze and formulate a sufficient answer to the problem statement. During the 

spring and early summer 2013, nine in depth expert interviews were conducted by interviewing five 

experts. Furthermore, this thesis operates with several cases but only two of the case companies 

have been interviewed about how they operate with co-creation. The reason why not all the case 

companies represented in this thesis have been interviewed is due to their geographical location as 

well as their busy schedule, leading them to be unable to participate in interviews of this kind. 

The experts and case companies interviewed for this thesis will be presented in the following. 

Additionally, the two case companies and their respective spokespersons as well as the five experts 

will in the following schedule be presented with names, title and area of expertise. Furthermore, the 

schedule will provide an overview of which interviews the participants have participated in. 

 

Table 2: Interview participants 

Name Competences and area of expertise  Interview participation  

Niels Christian 

Nielsen 

Niels Christian Nielsen (here after NC Nielsen) is the 

former CEO of the Danish Institute of Technology, and 

is currently consultant in the US and board member of 

several companies, (10-12), a couple of them Danish and 

the rest located in the US, among others is Prophet. 

NC Nielsen has been in several boards where co-creation 

has been a dimension of strategic market development. 

Pre-interview about co-

creation 

Post interview about the 

2by2 model  

David Adams David Adams is specialized in innovation and is the 

owner of the consulting compant, New Solutions. It 

focuses on corporate branding and innovation.  

David Adams work with co-creation through his 

consulting company, i.e. with Coloplast and Novozymes. 

Pre-interview about co-

creation 

Post interview about the 

1. Typology model 

Rasmus Koss 

Hartmann 

Rasmus Koss Hartmann is a PhD. Student at CBS – at 

the moment on MIT. Rasmus Koss Hartmann is writing 

Pre-interview about co-

creation 
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 about administrative innovation with focus on the public 

sector. (“What does user driven innovation mean to 

public administration, can it be used in ministries?”). 

His case studies are; kindergartens in Odense, the 

production school in Aarhus (Produktionshøjskole) and a 

project for IM.  

Post interview about the 

2by2 model 

Lars Lundbye Lars Lundbye is external Lecturer at CBS Executive – 

His expertise is in front-end innovation. Lars Lundbye 

works as a practitioner and advisor for big companies 

and institutions in innovation and strategy, especially 

sustainability, architecture, city planning, “solid waste”, 

and water with Grundfoss through 

engagement/interaction with stakeholders. 

Lars Lundbye is also investing in start-ups and is the 

owner of Blå Himmel, furthermore he is board director 

of Eco Couture. 

Pre-interview about co-

creation 

Richard Jones Richard Jones is Professor at the Department of 

Marketing, Copenhagen Business School. 

 

Pre-interviews about co-

creation 

 

Post interview about the 

2. Typology model 

Case company 

& company 

representatives 

Job title and business area  Interview participation 

Coloplast - 

Lena Ehmsen 

Lachenmeier 

Lena Ehmsen Lachenmeier, Head of Dialogue & 

Medical Marketing, Ostomy Care & Direct Marketing, 

Global Marketing, Coloplast 

 

1 interview about their 

approach to co-creation 

Arla – Arun 

Prabhu 

Arun Prabhu is Commercial Innovation Director at Arla 

 

1 interview about their 

approach to co-creation 
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A total of 11 interviews were conducted. The case companies were each interviewed once and the 

expert interviews were divided into two parts. Initially, an explorative interview was conducted, 

with each of the five experts, with the purpose of getting general insights about co-creation. The 

interview participants together represented a broad spectrum of knowledge since they all have 

various backgrounds and thereby different approaches to co-creation. Together the interviews 

provide an approach to co-creation founded on innovation, business practice, academic-, business to 

business-, business to consumer- and academic knowledge. As the only interview participant, Lars 

Lundbye participated in one and not two interviews, as he chose not to participate further. 

 

3.2.2 Cases 

Besides the two interview-cases, Coloplast and Arla, four more cases are used in this thesis when 

discussing co-creation. The cases are Saleforce.com, LEGO, NikeID and Asda. The six cases used 

in the thesis have all been selected from the criteria, that co-creation had to be a skill that was 

mastered in one form or another. The cases have been gathered through scientific articles and the 

interviews, which have recommended the cases as good examples of co-creating companies. All the 

cases are assumed as valid because they all present different approaches of how to co-create and 

thereby provide a broad and nuanced understanding of co-creation. The cases are all presenting 

relatively big and well know companies, and this is seen as an advantage as it makes it easier for the 

reader to relate and understand the essence and conclusion of the paper. 

 

3.2.3 Scientific Articles 

Beyond interviews the thesis uses several scientific articles in order to provide an extensive 

literature review and to increase the validity of the statements, which is argued for throughout the 

thesis. The selection of scientific articles has been made through acknowledged databases, validated 

by CBS and scientific institutes, as well as through recommendations from the interview 

participants. 

 

3.2.4 The practice of the interviews 

The expert interviews were all made one-on-one between the researchers and the interview 

participant and were conducted in Danish, as this is the native tongue of the interview participants 

and researchers. Regarding the case company interviews, one interview was conducted in Danish 

and the other in English, which again was done in respect to the interview participant’s choice of 
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language and native tongue. The focus on the respondents native tongue have increased the 

understanding of the questions from a interview participant perspective, but may also have resulted 

in loss of knowledge during the process of translation of the interviews into English abstracts and 

quotes used in the thesis. 

The interviews were structured as a combination of open and semi-structured interviews (appendix 

1). Following the inductive approach, these introductory and informal interviews were analyzed and 

broken into components in order make the first draft of a co-creation typology, and for the second 

and final interview-guide to be processed. The interview-guides where made with the aim of 

creating a flow in the questions as well as helping in answering the problem statement (Bryman and 

Bell, 2011). Furthermore, the interview-guide was developed through prior research, which together 

with the problem statement of this thesis formed the basis and general themes of the interviews 

(Kvale, 2007). The interview-guide was constructed using open wh-questions and the questions 

were open-ended which made the discussion and interview conversational in nature. The approach 

allowed the subject to provide a firsthand, first-person account. Thereby, the questions gave 

relatively detailed answers and insights about co-creation, rather than getting “yes” or “no” 

answers. In order to respond to the problem statement, the second round of interviews were 

structured with questions that sought to elaborate on the knowledge and insights acquired during the 

first round of interviews. 

Through the use of qualitative research, we as researchers can be compared to an instrument, 

because we as researchers interact and collaborate with the interview participants. The great 

advantage of using a qualitative interviewing technique is that it helps us as researchers to observe 

and record the unique perspectives and experience that relates to co-creation from a business, 

academic, and practical perspective (Kvale, 2007). 

The number of interviews was settled where similarities in the answers appeared, as it is here a truth 

can be assumed to be found (Kvale, 2007). In order to gain most possible value from the interviews, 

the interviews were as mentioned open and semi-structured and the questions were asked following 

the interview guide. The use of semi-structured interviews allows questions of fairly specific topics, 

as co-creation, to be covered (Bryman and Bell, 2004; Kvale, 2007). The advantage of letting 

previous questions open up new, and having pre-determined questions generate an interview-guide, 

is that it allows the interviewer to investigate deeper into the interview participants answers. 
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Each conducted interview is available through audio files, which is enclosed to the thesis on CD-

ROM. All interviews conducted have eventually been boiled down into abstracts, and further 

broken down into key findings in order to form an overview of the empirical evidence, and thus 

facilitate the use of interviews in the analysis. As this thesis utilizes hermeneutics, it is particularly 

important to prepare abstracts of the interviews in order to be able to take a critical and analytical 

approach to the gathered data (Kvale, 2007). All abstracts are attached in appendix 2-12. 

 

3.2.5 Standpoint toward typologies 

In relation to outline a framework for co-creation, the research of the thesis aim to develop a 

typology for co-creation. Typologies are one of the most common tools within social science as it is 

useful to make a confusing world manageable (Punditokraterne, 2007)
3
. Typologies can be defined 

as in the following: “a typology is a breakdown of empirical observations, based on at least two 

dimensions. Each of these dimensions is characterized by one or more attributes, and the overall 

layout of types is multidimensional.”(ibid.). This typology definition confirms the validity in 

creating a typology, as this thesis strive to provide an outline for how co-creation is and can be 

used. A co-creation typology is believed to be a valid tool due to the fact that it is based on 

empirical observations, which are based on the dimensions mentioned above. It is stated that when 

creating a typology it is important to remember to argue for the choice of types in order for the 

reader to be able to understand the construction (ibid.). Additionally, when working with typologies 

we attempt to develop heterogeneous types within a homogeneous frame. 

 

3.3 Validity & reliability 

Even though there is relatively little scientific work available about co-creation, the scientific 

articles used for this thesis is considered valid because it provides the thesis with a historic 

development and formulation of co-creation, which helps to create a greater understanding and 

framework within co-creation. 

Very few interview participants go into an interview with the intention of misleading the 

interviewer, in spite of this, there is a natural tendency, making the interview participant respond, to 

an interviewer’s questions based on what the interview participant thinks the interviewer wants to 

                                                 
3
 Punditokraterne is a liberal and market economy-oriented blog, which since 2005 has written about economics, law, 

politics and social science research. The blog is written by a group of individuals with a background in social science. 

The blog is used as a reference as it have been impossible to find any other literature covering the approach of how to 

manage and develop typologies.  (http://punditokraterne.dk/2007/07/07/at-konstruere-og-miskonstruere-typologier/) 

http://punditokraterne.dk/2007/07/07/at-konstruere-og-miskonstruere-typologier/
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hear. When using qualitative interviews the advantage is that, it can be difficult for interview 

participants to guess specifically what the interviewer is trying to get from them, and therefore they 

are more likely to talk honestly and freely (Kvale, 2007). This provides the advantage of having 

generated honest inputs, which is also assumed to be case for this thesis. We do not see any reason 

to doubt the empirical data or the validity of the answers gathered through the interviews. 

It is believed that the findings from the data analysis can be generalized because the thesis uses a 

broad spectrum of empirics, which the researcher in its best effort have related to while attempting 

to be objective. The objectivity of the respondents can be questioned, as it is impossible to 

investigate whether the respondents actually have been objective. This margin of error is countered 

by having several respondents with different background, and therefore the data conducted is 

argued to be reliable. By acknowledging the hermeneutics, we also acknowledge the subjectivity of 

each interview participant. We attempt to be objective toward the participants’ subjectivity. 

Kvale argue that verification throughout the process is relevant and therefore all findings will be 

evaluated, in relation to verifications, reliability and validity, throughout the paper (Kvale, 2007). 

Such tests run parallel with the development of the thesis and are performed intuitively by the 

researchers in all stages of the research process. 

Throughout the research we as researchers are acknowledging that the research conducted will have 

a certain bias as the research and its insights are interpreted by the eyes of the beholder. Throughout 

the research we as researchers have kept this in mind and attempted to maintain an objective 

approach to the research and thesis, therefore we argue that the research is valid. 
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4. Analysis 

In this chapter an analysis will be made in order to develop a detailed framework and practical tool 

for co-creation in order to make a solid conclusion and to answer the problem statement fully. 

The chapter will first present the foundation for the analysis and describe the six cases to be 

analyzed. This is done in the form of a detailed summary of the qualitative findings derived from 

the first round of interviews. The goal is to show how the line of thoughts, and the analysis, has 

evolved in the process. The interviews will be divided into three groups according to the 

participants’ standpoint and profession, the three groups represented are “The academics”, “The 

practitioners” and “The case companies”. Subsequently, the qualitative findings from the second 

round of interviews will be presented, in order to see what the final point of departure was before 

the second part of the analysis was initiated. 

In part two of the analysis eight parameters will be analyzed and presented, derived based on the 

qualitative findings from the two interview rounds. These parameters will be used in order to 

analyze each case presented in part one and illustrated graphically. The analysis will end with a 

comparison of the results of each of the six cases, in order to derive insights and a detailed 

framework including a typology for co-creation. This in particular will be the point of departure for 

suggesting solid and valuable implications for managers. 

 

Part I 

4.1 Qualitative findings – 1st round of interviews 

4.1.1 The practitioners 

In mapping the insights gained from the interviews, this part of the chapter will cover insights 

gained from the practitioners. The practitioners are: NC Nielsen, David Adams, and Lars Lundbye 

presented in chapter 3, Methodology. 

These three practitioners are as specified in chapter 3 from different industries, NC Nielsen 

primarily works within technology, David Adams works as a consultant with a palette of companies 

such as Coloplast, Novozymes, and Denmarks Radio (DR), and Lars Lundbye also works as 

consultant with clients like Grundfoss and various Municipalities, thus they also have three 

different views on co-creation. 

The following sections will first provide the insights of each interview, and hereafter the overall 

insights will be summarized. 
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NC Nielsen 

When asked for a definition of co-creation, NC Nielsen had difficulties in putting exact words to it. 

Instead he defines the concepts based on examples and experience with co-creation. NC Nielsen 

argue that co-creation is not a new concept, but actually dates back to a long time before the era of 

mass customization, where the economy was founded on the individuals’ wish for something 

special, especially looking at the more wealthy people, who then asked the specific craftsman to do 

the work for them. Today, NC Nielsen argues, co-creation is a spectrum with different examples 

such as application developers who develops apps for e.g. Apple’s App Store based on customers 

wishes, and afterwards Apple might obtain this and implement it into the base version of its 

operating systems for iPhone and iPad. Further, NC Nielsen also argues that once a product is 

incorporated in a service, the process over time is where co-creation can take place, and he sees this 

as a strong tendency in co-creation (appendix 2). 

Aside from Apple and the App Store example NC Nielsen introduced the case of Salesforce.com, a 

company offering CRM systems among other things, based on a cloud system where the customer 

has the product and backup of data and files available from the Internet. The co-creation happens 

when customers develop their own applications to the base system Salesforce.com offers, and 

launch it on the Salesforce.com market for other users to buy for a fee, which both the customers 

and Salesforce.com benefit from. 

 

NC Nielsen also connects co-creation with innovation saying that “co-creation is fantastic at 

creating variation and incremental innovation, but nothing radical is created through co-creation”, 

since the platform usually is defined in advance by the company. 

Another way to use co-creation is as NC Nielsen introduce the sharing economies, which is an 

emerging trend in the US, where a group of people share a certain product, e.g. a lawn mower. That 

in its self is not co-creation he says, but once people start sharing, they start using products 

differently and thereby redefine them and co-create the existing product with a new set of eyes, and 

because of this, communities arise. Due to this new trend, some companies are, according to NC 

Nielsen, actually facilitating systems for easy handling of the sharing. 

One might wonder if this would comprise the brand of the company whose products are being 

shared, however, according to NC Nielsen, this does not have to happen, as long as the company 

does not become a commodity and by itself provides the facilitation of the sharing in the 

community. 
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NC Nielsen cannot provide any overall guidelines on how to handle a co-creation process, as the 

differences between companies are too big to generalize, he argues. However, he points to the 

advantage of using IT in the process of co-creation, as it is very easy to obtain the interaction 

between the customers, using the Internet or implementing a function in an existing system to 

monitor it. The interview with NC Nielsen gave the insight that co-creation have many facets as it 

covers several different types of approaches to interact and create with customers. 

  

David Adams 

The interview with David Adams did, as the interview with NC Nielsen, not provide a clear and 

sharp definition of co-creation. However, some general keywords can be derived from it. David 

Adams focused a lot on words like co-ownership, being the most important element in co-creation 

from his perspective, arguing, “people should have the feeling that this is something we created 

together”. Also influence, especially in a controlled form, as this according to David Adams allows 

the field of expertise to be retained within the company while providing the customers with a 

perception of being a part of co-creation, and perception, in the sense just described. Further, David 

Adams explains co-creation as a very long spectrum, containing different forms of co-creation and 

as an innovation tool, where co-creation is a process from where innovation can be derived 

(appendix 3). 

 

According to David Adams co-creation can be used in all sorts of industries and types of 

companies, from a fast moving consumer goods (FMCG) company to a business-to-business 

company, and propose a range of examples. Novozymes and its co-creation with Procter & Gamble, 

in creating a specific enzyme, Coloplast and its continuous co-creation work with nurses in 

developing and creating better ostomy bags for patients, Asda and its work with customers in order 

to find out what is important to them when buying groceries, and Nike and its customization system 

NikeID. These are good examples of co-creation processes that work and take into account the 

important elements co-ownership, influence and perception (appendix 3). 

 

Besides all the positive and successful examples of co-creation, there are also a lot of examples to 

learn from and David Adams explains a couple of elements that are also important, to have in mind 

when engaging in co-creation. IPR are important to consider, especially in cases of open innovation 

as it may cause people to feel a sense of ownership of an idea or product. Thus, David Adams 
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emphasizes that the companies engaging in co-creation should be very open about the process and 

the aim of it and not take full credit for the outcome, as well as acknowledging that the customers 

have been part of the co-creation process once it is over and an outcome has been presented. Simply 

saying “thank you” to the customers for their inputs and efforts – something most companies forget, 

according to David Adams. Furthermore, companies should also be careful not to engage in co-

creation just because everyone else is doing it, as it will not create any positive outcomes. David 

Adams proposes another advice to companies, as he suggests that organizations should engage 

customers early in an innovation process to get insights and understanding and then develop further 

afterwards. This way companies do not run the risk of making a process to nerdy or detailed for 

regular customers. He add to this by saying that “the longer you wait, the more risk of running into 

dangers, that customers think he/she has got the decision and chances of fulfilling that is getting 

smaller and smaller”. He also acknowledge that co-creation will be able to create real brand 

loyalty, since sense of belonging will be created and enforced once the customer has controlled 

influence and feels co-ownership (appendix 3). 

 

Lars Lundbye 

Lars Lundbye is in between two of the types of interview participants, as he is both an external 

lecturer at CBS, and thereby an academic, and a practitioner, as will be seen below the interview 

also reflected this. 

Lars Lundbye defines co-creation as an area of practices and a concept that is evolving into a 

discourse and does like David Adams and NC Nielsen connect it with innovation, and refer to von 

Hippel and Chesborough in this regard. Furthermore, he identifies co-creation as a trick to open the 

eyes to new options and look at the world in different ways and work differently, when looking in 

the handbook of innovation. In the business development handbook co-creation will according to 

Lars Lundbye be a way of ensuring that value creation is more relevant for the stakeholders 

(appendix 4). 

 

Co-creation can be used to help companies break out of their “closedness” and “break” the shell 

that is often built around what a company does not know. Once companies start considering co-

creation the shells will start bumping into each other and innovation can happen, he states. 

Lars Lundbye presents a different array of examples of co-creation, e.g. Danisco who did a 

workshop about ice cream, inviting various stakeholders relevant to the business. Danisco and the 
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workshop participants then came up with different flavors through brainstorming afterwards they 

then produced the ideas and tested them. This created not only relations between the participants, 

but also commercial outcomes. Another example could be a project with 50 municipalities on how 

to prevent health problems, another example is budgets being co-created by 50.000 people over a 

period of 3 months in Puerto Alegra in Brazil. 

 

When wanting to co-create and involve customers it depends on the aim of the specific project, 

however, according to Lars Lundbye it is always good to involve customers in order to create 

relations. Involvement of customers could take place in all phases from idea generation to launch of 

a product. Furthermore, according to Lars Lundbye transparency is important. Another advice is 

that if co-creation is done in the right way, with integrity, it may have a truly positive impact on the 

brand of a company (appendix 4). 

 

4.1.2 The Academics 

In order to provide an academic view on co-creation, two of the participants interviewed were 

chosen according to their professions and academic approach to co-creation. 

 

Richard Jones 

Richard Jones defines co-creation as two parties going into a creation of an idea or a product, which 

is not necessarily an equal relationship, with focus on mutual value. Furthermore, Richard Jones 

argues that market orientation can be a form of co-creation with the market, by systematically 

measuring what the market wants and incorporating it in the organization. This can according to 

Richard Jones be done through a shift from market orientation to designing a product together with 

a group of people, being either customers or experts, in a co-creation process (appendix 5). 

 

In order to concretize a good example of co-creation Richard Jones mentions LEGO Mindstorms. 

He argues, that there is value in using brand communities in a co-creation process because these 

communities have so much external knowledge that LEGO might not have. Furthermore, Richard 

Jones mentions that a challenge for companies when co-creating is that the company has to decide 

what it is and is not willing to give up, when it comes to co-creation. The reason is that in order to 

co-create, the organizations have to give before it can expect that its customers will do the same. In 

relation to the example, Richard Jones describes that the dark side of co-creation is where the user 
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takes over the control e.g. by changing a marketing campaign, taking over the brand and using it for 

an agenda of their own. This is also what Richard Jones calls destructive marketing. Greenpeace is 

referred to as a negative example of co-creation as it, regarding the BP Deep Water Horizon case, 

used the BP logo to promote Greenpeace’s agenda. In this context Richard Jones mentions that a 

limitation of co-creation is, from his perspective, that it is difficult to control external stakeholders 

and therefore hard to give up control. 

Richard Jones cannot argue for a general guideline for how to co-create. However, he argues that 

organizations in general should co-create to be responsive and innovative and that there are no 

limits to how one can co-create, but companies have to be ready for the change and openness. His 

advice to organizations that would like to co-create is to study best practice examples of co-

creation. Richard Jones highlights that an organization’s use of co-creation depends on the brand 

and situation in general. In the same phrase Richard Jones argue that brands are co-created and that 

this is a fact and not an option for organization. 

Richard Jones finds that the effect and value of co-creation depends on the level of co-creation. 

From a consumer perspective he argues that the value is caused by the fact that people like being 

creative and involving themselves, as they are social creatures and this is why they get involved in 

the first place. Additionally, he recommends that when doing business, companies should involve 

the ones it creates meaning for, namely the consumers. 

From a brand perspective, Richard Jones believes that co-creation challenges the brand and the 

brand identity, when accepting co-creation. This is because the companies can no longer control the 

brand identity system. Furthermore, co-creation challenges the communication because the control 

has to be shared between company and consumer. As such, the company has to consider how much 

control it is willing to give up (appendix 5). 

 

Rasmus Koss Hartmann 

Rasmus Koss Hartmann does not have a definition of co-creation, but propose a layman’s 

definition, which state that co-creation is the involvement of external parties, primarily customers in 

the manufacturing of primary services. Rasmus Koss Hartmann does not really know much about 

co-creation but parallels from his profession as a PhD with user-driven innovation in focus can be 

drawn. Thus, he argue that co-creation and user driven innovation can be put side by side and that 

co-creation as user driven innovation, works in developing products. He questions whether it can be 
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used wider and argues that co-creation has a heavy product side and uses LEGO as an example 

(appendix 6). 

When talking about the roles of the players in innovation and co-creation von Hippel (Sources of 

Innovation) is quoted. “You are not a user because you are a consumer, you are a user because you 

are a user of certain technology”. In Rasmus Koss Hartmann’s work, a distinction is made between 

regulators and users, where regulators control others and users are institutions that are being 

controlled by an administrative process. 

Rasmus Koss Hartmann argue that “administrative innovation by users is a widespread 

phenomenon, but not very well documented since, among other things, what users do is not 

considered innovation, by principle, then it is cheating, agency problems” and therefore there is a 

need for putting focus on the fact that the users (the controlled) also have a say in the innovation of 

control technologies. 

Talking about the effect and value for the users of innovation Rasmus Koss Hartmann provide a 

classic answer saying, people innovate to execute their activities more efficiently where the 

individual benefit often is the focus. 

When asked about any guidelines for the use of user driven innovation Rasmus Koss Hartmann say, 

“A misunderstanding is that user driven innovation means just to involve people who use your 

things, or involve, even worse, consumers (consumers do not innovate – users do). Some users are 

very good at innovating, and it is of course those you should interact with and not just users in 

general”. He argues that motivating the right user to innovate will also generate a lot of bad ideas 

and therefore it is necessary to have a rating system to sort the incoming ideas. 

Rasmus Koss Hartmann further argues for a dilemma with an example saying, “if you are bad at 

co-creation, then the museum can be designed very well, but if the user does not use the museum in 

the right way, then the co-creation experience disappears” (appendix 6). 
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4.1.3 The Case companies 

Coloplast 

Coloplast do not provide any clear definition of co-creation, as it is a theme that runs throughout the 

entire organization and is formulated as part of the vision and mission for the company. Coloplast 

claim that it is founded on the co-creation spirit and therefore co-creation is used in almost every 

project in the organization. Co-creation is extremely important to Coloplast, as it creates 

competitive advantages. The way co-creations are used at Coloplast is that it has created forums for 

idea generation with the purpose of being a nest of ideas that can be built upon and developed into 

more concrete ideas. This is a completely structured process, where a special group of people at 

Coloplast handle these and pick the best and most specific ideas and bring them further in the 

process. Coloplast also co-create with nurses twice a year by inviting them to workshops with the 

aim of co-creating with Coloplast and fellow nurse-colleagues. This type of co-creation is also 

Coloplast’s idea of a good example of co-creation, as it is the nurses who have the hands-on 

experience with the patients and products, as well as being the ones that have to make the choice of 

brand and product. By co-creating with the nurses, Coloplast listen to their ideas, use their advices 

and in the same vein create a positive image of Coloplast’s products in the head of the nurses. 

Talking about a negative example of co-creation, Coloplast refers to the challenge that may occur 

when Coloplast is getting too fascinated by their own good idea and thereby missing the whole 

picture and the less positive comment that may determine whether the product becomes a success or 

not (appendix 7). 

 

A good advice from Coloplast about co-creation is; that there has to be room for constructive inputs 

and that both parties have to feel that the collaboration is valuable, the strategy has to be global but 

executed on a local scale, co-creation has to happen in the local language, and transparency about 

the outcomes/value should be created. Coloplast also mention the importance of not only using 

people who praise your brand because it will decrease the idea generation, and there has to be a 

clear goal that it should be commercial. 

A positive result of co-creation is, according to Coloplast, that it can be an efficient and quick 

method to generate information about old and new products. Coloplast do follow specific guidelines 

about how to co-create but these are part of the company secrets and therefore not available for the 

public (appendix 7). 
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Arla 

Arun Prabhu, Commercial Innovation Director at Arla, defines co-creation as a sub section of open 

innovation and as something you do together, it is about creating something. It is not about ideas, or 

having an idea management system. Arun Prabhu says that co-creation is to get down and dirty in 

the same room at the same time. Furthermore, he argue that it can happen at various stages of the 

innovation process, from the early stages of generating the ideas through to the final stages of 

deciding package design, flavors and communication. Arun Prabhu argue that co-creation can 

happen with suppliers, on the back end of the chain, and that one can do co-creation with customers 

at the front end of the chain (appendix 8). 

Arun Prabhu mentions several of Arlas business initiatives when talking about positive examples of 

co-creation. What is mentioned is among other things its Bubble Latte launch, where teenagers 

were invited to a series of evenings in Århus, in order to decide taste, cost and package design. 

During the workshops, Arla provided the teenagers with several options according to taste and 

packaging, which they then had to choose from. Another initiative is a workshop with Nova 100 (a 

network of talented young students) members, aiming to generate new product ideas. Here the Nova 

100 members had no restrictions in what they were allowed to create, but each team was guided by 

a manager, whom could give them inside knowledge about what is possible when it comes to 

technicalities of dairy products. 

As a third example of co-creation, Arun Prabhu mentions a relatively new product line, Baby and 

Me, which has been created in corporation with lead-users through a 4 week period in closed online 

forum. Arla used the first week to build a relationship with the participants and during the next 3 

weeks they had a dialogue where it asked questions and answered to feedback. 

When co-creating, Arla follows specific guidelines which are to use lead-users and to have a good 

facilitator, internal or external, in order to create a good co-creation process.  

 

Pros and cons of co-creation are according to Arun Prabhu that it is a lot richer than concept testing. 

Using co-creation you are able to utilize the creativity of people from outside the company. This is 

an advantage as they do not have the same boundaries and limitations as internal employees. Arun 

Prabhu summarize, that co-creation depends on how you use it and uses a saw terminology saying, 

if you use it well you get perfect cuts effectively, if you use it badly, you cut yourself, and then you 

blame the saw rather than the way you use it. Co-creation will challenge your internal thinking and 

this can be a disadvantage, but it is not for Arla, Arun Prabhu says. 
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Arla have several good advice when it comes to co-creation which among others are that the key to 

co-creation is the consumer you bring in, if you bring in good consumers, you get good results. A 

second thing that leads to a lot of engagement is that people, after a co-creation process, leave with 

a positive image of the company, the brand and the product. Furthermore, when co-creating one 

should keep in mind the situation in which it is meant. Another good advice from Arla is that 30 – 

50 consumers are more than enough when co-creating and the use of more is a waste of money. 

However, if one uses less, the full benefits of co-creation, may not be gained. The last, and maybe 

most important, advise is, according to Arun Prabhu, that one should have an open mind when co-

creating. 

 

Arun Prabhu states that “Co-creation is a tool that will obviously be used differently in different 

companies as well, so if you talk to LEGO they will have completely different experiences of how to 

use co-creation and I could easily imagine them using co-creation as a marketing tool not just an 

innovation tool.” “Anybody wanting to use this, needs to understand the right context for them, it’s 

not a one size fits all” (appendix 8). 

 

4.1.4. The Outcome of the Interviews 

Summing up, the interviews provide several similarities. All of the practitioners connect co-creation 

to innovation and could also relate the concept as being a potential important element in branding. 

None of the practitioners or case companies interviewed was capable of providing a clear definition 

of co-creation, and the same was the case for the academic. Rasmus Koss Hartmann. Richard Jones 

is the only one who attempts to provide a clear definition on co-creation. Thus it points to a clear 

need for a typology or similar mapping and a sharper framework to co-creation. 

Lars Lundbye and David Adams as well as Richard Jones and the two case companies interviewed, 

points to the importance of being open as a company and creating transparency in the co-creation 

process. Another important element is according to the academics, Richard Jones and Rasmus Koss 

Hartmann and the case companies, Arla and Coloplast, control. It is mentioned that with co-creation 

comes the question of control, and companies has to consider how much control they are willing to 

give up. In the same vein it is argued that co-creation is not a possibility without some sort of 

control of the process. 

The varied range of examples illustrates the wider perspective in co-creation and that the concept 

can be used in all sorts of industries and types of companies. Furthermore, all of the examples 
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provided through the interviews, illustrates a mixed array of approaches and ways to handle co-

creation, which again illustrates the need for at general yet differentiated overview of co-creation. 

In addition Arla mention the case with Bubble Latte as a co-creation example. However, this case is 

examined not to be co-creation because it from the interview gave the impression of being more 

similar to a focus group workshop. The reason is that the process seemed to lack an element of 

creativity as well as being too controlled. 

 

4.2 Case descriptions 

The interviews presented several companies using co-creation and this following section will 

provide a brief presentation of each company as well as a clarification of its approach and use of co-

creation. The cases presented will be used throughout the thesis, as they are valued to be good 

examples of co-creation and represent a broad spectrum of how co-creation can be approached. 

 

4.2.1 Nike 

The foundation for Nike Inc. was established already in 1964, as Blue Ribbon Sports by Bill 

Bowerman and Phil Knight, when they started selling shoes out of the back of a van. Further, in 

order to get ideas to produce better and lighter shoes themselves, they ripped apart Tiger shoes (a 

Japanese manufacturer, who’s shoes they distributed). The name Nike however did not come until 

1971. Nike today is one of the strongest brands in the world, ranked 26 on Interbrand’s Top 100 

Brands list of 2012, and a leader within sportswear and equipment and according to themselves 

“continues to seek new and innovative ways to develop superior athletic products, and creative 

methods to communicate directly with our consumers” (Nike, 2013a). Nike’s mission is “To bring 

inspiration and innovation to every athlete* in the world. *If you have a body you are an athlete.” 

(Interbrand, 2013; Nike, 2013b). 

 

One-way Nike attempts to bring inspiration and innovation to its customers is through NikeID. 

NikeID allows customers to customize some of the most popular Nike products either in specific 

stores worldwide or online, however it is only a certain range of product marked with “customize 

it” where this function can be used. NikeID allows customers to choose their favorite shoe or 

accessory and then start customizing. The customer can either chose to start from a blank base with 

no colors or chose to start off with a product using a predefined color palette. Then the customer 

can start choosing a combination of colors and materials for the different elements of the shoe. 
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Furthermore, to make the shoe even more customized Nike makes it possible for its customers to 

put on their own ID instead of the Nike name. However, not all names or words are allowed as Nike 

has a personalization policy that does not allow customers to use words or expressions that can be 

perceived rude or offensive, nor can the customer use names of professional sports teams, athletes, 

celebrities or trademarks, unless they have the right to use it (Nike, 2013c; 2013d). 

As Nike will continue to make more shoes for the NikeID platform the customers will keep 

personalizing and co-creating with the Nike brand on a continuous basis, yet in the form of a one 

shot process in creating one pair of shoes at a time. 

 

4.2.2 Arla 

The history of Arla dates back to 1881 and today Arla is one of the world’s largest dairy producers, 

co-operatively owned by dairy farmers from Danmark, Sweden, Germany, UK, Luxembourg, and 

Belgium. Arla owns internationally known brands like Lurpak and Arla, and sells to more than 100 

countries in the world, with its main markets being Denmark, Sweden, UK, Finland, Germany, and 

The Netherlands (Arla, 2013a; 2013b). 

The mission of Arla is “To secure the highest value for our farmers’ milk while creating 

opportunities for their growth” and the vision is “Creating the future of dairy to bring health and 

inspirations to the world, naturally” (Arla, 2013c; 2013b). Furthermore, the consumers are at the 

heart of all Arla activities and Arla argue that only by serving the known and unknown the 

consumers continues to secure the company’s position in the market. Thus, much focus is on 

innovation, and Arla actually has a target that 10 % of its turnover should come from new products 

(Arla, 2013e). 

 

In order to ensure that innovation happens and that new products are developed Arla is co-creating 

with its consumers and other stakeholders. This is done through various methods, one being a three-

day co-creation workshop, with focus on innovation and branding, with 18 Nova100 members and 

Arla managers. This workshop was staged as a competition, where the students were divided into 6 

teams with Arla managers in each team. The teams were competing for fictive investment money, 

which a panel of Arla investors/executives should divide between the teams. The goal for the 

workshop was to sharpen, reinvent and commercialize existing Arla products and ideas to get new 

ideas for products to be launched in 2014-2017. The teams should besides bringing new product 

ideas to the table also create a brand universe and a communication strategy for the product they 
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had proposed. Arla provided a base of 30 product ideas to inspire the teams as well as different 

mood boards to get the teams in the right setting. The teams could then take their starting point in 

the ideas provided by Arla or they could discard them completely if they had a better idea (Vendal 

Sørensen, 2013; Prabhu 2013; Larsen 2013b). 

This co-creation workshop case was a onetime project for Arla and the ideas generated from the 

workshop were for Arla to consider and evaluate further before the ideas can be realized and 

launched on the market. 

  

4.2.3 Coloplast 

The foundation of Coloplast began in 1954 when the nurse Elise Sørensen was concerned for her 

sister, due to a dramatic change in her sister’s lifestyle following an ostomy operation (Coloplast, 

2013a). The operation had made Elise´s sister, Thora afraid of going out in public because she 

feared her stoma would leak in public. Elise, determined to help her sister, came up with the idea of 

an ostomy bag with an adhesive ring, which would make it fit tightly to the skin and prevent 

leakage. These were the first baby steps that made the foundation of Coloplast and which gave 

Thora and thousands of people with the same dilemma, the chance to return to their normal life 

(ibid.). 

Today Coloplast develops products and services, which makes the life easier for human beings with 

private and personal medical conditions (Coloplast, 2013b). Its business covers ostomy care, 

continence care, surgical urology, wound care and skin care. Coloplast is a global organization and 

employs more than 7000 people (ibid.). Elise's passion and commitment is still the corner stone in 

Coloplast and therefore Coloplast’s mission is to make life easier for people with intimate 

healthcare needs (Coloplast, 2013c). Furthermore, Coloplast aim at making real differences in 

people’s lives and argue that this is what drives and unites them (ibid.). 

Coloplast makes it a virtue to listen to its customers to better understand their needs, and thereby 

respond by finding new ways to do things better together (ibid.). When developing new products or 

improving current, Coloplast is co-creating with nurses, end-user, and also - to some extent doctors. 

Doctors and end-users are not used as much as nurses when co-creating, because it is the nurses 

who have the hands-on experience with the patients and therefore experience a broad spectra of 

end-users use and challenges with the products. The nurses are also the ones who make the choice 

of brand and product. 
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Co-creation at Coloplast is done through workshops, at which doctors, nurses, or end-users are 

invited to come up with inputs and ideas, depending on the needs for development and testing 

(Ehmsen Lachenmeier, 2013). Co-creation is used in almost every project and twice a year nurses 

are invited for a workshop to co-create with fellow nurses and Coloplast. Here the nurses are 

introduced to a topic within which Coloplast would like to co-create (ibid.). Furthermore, Coloplast 

has created forums for idea generation with the purpose of being a nest of ideas that can be built on, 

and developed into more concrete ideas. In the ostomy forum, 50 % of all ostomy nurses in Europe 

are members (Adams, 2013). Monitoring the forums and ideas generated is a completely structured 

process, where a special group of people at Coloplast handle these, pick the best and most specific 

ideas, and bring them further in the process (Ehmsen Lachenmeier, 2013). Old and new products at 

Coloplast are continuously being co-created in order to create and maintain product quality, while 

remaining focus on fulfilling the mission. 

 

4.2.4 Asda 

The supermarket chain Asda was founded in 1960 by Dairies and Asquiths, and in June 1999, Asda 

was bought by Wal-Mart Stores Inc. (Asda, 2013). The organization has had huge success through 

time and is still continuing to grow. In 2011 Asda had a range of 523 stores and is today the largest 

retailer in the UK with 35,000 products to choose from, and it is still expanding with more stores. 

From the early foundation of Asda its trademark has been the slogan; “we’re bringing everyday low 

prices closer to home”. 

At Asda, the mission is to save its customers money every day, and that means minimizing waste 

wherever possible in order to make its business as efficient as possible (Asda, 2011). Therefore, 

Asda have different initiatives in order to “be green” and this is among others through energy 

efficiency, waste reduction, and sourcing sustainable products (ibid.). 

As a result of this focus, Asda developed the sustainability study Green is normal. The study was an 

outcome of Asda’s wish for doing even more to continue to help save the planet and to save its 

customers money every day. The foundation for the Green is normal sustainability report, was to 

draw on the expertise from Everyday Experts. These Everyday Experts are daily customers of Asda, 

whom was invited to participate in an online survey for eight months about sustainability. The 

survey brought an average of 3.300 responses every month. Through the Everyday Experts 

research, Asda found that like Asda and Wal-Mart, sustainability is something its customers just do. 
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Its customers do not see living sustainably as a special add-on to their lives – it is just part of it 

(ibid.). 

The green is normal research is a good example of how Asda uses co-creation in their daily 

operation of the organization (Adams, 2013). Asda asks its Everyday Experts on a specific topic 

and uses the answers it gets to develop and improve. In the co-creation process Asda acknowledge 

its customers wishes and in the same vein visualize that the customers had influence in the product, 

service or initiative that have been co-created. After a new product has been launched, Asda will 

once again listen to their everyday experts’ feedback about the product in order to respond with at 

better and stronger solution. Asda’s way of co-creating is illustrated through the following model, 

to provide clear clarification of the process. 

 

Model 2: Asdas’ full-circle co-creation (Based on Adams, 2013) 

 

 

4.2.5 Salesforce.com 

Salesforce.com was founded in 1999 as one of the first “cloud” companies delivering among other 

things sales and CRM applications on the Internet. The first CRM solution was introduced in 

February 2000 and the company has since then expanded tremendously. Its mission is to “… help 

customers transform themselves into “customer companies” by empowering them to connect with 

their own customers, partners, employees and products in entirely new ways. With our core force 
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services - Sales Cloud, Service Cloud, Marketing Cloud and the Salesforce Platform - customers 

have the tools they need to build a next generation social front office with our social and mobile 

cloud technologies” (Salesforce, 2013). 

 

The basic concept of the company, especially concerning its Salesforce Platform, is that customers 

subscribe and are then able to create their own customized applications through the Force developer 

platform. This platform contains tools that are easy to use and thus customers do not have to invest 

in hardware or complicated software. The interesting part about this concept is that an IT developer 

can create an application through the platform and then after development, test and obtain support 

of the application through the Salesforce system, the developer can launch the application and make 

it accessible for his customers – a win-win for both Salesforce and the developer. Furthermore, the 

interaction between Salesforce and its customers, in this case an IT developer, can continue at 

Developer Force, which is a free developer program for the Force platform and an online 

community for the developers where they can discuss and learn about topics related to the 

Force.com platform (Salesforce, 2013; Developerforce; 2013). 

As the nature of the product and the concept is to develop for one self with the basis of the Force 

platform this co-creation process exists on a continuous basis, as the customers will keep 

subscribing and developing new apps. 

 

4.2.6 LEGO 

The Kirk Kristiansen family, who still owns the company today, founded LEGO in 1932. LEGO is 

a toy company, today very famous around the globe for its plastic bricks that originally in its simple 

form could build all sorts of models and figures, only the imagination sets the limits. This is also 

what the LEGO mission and vision is all about, “to inspire and develop those who are to build our 

future” and to “invent the future of playing” (LEGO, 2013a). The LEGO brand naturally also 

centers on this with brand values such as imagination, creativity, fun, learning, caring, and quality. 

LEGO’s products and brands are no longer just basic plastic bricks for children. With the 

introduction of Mindstorms in 1998, LEGO combined its original bricks with robotics technology 

and software, developed with researchers from MIT. This product appealed to the larger children 

and adults, which actually made up 50 % of users when it first released (Prahalad and Ramaswamy, 

2003; 2004c). 
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One might argue that LEGO is founded on co-creation as its bricks do not deliver any value until 

the child or adult has built something from them and had an experience creating something in 

“cooperation” with LEGO (Prahalad and Ramaswamy, 2004c). However, it actually comes across 

very clear in the example of Mindstorms. After the launch a lot of online communities’ popped up, 

where fans of Mindstorms could share ideas and instructions for all the various ways the robots 

could be built. This in itself shows that the fans of a product can form communities around a brand, 

without its control, and co-create with each other. However, a twist to this is that a Mindstorms fan 

chose to develop his own operating system for the RCX, the microcomputer that combines the 

codes the user creates with the robot. He named it LEGOS - the LEGO operating system, and made 

it available online without the permission of LEGO. LEGO could have chosen to sue him, actively 

encourage other users not to use LEGOS, as LEGO might be blamed if it failed or made damage to 

the original product, or LEGO could alternatively have chosen to implement LEGOS in the existing 

Mindstorms product offering. LEGO did none of this, instead it announced that it would not sue the 

fan and chose to embrace the knowledge and initiative by its customers, though without giving the 

fan credit for his work (ibid.). 

As a consequence of the above, LEGO invited lead users identified through LUGnet, which is an 

independent online LEGO fan community, to help them co-create a new version of Mindstorms 

(Jones, 2013). 

Seen from the above there are two levels of co-creation with the case of Mindstorms. The one 

where users co-create with each other at online communities, and then the other where LEGO 

monitors communities and invites user to co-create with LEGO or use the ideas generated there. 

LEGO communities come in two forms: several communities are operating on an independent basis 

and one Mindstorms community is operated by LEGO through its official website. Co-creation 

exists on a continuous basis, as LEGO-fans will keep discussing and learning from each other and 

interacting with the brand, likewise LEGO will keep monitoring the communities (Jones, 2013; 

LEGO, 2013b). 

 

The case descriptions above illustrate one example from each particular case company, however 

some of the case companies are using other types co-creation practices, e.g. Arla and its Unika 

project, which is the development of a special cheese developed together with Danish top chefs 

through a seven year period or Asda’s private label “Chosen by you”, which is a product range 

developed based on customer wishes and tastes. The reason for choosing a single example from 
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each company is in order to illustrate a specific type of co-creation and differentiate the examples 

clearly from each other. The reason for choosing the particular cases and examples will be 

explained later in much more detail, and how and why the example and case is relevant will be 

argued for in analysis part two. 

Further, it may be noted that all of the case companies are large companies operating on a 

international scale, this has been chosen because the fact that the companies are well-known makes 

the case and example easier to relate to and helps understanding the concept of co-creation. 

 

4.3 First version of the typology 

After having collected empirical data through literature and interviews a first draft of the typology 

has been made and can be seen in the figure below. As the model is a draft, the numeric allocation 

inside the spider web is not to be considered. A more detailed explanation will follow after the 

model. 
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Model 3: First draft of a co-creation typology 
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As can be seen from the illustration of the typology, the different types and cases are aligned along 

one axis, defined by the level of involvement from the company and/or complexity of the process. 

This was done as several of the interview participants spoke of co-creation as a spectrum (NC 

Nielsen, Lars Lundbye) and thus the initial thought was that this was best illustrated like this. 

Level of involvement and/or complexity of the process were chosen as the main parameter to 

differentiate the types from each other. This was done, as it was evident from the examples the 

interview participants presented, that there was a clear difference in how involved the companies 

were in the process and how complex it was. Level of involvement meaning how large a part of the 

company takes part in co-creation, how many resources are aligned for the process, and how 

essential an element co-creation is to the company. Complexity meaning how difficult the co-

creation process is to handle and manage. 

The case and types were aligned along the axis with the first one, Nike ID, being the least involved 

company and the least complex process. Following this, it is argued that the process, got gradually 

more complex and the companies becomes more involved in the process, with LEGO at the 

opposite end with a very complex process, since managing a brand community, both independent 

and organizationally managed, can be very difficult. 

 

The different cases were chosen based on the examples presented by the interview participants and 

in the literature. The purpose of having a case representing each type of co-creation was to clearly 

differentiate them from each other and thus making it easier to relate to and understand each type. 

Several parameters, which can be seen next to the spider-web illustration, were developed based on 

both the interviews and the literature and derived based on some of the key elements of co-creation 

detected from the research. These are a particularly essential element of the model, as they in 

general terms, point to what are important elements of co-creation to consider for all companies. 

The illustration above, the axis with spider-webs, illustrates each type of co-creation based on the 

chosen case, and each point in the spider-web represents a parameter and how much of the 

particular parameter the case and type fulfilled. For the initial models the quantification has not 

been made, as it was just for illustrative purposes. 

 

4.4 Qualitative findings – 2nd round of interviews 

After the first two interviews, the model was adjusted according to the insight, which had been 

gained. The new model can be seen in the following and will be discussed hereafter. 
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Model 4: Second draft of a co-creation typology 

 

After having drawn on the implication, from the first set of interviews, the above-mentioned model 

was developed. The model was subsequently presented to two of the interview participants, Richard 
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Jones and David Adams, once again (appendix 9 and 10). The goal for these interviews was to get 

input and insights about how the participants perceived the model and types. The interviews 

resulted in several findings described through comments and thoughts in relation to the typology 

and the visual presentation of it and this chapter will present the insight generated. 

Richard Jones’ first impression was very positive and he found the division of the six types relevant 

to provide an overall typology of co-creation. However, he commented on a paradigm shift, which 

he meant to be able to identify according to the model. This paradigm shift was argued to be 

happening between the types Full circle co-creation and Open innovation, as there in the types 

Open innovation and Brand community co-creation is a shift in the co-creation foundation, where 

the involvement decreases while the complexity increases. Furthermore, both Richard Jones and 

David Adams thought that details such as the names on the types could use a refinement, so the 

reader and user of the model would find it easier to relate the name of the type with the actual 

typology. 

Consequently, the parameters used in the model were discussed and the outcome indicated room for 

improvements as one of the interview participants indicated that a decrease of the number of 

parameters might be an advantage for the understanding. The other interview participant suggested 

the use of an equalizer model, where parameters is lined up against its opposite, and through this 

indicate which parameters and in which volume each type is made of. The use of an equalizer was 

argued to be a better tool than a spider web and bubbles, in order to illustrate the types. 

The cases chosen to represent each type were perceived as being good examples for each type and 

they all received positive feedback in relation to providing clarity for their respective type. 

Additionally, the second round of interviews clearly indicated, that the theoretical thoughts and 

empirical studies had been interpreted correctly throughout the initial stage of the research. 

Moreover, the framework, a typology, had also shown its validity but still with room for 

improvement. The inputs and insights from the second round of interviews were taken into 

consideration and a new 2by2 typology model was developed and is illustrated below. 
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Model 5: 2by2 co-creation typology model 

 

 

4.4.1 Final interview and discarding the model 

The 2by2 model was first presented to NC Nielsen and afterwards to Rasmus Koss Hartmann 

(appendix 11 and 12). NC Nielsen found the model interesting and rewarding in relation to the 

understanding of co-creation. He had a few comments regarding some of the parameters and the 

cases, which were explained to him. After the interview with NC Nielsen, there were no major 

changes to the model, and the model and its types seemed to be rather solid and bulletproof in order 

to provide a typology for co-creation. 

At the final interview with Rasmus Koss Hartmann, the foundation and the performance of the 

typology got shaken. As the only interview participant Rasmus Koss Hartmann provided a highly 
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academic approach, and therefore he also presented a different approach in which he evaluated the 

model and the typology. In many aspects Rasmus Koss Hartmann agreed with the findings from the 

former interviews. He understood and found relevance in the different co-creation types and he 

found relevance in the cases used to explain the typology. The interview with Rasmus Koss 

Hartmann took an unexpected turn when the interview came to the overall evaluation of the model. 

Here Rasmus Koss Hartmann area of expertise, being a PhD student, became significant as he 

questioned the benefit of the model despite the fact that it provided a mapping of the types. As a 

result of this, we as researchers realized that, the model did not provide any substantial new 

knowledge about co-creation and therefore this became the foundation for a drastic and 

fundamental change in the thesis. Additionally, in creating a typology it is realized that the 2by2 

model managed to provide heterogeneous types, however, not based on a homogenous frame. In 

order to accommodate this challenges, the values on the axes of the 2by2 model was tried changed, 

but with no success. Therefore, the 2by2 model was dismissed and the parameters used to analyze 

the cases was once again reconsidered and evaluated. 

A consideration of the creation of a 3by3 model was made, but chosen not to be attempted because 

such model was believed not to be able to provide the research with any new knowledge compared 

to the 2by2 model. Rather, it was found that an extra dimension to the model will not be sufficient 

as co-creation have shown to be a multifaceted phenomenon and therefore a new and extended 

approach to frame co-creation was developed. This will be explained and presented in part two of 

the analysis. 

 

4.5 Key words 

Even though the model ended up being dismissed, the first round of interviews, as can be seen from 

the summary, generated a great amount of insights into co-creation. Furthermore, the interviews 

generated some key insights that work as a foundation for the analysis. These key insights can be 

extracted into key words. The keywords can be detected in the summary and are branding value, 

openness, and transparency. These three keywords, together with five more, will in part II of the 

analysis be used as parameters to analyze the co-creation processes taking place in the different case 

companies selected for this thesis. 

 

The cases and examples presented by the different interview participants also generated insights and 

as the cases were described and analyzed, several characteristics and similarities appeared. It was 
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clear that there was a difference in the time spent in co-creation and it was clear that there was a 

difference in the involvement from the company both operationally and strategically. This together 

generates the parameters time frame, scope, and company values. 

Furthermore, based on the cases and the idea of co-creation in general, it was clear that the 

consumer had to be part of the framework as well. It can be seen from the different cases that there 

is also a clear difference in how much influence the companies gives the consumers and on how 

many levels they are involved. This insight generates the parameters consumer influence and 

consumer scope. The parameters will be explained and analyzed in detail in part II of the analysis. 

 

Part II 

4.6 Parameters 

In the following section eight parameters will be defined and explained, and arguments to their 

relevance for the analysis will be presented. These parameters form the foundation of the analysis 

of the cases just introduced. The parameters have been defined based on the research done for this 

thesis, which is through interviews, reviewing literature as well as working and researching the 

identified cases. These parameters are of specific importance, as they will enable us to build a 

common foundation for all of the six cases, thus making it possible to get insights and identify 

similarities and differences from the analysis of each case, in order to see patterns and types of co-

creation. 

The parameters covers both sides of the co-creation process, the company and the process-side and 

the customer-side, however all parameters are analyzed and defined from a sole company 

perspective. This is done as it is recognized that there are two parties in co-creation, company and 

customers. 

 

4.6.1 Consumer influence 

Consumer influence has been identified as an important parameter in relation to co-creation 

specifically based on David Adams’ strong arguments regarding co-determination and co-

ownership. He speaks of co-ownership as the most important element in co-creation and argues, 

“people should have the feeling that this is something we created together” (appendix 3; 1). This 

means that the other party in the co-creation process should not have the ability to determine the co-

creation process and outcome of it, instead they should be given the chance to influence, with the 

company as the party determining and deciding the final outcome. In the same vein he speaks of co-
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determination versus influence and argues that one of the dangers of co-creation is that customers 

very easily can confuse co-determination with influence and he argues that therefore you should 

never let your customers decide, for the same reasons as was seen with the first version of NikeID. 

Here Nike let go of all control and let consumers create running shoes with heels, thus letting go of 

its expertise in create great running shoes, ultimately ending in lawsuits (Adams, 2013). Thus, this 

parameter covers the questions of how much the customer’s voice counts and how much influence 

they are given by the company to affect the outcome of the co-creation process. It is relevant to 

consider this, as it will indicate how much control the company has of its co-creation process, the 

interaction with customers, as well as the outcome. 

 

4.6.2 Consumer scope 

Co-creation is a collaborative process between a company and a customer and therefore companies 

have to consider in how many layers of the co-creation it would like to involve consumers. 

The well-known marketing mix consists of product, price, promotion and place. The four P's are all 

tools used and adapted in order to reach a target audience in the best way. Today, consumers have 

an increasing influence on the four P's, since they wish to determine what they will pay for a 

product (price) and where they will buy it (place). Consumer scope is considered as a relevant 

parameter as it is recognized that it takes two parties to co-create. The parameter consumer scope 

concerns how many layers of the co-creation process consumers are involved in. Layers in this 

sense refers to the four P's. An example of consumer scope can be shown through the example of 

Nike. It has a very low consumer scope due to the fact that the only contact it has with the 

consumers, is the consumer’s use of the online program for designing shoes, meaning just the P 

concerning product is in use. There is no further involvement of the consumers and the shoe-

designing program makes no room for the consumers to create beyond the tools, which the program 

provides. 

 

4.6.3 Openness 

Openness has been identified as an important parameter based on not only the expert interviews but 

also from interviews with Coloplast and Arla, who both emphasize the importance of having an 

open mind in a co-creation process (Prabhu, 2013; Ehmsen Lachenmeier, 2013). 

Openness in the context of this analysis covers the aspect of how open the company is to new inputs 

and ideas. It is concerned with whether the company is completely open to new ideas and inputs or 
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if it does not fully listen to the inputs gained from co-creation. One might argue that this is the key 

to co-creation as it would be nonsense to engage in co-creation if you do not have the intention of 

listening. However, it is not necessarily clear, given the fact that co-creation has become a 

buzzword of marketing and consequently some companies might consider co-creation as a must, 

without having considered it thoroughly. One way of looking at openness or rather not being open 

is by considering whether or not the topic/product/service to be co-created is predefined by the 

company, like Coloplast and Asda does it or if the co-creation process is more free and open like in 

the Arla example or in the LEGO fan community. 

This parameter is important to consider in relation to co-creation as it shows the company’s 

willingness to engage in co-creation and also if it is able and willing to give away some control of 

its processes and work with its brands in a new way. Possibly to get completely new input, which 

might not be gained with a closed company, which is unwilling to listen. 

 

4.6.4 Transparency 

Transparency has been identified as an important parameter based on the expert interviews and 

interviews with Coloplast and Arla, who both emphasize the importance of having a transparent co-

creation process (Prahbu, 2013; Ehmsen Lachenmeier, 2013). Furthermore, transparency is one of 

the pillars of Prahalad and Ramaswamy’s DART model, previously explained (Prahalad and 

Ramaswamy, 2002, 2004a, 2004b, 2004c). It is relevant to look at how transparent the company is 

about the co-creation process itself. Thus, in relation to the analysis of this thesis, transparency 

covers the aspect of whether the company offers information on the aim of the co-creation process 

to the other party participating in co-creation. Besides this, transparency also covers the issue of 

property rights - that is, who has the legal right to the ideas and innovations generated from the co-

creation process. This is a more formal yet very important aspect to co-creation and innovation, as 

also discussed previously with the opposing views by Chesbrough and von Hippel. 

This parameter will be able to provide the analysis with a wider perspective on co-creation and 

possibly give an insight of, whether it makes a difference or not if a company is transparent or not. 

 

4.6.5 Scope 

Through the expert interviews and cases it became clear that the implementation and use of co-

creation could appear with rather different levels of involvement from the companies. 
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The parameter scope is relevant because it provides insights about how involved a company is in a 

co-creation process through its workforce working with and in the co-creation process. Therefore, 

the parameter scope covers the value chain’s involvement by indicating how many links of the 

company’s value chain that is activated through the co-creation process. An example of a high 

scope is Coloplast. On a scope scale Coloplast will score very high due to the fact that co-creation 

permeates the entire organization and that it is argued to be the foundation of Coloplast as well 

(Ehmsen Lachenmeier, 2013). Further, Lena Ehmsen Lachenmeier from Coloplast argues that co-

creation penetrates all aspects of the company, which also indicates a high scope. An example of 

low scope brings Nike into the spotlight as it uses a relatively simple form of co-creation, where it 

uses co-creation as an ongoing tool to generate sales, through its online program, which allows 

consumers to design new personal shoes, thus only marketing, sales, and production are involved. 

 

4.6.6 Company values 

The parameter company values have been identified through the work with the cases chosen for this 

thesis. Through this, it was evident that the case companies differed with regards to its values and 

thus, that the company values possibly could be a defining element of successful co-creation. 

Therefore, company values is a relevant parameter to analyze as it in respect of this thesis, refers to 

how deeply a co-creation process is infiltrated in the whole organization, on a strategic level. It is 

important to note that the parameter company values differ from the parameter scope, as scope is 

covering an operational level of co-creation. Company values refer to the co-creation process on a 

strategic level, where co-creation is a part of the fundamental tactic for how the company operates. 

Coloplast is a good example of high company values because co-creation is the corner stone for 

Coloplast’s vision and mission and strategy in general. 

This parameter enables the analysis to go beyond the process and the aspect concerning the 

consumers and tap into the fundamental element of a company, thus providing a wider picture of 

co-creation. 

 

4.6.7 Time frame 

Time frame has been identified as a relevant parameter after careful consideration of the 

aforementioned cases of co-creation, as it was evident that there was a difference in the time used in 

the different co-creation processes. 
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Time frame, in the light of the following analysis, should be understood based on the company’s 

choice of a onetime project in the form of a workshop, like Arla, an on-going process like Asda or 

as Coloplast does it, with several workshops during a year, which could be argued is onetime 

projects occurring on an on-going basis. 

Through this the company can have full control of how often co-creation takes place. Setting a time 

frame for a co-creation process, further allows the company to allocate the right amount of 

resources, to decide when what initiatives should take place, at what point in time the customer 

should be involved, and ultimately how much time the company wishes to spend on a co-creation 

process. 

This parameter is assumed to enable the analysis to identify a clear difference in the cases and will 

thus provide a better clarification and understanding of each of these. 

 

4.6.8 Branding value 

The decision to use branding value as a parameter is caused by the desire to analyze whether 

different co-creation processes provide value to the brand, seen from a company perspective. 

Specifically, whether the different co-creation processes provide little or great value to the brand is 

found interesting. Co-creation is an interaction between company and customers, and therefore, 

when talking about branding value, the parameter is providing knowledge about whether the 

companies are getting high or low brand values from the co-creation process with the customers. 

Meaning that customers assigns brand equity to the brand and also that the company can derive 

value from this, to use further on. As an example Nike and the NikeID case is assumed to provide a 

high branding value as the consumers are highly engaged in creating their shoes, thus enforcing the 

point made by David Adams that people should have the feeling that this is something that has been 

created together. Furthermore, this engagement from customers is assumed to be a value that Nike 

will be able to use further e.g. in marketing initiatives and for improving the NikeID program. 

 

4.7 Case analysis 

In the following sections the different cases will be analyzed in relation to the parameters described 

above. Each case will be valued and given an estimate whether it is high or low within each 

parameter. When talking about high/low in relation to the parameters, it refers to how much each 

parameter influences the specific case and its co-creation process. When a parameter is valued as 

being high, it is because the parameter in the specific case is believed to have a significant effect or 
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influence on the company or the consumers participating in the co-creation process. Each case 

analysis will be followed with an illustration of the analysis results, which after all the case analysis 

will be compared in order to provide further in-depth insights about co-creation. 

 

4.7.1 Nike 

When analyzing the NikeID case using the parameter consumer influence it can be seen that given 

the setup of Nike’s co-creation process, as described in the case description, the consumers have 

very little to say, putting Nike low in this parameter. The consumers only have very limited 

influence, as they are limited to the choice of color for the shoes chosen and thus no co-

determination can be detected. However, as will be evident when analyzing the branding value 

parameter, co-ownership can be detected in this case as the consumer presumably gets the feeling 

that they and Nike have been in some form of collaboration in creating this pair of customized 

shoes. 

Consumer scope follows the path of consumer influence quite well in the Nike case, since the only 

interaction between the consumer and Nike is with the design of the product, as also described in 

the definition of the consumer scope parameter. Thus, the one of the four P’s the consumer touches 

is the product side. 

With regards to openness Nike is in the very low end of the scale. With NikeID the co-creation 

process is rather closed and the consumer does not have much room for creativity. As mentioned, 

the only thing consumers are allowed to do is pick the color combination and the name on the 

shoes, based on the predefined framework provided by Nike for the particular shoe the consumer 

has chosen to customize. One might wonder if Nike uses the customer-designed shoes to detect new 

trends in shoe fashion, however, it might be argued that this has already been done as the selection 

of colors is predefined. 

 

Transparency in the Nike example is straightforward. The consumer might not know that they are 

engaging in a co-creation process with Nike, however they are not in doubt about what NikeID is 

and what the aim of it is. Nike seeks to please its customers by giving them the opportunity to 

customize a pair of shoes and Nike wants to sell a great pair of shoes, a true win-win situation for 

both parties. In relation to property rights the case is also clear, as the consumers are co-creating 

with a registered trademark and an existing product, with a name that is also registered. 

Furthermore, the consumer is not assumed to get an ownership feeling over a combination of colors, 
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thus the consumer will most certainly perceive their interaction with Nike and the NikeID concept 

as being very transparent, putting Nike high on scale in this parameter. 

 

Regarding Nike’s value chain and the parameter scope, as illustrated through the parameters just 

analyzed the co-creation process is fairly simple. Thus, few levels of the company are involved and 

Nike scores low in this parameter. The levels of the value chain involved in co-creation are the 

production, as the production line has to be coded for the specific customization and also marketing 

and sales since the online platform has to be managed and promoted. Further, this is assumed to be 

managed by few employees given the rather simple nature of the task. 

 

The company values of Nike includes innovation and also mentions the consumer, which are 

important elements in co-creation, however it does not mentioned that it wants to innovate with, but 

rather for the consumers, Nike seeks “to bring inspiration and innovation to every athlete in the 

world” (Nike, 2013b). This clearly points to the old paradigm of the market and mass 

customization. The only element that points to co-creation is that Nike aims to develop creative 

methods to communicate with its consumers. This indicates a low score for Nike in the company 

values parameter. 

 

With the Nike case it is difficult to determine a completely specific time frame for its co-creation 

concept NikeID and it can be argued for both ways. Furthermore, Nike differs from the other cases, 

which are more project-based, whereas Nike’s example concerns a consumer goods product already 

developed. The one perspective on time frame is that it is a one-time process, as it is one co-creation 

process per customer. On the other hand, the co-creation process is available all the time for the 

consumers to engage in and it is not determined when this concept will be finalized, if ever. 

Therefore, the co-creation process in relation to the NikeID example is defined as on-going, thus 

scoring high in the time frame parameter. 

 

The branding value of Nike is as described in the case description already high given its position on 

the Top 100 of Brands. However, it will always be possible to gain a stronger brand value. The 

concept of NikeID is assumed to heavily strengthen the brand value for Nike, as the consumers will 

feel a unique connection to the shoes they just designed with Nike. This also taps into the important 

point made by David Adams about co-ownership and that the consumer should have the feeling that 
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this is something we created together, something that is highly fulfilled in this case. Additionally, 

Nike has built in a “share” function into the NikeID program, where the consumer after the 

customization of his or hers new shoe, can share the design with friends e.g. on Facebook. If Nike 

customers chose to do this, it will definitely strengthen Nike’s brand as the consumers act on behalf 

of Nike, in the same sense as brand ambassadors would. Based on this the branding value 

parameter for Nike will be in the very high end of the scale. 

 

Learning insights 

Based on the above analysis is can be derived that Nike has chosen a fairly simple form of co-

creation that does not involve it very much as a company, however it creates great value for its 

customers and thereby also the Nike brand. Furthermore, Nike seems to have a large amount of 

control over the co-creation process, as it is Nike that has designed the program, determined the 

level of creativity from its customers by predefining the customization area, and completely 

controls where and how much influence its customers should have. Through the way Nike uses co-

creation, we found that it is possible to create an on-going co-creation process without having to 

involve an unreasonably large part of the organization. Nike shows that co-creation can be long-

termed and create rather high branding value, without demanding much attention from the 

company. 

 

Model 6: Nike analysis results 
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4.7.2 Arla 

The case about Arla and its use of co-creation through Nova 100 workshops shows that Arla would 

score very low in the parameter consumer influence. The reason for the low score is, as also 

described in the LEGO case, that Arla solely will choose if it wants to use the inputs generated from 

the Nova 100 workshop. The large number of new ideas generated through the workshop, does not 

guarantee that any of them will ever be brought to life. According to consumer scope Arla scores a 

little higher than it did in consumer influence. The consumers are part of the idea generation, 

product development and the strategic planning, and therefore the consumers are involved in two of 

the four P´s, product and place. Thus, they are only involved if Arla chooses to use the new ideas 

generated through the co-creation. 

When it comes to the parameter, openness Arla gets a quite high score. The reason is that Arla’s 

consumers in the co-creation process are free to be creative as they are given a group of predefined 

products, but also are allowed to reject these, and develop their own product from scratch. 

Therefore, Arla provides guidelines to the co-creation process, by providing knowledge about what 

is technically possible to create. The reason why Arla does not achieve a top score on openness is 

due to the fact that even though the Nova 100 participants are well informed about the co-creation 

process, they were told about the intention, namely, to generate new ideas leading to new products, 

they did not get any information about whether or not the work they had done was going to be used 

in the direct product portfolio, or if it was just to be used as an inspiration map. This is assumed to 

leave a feeling incompletion within the Nova 100 participants regarding the co-creation process 

with Arla. 

This leads to the parameter transparency. It is assumed that the consumers will perceive the co-

creation as being very high, as the Nova 100 participants are fully informed about the aim with the 

co-creation. This is to develop a product and a strategy to implement it on the market. The Nova 

100 participants are clear about property rights of the co-creation being Arla’s as they all signed a 

contract and were rewarded with prizes for the best and most creative idea. 

 

A focus on the above-analyzed parameters indicates that Arla is only, involving a few levels of its 

value chain in its co-creation efforts, this being marketing and production. The production level is 

slightly touched as the co-creation workshop aimed to develop new and innovative products. 

Employees with knowledge about the possibilities within production were participating in the 

workshop, in order for the best possible product ideas to be created. The marketing level was 
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involved in the co-creation as it was the department that hosted the workshop and it helped in the 

creation and evaluation process of the different ideas generated through the workshop. This 

suggests that the parameter scope is relatively low because, even though Arla has more than one 

level of the value chain activated in the co-creation, the different levels are only briefly affected and 

the workload related to the co-creation is fairly low. 

At Arla the co-creation process has very little meaning when focusing on the company value. This 

means that co-creation does not have a deeper role in the company and it is just a tool used for 

innovation (Prabhu, 2013). Arun Prabhu from Arla puts it like this: “Co-creation for me is, you get 

down and dirty in the same room at the same time.” (Prabhu, 2013). The fact that, Arla only sees 

and uses co-creation as an innovation-tool makes the score on parameter company value very low. 

The time frame in which Arla co-create is very short as the co-creation is a onetime process with no 

further workshop to develop or generate new ideas. As soon as the co-creation workshops are over, 

the co-creation is done. The fact that the co-creation process is a onetime project has indicated that 

co-creation is not a part of the company on a deeper level and that it does not need much attention 

and nursery from the whole organization. 

Short time frames and onetime co-creation processes clearly indicate that the consumers do not 

have any large and ongoing incentives to engage further with the brand. Furthermore, the 

consumers lack incentive create branding value for Arla as they do not gain any added value form 

the process, as they do not get any further contact or relation to the co-creation process after it is 

done, as is the case with Coloplast and Nike. Here the consumers get in contact with the product 

afterwards and in Arlas case they cannot be sure that the product, which has been co-created, will 

ever be a reality. 

 

Learning insights 

An overall picture of Arlas use of co-creation shows that Arla uses a fairly simple form of co-

creation. This is indicated through the parameters consumer influence, consumer scope, scope, 

company value, timeframe and branding value, which all have a fairly, if not very low score. This 

indicates that Arla does not have a big workload in relation to its use of co-creation, and it does not 

have any greater value, other than the generation of new ideas, in relation to the co-creation process. 

In relation to Arla it is clear that making people co-create with you, as a company does not 

necessarily provide any value for your consumers and in turn does not ensure increased brand 
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value. Co-creation can be used as a tool, but it is important to create some sort of value for the 

consumer in order to gain brand value. 

 

Model 7: Arla analysis results 

 

 

4.7.3 Coloplast 

An Analysis of Coloplast and its use of co-creation show that the influence by consumers is not 

high or low. The reason why the consumer influence is what we call medium is among others that 

Coloplast is governed by several rules and laws, within the production of healthcare devices. 

Furthermore, when Coloplast decides to launch a co-creation process, Coloplast set the framework 

for which topic they wish to co-create and this leads the influence from the consumers to be limited 

within the framework. However, it also means that as long as the consumers create within the 

framework and the several rules within healthcare, they have rich opportunity to create and come up 

with new ideas. As mentioned earlier, through the interview with Coloplast’s Lena Ehmsen 

Lachenmeier, it was explained that the involvement of nurses in the development of new and 

further development of old products is essential for Coloplast, because the nurses possess a unique 

knowledge about the actual use of the products. This knowledge is very valuable for Coloplast and 

crucial for its market position and therefore the consumer influence is rather high if taking into 

account all the restriction, which the co-creation process is governed by. 

Regarding consumer scope Coloplast also has a middle score on the scale. This is because the 

nurses are taking part in idea generation and products improvements, the testing and evaluation of 
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products, given their knowledge of the patients’ daily use and challenges. Coloplast argues that in 

many cases the nurses become brand ambassadors as they are involved in the production and use of 

the products, and in this vein the nurses also become a part of the promotion of the products. This 

shows that the nurses take part in two of the four P´s, product and promotion. 

Looking at Coloplast from the nurse’s perspective, the openness of Coloplast is perceived as being 

quite considerable. The nurses are informed about the topic in which Coloplast wish to develop and 

the fact that the nurses are free to speak their mind in the co-creation processes indicates that 

Coloplast is fairly open. But the fact that Coloplast in some cases, in order to facilitate higher 

creativity, only provide the consumers with an overall, it topic brings a lower level of openness, 

because the nurses do not know what the underlying agenda is. Therefore, Coloplast is valued to be 

given the score middle on openness. 

Through an analysis of the parameter transparency a case like Coloplast will get a very high score. 

The nurses participating in the co-creation process know the drill, as the workshops in which they 

are participating are an ongoing process, which means that the nurses are familiar with the 

procedure. Furthermore, the nurses have no doubt that the aim for the co-creation is to develop 

solutions, which create the best possible life on a daily basis for people with stoma challenges. The 

case is clear when it comes to property rights, as the nurses are honored to be participating and 

thereby the complete ownership goes to Coloplast. 

In relation to the interview with Lena Ehmsen Lachenmeier (Ehmsen Lachenmeier, 2013) and the 

above-analyzed parameters, the co-creation process at Coloplast is far from simple, as the co-

creation process is an initiative, which involves all levels in the value chain. Co-creation is as 

earlier stated the foundation of Coloplast and therefore also a part of the company vision and 

mission and therefore incorporated at all levels of the value chain and the parameter scope is 

therefore rated to be very high. 

The company values of Coloplast are, as already mentioned, founded in the company’s vision and 

mission. Lena Ehmsen Lachenmeier stated that “Co-creation has been part of the company for a 

very long time. The company was founded because a nurse’s sister had ostomy, the nurse wanted to 

help her sister by eliminating some of the disadvantages of having to use ostomy bags.” This 

indicates that Coloplast is a good example of high company values because co-creation is the corner 

stone for Coloplast’s vision and mission and strategy in general. 
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The time frame, which Coloplast uses on co-creation, is determined as long. The way Coloplast co-

create is through several workshops during a year, which could be argued are onetime projects 

occurring on an on-going basis. Often times the co-creation processes build on the previous co-

creation workshops in order to evaluate or develop on a former product. Thus, on an overall basis 

the time frame is perceived as being continuous and therefore the time frame as a parameter is rated 

to be high. 

 

The branding value which Coloplast gain from its co-creation is assumed to be high due to the fact 

that the company foundation is built upon the concept of co-creation. In the same vein as it will 

show at Saleforce.com, it has proven to be a great success (Ehmsen Lachenmeier, 2013). Through 

the co-creation, the nurses become brand and product ambassadors as they develop strong relations 

to the product because they have taken part in the product improvement and development. A new 

patient is likely to use and keep using the product presented to them by professionals. And as the 

nurses often are the ones who decide which products and brand the patients are introduced to, it is 

of great value for Coloplast to have brand ambassadors. This provides Coloplast with a high 

branding value from its co-creation. 

 

Learning insights 

Through the above analysis of Coloplast and its co-creation process it is clear that the company is 

very engaged in co-creation, as co-creation is the foundation of Coloplast and its offerings. Through 

the parameters scope and company value the extent to which Coloplast is engaged in co-creation 

becomes especially evident. Looking at openness and consumer influence it becomes clear that in 

order for Coloplast to develop new products it is important that it maintains some form of control at 

all times and this is why Coloplast is open as long it is within its own set of rules and framework. 

Through Coloplast’s use of co-creation it is learned that using co-creation throughout the whole 

company can provide an effective way of developing new products and thereby create brand value. 

Additionally, it was found that the co-creation participants will, through such processes, gain a 

passion for the brand and create value for the brand, as they because of their relation to the brand, 

would be ambassadors for the brand and help generated an increased customer base. 
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Model 8: Coloplast analysis results 

 

 

4.7.4 Asda 

Within the parameter consumer influence an analysis shows that Asda is slightly low but close to 

middle. The reason why Asda is valued to have a medium consumer influence is due to the 

consumer’s participation in the online forum for everyday experts. Here Asda have the opportunity 

to ask questions and the consumers have the opportunity to share their comments, and interests in 

what they find interesting and relevant. The everyday experts are also used when it comes to the 

evaluation of product and other initiatives from Asda. The limitation of the consumer influence 

occurs through the fact that Asda, and only Asda is the one to decide whether or not an idea, 

occurred from the co-creation between Asda and the everyday experts, is taken into consideration 

and production. When it comes to the analysis of the consumer scope, Asda is scored in the middle, 

which is a little higher than the consumer influence. The medium score is given, as the consumers 

through the co-creation are involved in idea generation and evaluation of new and current products. 

This shows that Asda have activated its consumers in two of the four P´s, product and promotion. 

When it comes to the parameter openness Asda is fairly open in the co-creation process. Asda is 

open about the fact that they want the consumers’ opinions and that these opinions are used to 

develop its product and also as a marketing object. Asda markets itself as being open to the voice of 

its consumers and therefore it is assumed that Asda actually do listen to them. This opens for the 

creativity of the consumers and creates an opportunity for the consumers to speak their minds. 
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When having in mind that Asda inform and feed the consumers with the topics it would like to 

develop and investigate within, and the fact that it is impossible for the consumers to figure out 

which specific agenda lies behind the choice of topic makes Asda end on an openness score just 

above medium. 

Analyzing the parameter transparency provides an understanding that Asda is clear in its co-

creation process and therefore scores very high. The consumers participating in a co-creation with 

Asda knows that the overall goal is to run the business in a “green”, healthy and sustainable way. 

Furthermore, there is no doubt the fact that all property rights goes to Asda as this is informed of 

when consumers sign up to be a member of “everyday experts” which are the same members 

participating in the co-creation processes. 

Asda’s use of co-creation involves all the levels of the value chain as co-creation is incorporated in 

the whole company, which has also been described as full circle co-creation. Asda has the 

consumers affecting many layers of the co-creation. Asda uses the consumer, not only for idea 

generation and product development, but also for evaluation, implementation and further 

development. Having so-called everyday experts participating in the co-creation and making it 

official through e.g. store layout makes co-creation being incorporated in the marketing level as 

well. This implies that Asda gains a high score when it comes to scope. 

Regarding the company value, Asda’s mission is to save its customers money every day, and by that 

minimizing waste wherever possible as well as making its business as efficient as possible (Asda, 

2011). Therefore, Asda has different initiatives in order to “be green” and this is among others 

through energy efficiency, waste reduction and sourcing sustainable products (ibid.). In all these 

initiatives Asda uses its everyday experts in co-creation processes and acknowledge their wishes 

and in the same vein visualize externally that the customers had influence in the product, service or 

initiative that have been co-created. This indicates a wish from Asda to interact and co-create but 

due to the fact that Asda also have many other initiatives where co-creation do not play any role, 

provides Asda with a parameter score just above middle on company value. 

 

The co-creation process at Asda is neither long term nor short termed. It is something in between 

due to the fact that Asda’s co-creation processes are not ongoing and are not onetime processes, 

because of Asda’s full circle co-creation concept. This implies that when Asda come up with a co-

creation session, this session will then be tested and evaluated through co-creation in order to make 

it perfect. But when the product or service is estimated to be perfect, the co-creation will stop and 
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there will not be any co-creation before a new topic appears. This leaves Asda with a score just 

above middle because even though Asda’s co-creation is not ongoing, Asda is still known for being 

continuous in creating new co-creation process, which is all handled in the same way. 

The branding value, which Asda is assumed to gain from its co-creation, is valued to very high due 

to the marketing effort, which Asda has put into the promotion of their everyday experts. Because 

Asda has promoted its everyday experts, it has also made it lucrative to be such one and further 

promoting that the products are made by normal consumers providing value as it is assumed that 

everyday experts become brand ambassadors. Value is also assumed to be created at the consumers 

who are not a part of everyday expert panel, because the consumer will relate to them as being 

equal. 

 

Learning insights 

According to the analysis, Asda co-create in a form which takes up a lot of planning and which 

requires high involvement from both consumer and company. Based on scope, company values and 

branding value it is clear that Asda is very involved in the co-creation process, as it is grounded in 

many layers of the company. Besides Asda being engaged in the co-creation process, the analysis of 

the parameters also show that Asda favor control over the process, as it decides and controls the 

framework and has the last saying in a co-creation process. Through Asdas use of co-creation it is 

learned that co-creation can be handled with a high level of control and still create high level of 

consumers involvement and branding value as it is acknowledged that the product is made by the 

help of consumers. 
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Model 9: Asda analysis results 

 

 

4.7.5 Salesforce.com 

When looking at the consumer influence parameter in relation to the Salesforce.com case, it is 

evident that the customer’s voice plays a relatively large part and that the customer does have a 

great amount of influence. This is caused by the entire set-up of the Salesforce.com platform, where 

the customers can design their own applications and thereafter release them to be sold on the 

Salesforce.com platform. When Salesforce.com does not score in the very high end of the scale in 

this parameter, it is because Salesforce.com delivers the basic platform to be developed from and 

thus the customer can influence a great deal. On the basis of this, they are however not in a position 

to determine anything radical. Thus, Salesforce.com gets a medium score in the consumer influence 

parameter. 

 

The parameter consumer scope stretches relatively far in the case of Salesforce.com. This can be 

determined based on the fact, that the customers are given the opportunity to do several tasks on the 

platform. They can develop applications, they can test them, this concerns the product, and they can 

sell their newly developed application on the Salesforce platform to other subscribers, concerning 

the place and the distribution. Based on this Salesforce.com scores in the higher end of this 

parameter. 
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Even though Salesforce.com scores relatively high in the two parameters above it is not necessarily 

reflected in the parameter openness. Naturally Salesforce.com is open to new ideas, since its 

concept is to allow subscribers to co-create. However, they are invited to co-create on a predefined 

platform, decided upon by Salesforce.com. This way Salesforce.com still maintains relatively high 

control over its brand and basic product offering, thus making the company score slightly below 

medium, since the platform is set in advance and thus Salesforce.com is only considered to be 

“open” within this framework. 

 

The co-creation process, taking place between Salesforce.com and its subscribers is very 

transparent. The customers are completely aware of the product they are buying and co-creating. 

The platform and the setup of it are quite clear and so is the aim for the co-creation. Furthermore, 

the setup concerning the release on the Salesforce.com platform is also very clear, Salesforce.com 

has the rights to the service it provides, the platform and tools, whereas the applications created by 

developers belong to the developer, Salesforce.com merely hosts it. Thus, this puts Salesforce.com 

in the top of the transparency parameter. 

 

At Salesforce.com the whole company is part of the co-creation process, thus stretching the scope 

very far. Given the fact that Salesforce.com and its concept is built on co-creation, as described 

earlier, a lot of functions in its value chain is in play during the co-creation process. This includes 

R&D, Sales, Marketing, and service. The workload of these are assumed to be fairly large, as the 

platform, the tools this includes, and the handling of newly developed applications needs to be 

managed. These findings combined bring Salesforce.com to the very top in this parameter. 

 

The company values at Salesforce.com indicates a clear wish to interact and co-create as it states 

that Salesforce.com wants to“… help customers transform themselves into “customer companies” 

by empowering them to connect with their own customers, partners, employees and products in 

entirely new ways. With our core force services - Sales Cloud, Service Cloud, Marketing Cloud and 

the Salesforce Platform - customers have the tools they need to build a next generation social front 

office with our social and mobile cloud technologies” (Salesforce, 2013). It is especially words 

such as “empowering” and “help customers transform themselves, …” that points to co-creation 

and that this is the foundation of the company. Thus, Salesforce.com will end up in the very high 

end of this parameter. 
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At Salesforce.com the co-creation process is very similar to Nike, and it is based on the customers’ 

one-time co-creation. But on an overall basis the co-creation is perceived as being continuous as 

Salesforce.com keeps developing the platform and the customer keeps developing new applications 

for the market. Thus the time frame parameter in the case of Salesforce.com belongs in the very 

high end, as it is a continuous-one-time co-creation process. 

 

The branding value gained from the co-creation process and concept of Salesforce.com is assumed 

to be high. This is given the fact that the whole concept is built on co-creation and further that the 

company has proven to be a great success (Nielsen, 2013). This must be assumed to mean that the 

customers assign a certain value to the Salesforce.com brand and keep returning to subscribe to 

more platforms and services. Furthermore, the co-creation process of Salesforce.com certainly live 

up to the importance of the customer having a feeling of having created something together with 

Salesforce.com, which they actually do. Therefore the branding value of Salesforce.com ends up in 

the high of the scale. 

 

Learning insights 

Based on the above analysis of Salesforce.com and its co-creation process it is clear that the 

company is very much engaged in co-creation, as this is the foundation of its offerings. This is 

especially clear from the scope and company values, whereas parameters such as consumer 

influence and openness show that even though the customers are an important part of the 

development of new products and service of Salesforce.com, the company prefers to keep some 

control through the predetermined tools and platform and is thus only open within this framework. 

Salesforce.com’s use of co-creation, show that a business can be built on a co-creation concept 

where the co-creation is crucial for the development of new products and the existence of the 

company. Thereby, it is learned that co-creation can not only be used as a tool but also as a business 

concept. 
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Model 10: Salesforce.com analysis results  

 

 

4.7.6 LEGO 

From the example used about LEGO’s co-creation with brand communities it is evident that in the 

parameter consumer influence LEGO would score very low. This should be seen from the 

perspective that LEGO will solely choose when and if it wants to use the inputs from the brand 

community or not. Thus, seen from an overall perspective the consumers’ voices count very little, if 

at all. However, LEGO might want to get help from the brand communities in examples like 

Mindstorms, thus LEGO may give the consumers a little influence, but on the initiative of LEGO. 

This combined brings LEGO in the very low end of the consumer influence parameter. 

With regards to consumer scope LEGO and the brand community example also scores very low on 

the scale. The consumers are only part of idea generation and product improvement suggestions, 

given and discussed in the brand communities, thus they are only involved in one P out of the four – 

that is if LEGO chooses to include them in a co-creation process. 

 

LEGO, seen from the Mindstorms and brand community example, is not perceived to be very open 

based on the openness parameter, but it can be perceived of from two different aspects. LEGO does 

show some degree of openness given the free environment of the brand communities, but this 

should naturally also characterize a brand community – that the talk can run freely. Looking at 

openness from another perspective, when LEGO just monitors the brand communities and not 

directly invites them to co-create, the openness is very limited to the wishes of LEGO and the 
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framework in which an idea might fit. Thus, LEGO on an overall perspective, cannot be perceived 

to be open minded to new ideas and also seem to have a fixed approach when using the ideas 

generated in brand communities. Thus, LEGO scores in the low end in this parameter. 

 

Transparency is as mentioned several times during this thesis seen as an important parameter, but in 

the case of LEGO and the examples of co-creation chosen for the analysis, transparency is not at its 

best. This should be seen in the light of the co-creation process LEGO is using. The consumers 

might not know that the things they discuss and post in the brand community possibly could end up 

being part of a co-creation process. Thus, they do not know the aim of the process when creating 

the idea. When looking at property rights, the brand communities might also be surprised that the 

ideas developed there could end up being property of LEGO if used in co-creation. Therefore, the 

process is not perceived to be very transparent and LEGO scores low in this parameter. 

 

Analyzing the parameter scope in the example of LEGO and LEGO Mindstorms is not very 

complex. As it can be seen from the above, the company chooses if, when, and how the input from 

brand communities should be used. Therefore, it is also evident that the only function assumed to be 

involved in the co-creation process, is the R&D department or marketing, which monitor the brand 

communities and the ideas and inputs they come up with. That makes the scope parameter score in 

the very bottom of the scale. 

The company values at LEGO, meaning the mission, vision and overall strategy of the company, 

does not directly point in the direction of co-creation. The mission and vision states: “to inspire and 

develop those who are to build our future” and to “invent the future of playing” (LEGO, 2013a). 

This does not initially indicate a wish to interact with its customers and consumers. However, when 

looking at the vision statement, the wish to invent the future of playing may indicate an ability and 

willingness to use co-creation in the future, and maybe LEGO will realize that the future of playing 

includes a true interaction between LEGO and its customers. These things in combination place 

LEGO in the bottom of the parameter scale however, not totally in the bottom. 

The co-creation process at LEGO is, as might be evident from the analysis, not put in to a system, 

and thus the time frame is a bit blurry. LEGO uses the input from the brand communities 

sporadically and will approach them when needed. Therefore, it is argued that the time frame of 

LEGO’s co-creation is a “one-shot” process in relation to e.g. the Mindstorms example, however it 
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could be argued that the co-creation going on inside the brand communities is on-going. Because of 

this LEGO is not placed completely in the bottom in this parameter, however not above medium. 

 

The branding value gained from LEGO’s co-creation process used in this case is not assumed to be 

very high. That LEGO monitors the brand communities and occasionally invite lead user to co-

create with it, would probably be assumed to generate additional insights and thereby a possibility 

to strengthen brand value. However, this approach has actually previously been seen to offend other 

members of the independent brand communities, thus damaging the brand more than strengthening 

it. This does not mean that LEGO in general does not have a large brand value. However, the co-

creation process used in this analysis does not contribute to strengthening it. The brand community 

members will not get the feeling that this is something they created together with LEGO, when only 

a few is picked out or if they are just monitored for great ideas. The other perspective, where co-

creation exists between brand community members, may create a little brand value, but it can be 

argued that this brand value is already there, as these members are already committed to the brand. 

Thus the branding value parameter will score very low in the case of LEGO. 

 

Learning insights 

Based on the analysis of LEGO’s co-creation, in relation to Mindstorms and the brand 

communities, it is evident that it happens on a rather random basis and is not in a structured form. 

LEGO has several times been mentioned as a best-case example of co-creation, however in this 

analysis it scores medium or below on all parameters. This might indicate that LEGO has a less 

successful model for managing brand community co-creation and that this model may not work 

commercially. Through using this type of co-creation it can be learned that it is important to be 

open about one’s use of co-creation, so the consumers know that they are a part of something bigger 

than just sharing a common interest in a community. By letting the consumers know that they are a 

part of a bigger process, it is assumed that they will put more effort into the creation and thereby 

also gain value for the brand as they feel that they are being part of the development of products. 
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Model 11: LEGO analysis results: 

 

 

4.8 Output of case analysis 

In the following, all the equalizer models from each case analysis are depicted side by side to make 

it easier to read and understand the following section, in which the equalizer models and the results 

from the analysis above are compared and analyzed further. 
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Model 12: Cases analysis comparison  
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This chapter will first provide a comparison of the equalizer models with the aim of clarifying what 

can be derived from the previous analysis. Secondly, the chapter will argue for companies’ use of 

co-creation through an analysis of how and why it is used. Lastly, the chapter will try to connect all 

the new knowledge about co-creation with the aim of providing detailed framework, including a 

typology and guideline for co-creation. 

 

Above, the different case illustrations are put next to each other in order to compare them, thereby 

enable us to derive insights from the case analyses. It is interesting to compare the equalizer 

models, as it enables the research to take co-creation to a higher theoretical level, as an overall 

comparison will highlight whether any parallels between the different ways of using co-creation 

exist. 

In order to compare the cases to gain the best insights, the parameter branding value will be used as 

a main parameter to benchmark the remaining seven up against, to see how it may be affected by 

the other parameters. The parameter has been chosen, as it is the only parameter, which is of “real” 

for the companies. 

Branding value is believed to be relevant to use in the comparison of the models, because it is one 

of the most important and used aspects for a company, when evaluating whether a marketing 

initiative have been a success or not. Further, it is assumed that all companies, besides earning 

profits, aims to gain some sort of branding value. Therefore, the parameter is perceived of as a good 

estimate to use in the evaluation and comparison of the different ways of co-creating. In relation to 

the foundation and background of the thesis, being marketing communication management, it is 

also essential to use branding value as a measurement, as it creates the relation to the commercial 

aspect of co-creation. 

It could also have been interesting to look at the financial outcome of each case company’s co-

creation process, but this is beyond the scope of this thesis and would have required a different set 

of empirics. 
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4.8.1 Parameter insights  

Through a comparison of each case analysis it is clear that there are several similarities but also 

several major differences. The case analyses illustrated above show that the amount of time in 

which the companies are using a co-creation process follows the branding value. This means, when 

a company has a long time frame for the co-creation process it also gain a high level of branding 

value. This indicates that the longer a company co-creates with its customer, the greater is the 

probability they will connect with the brand, which thereby will create high brand value. 

Conversely, it was found that a low amount of time invested in the co-creation process, results in a 

low branding value, as seen in the example of Arla and LEGO. The reason for this is assumed to be 

that consumers do not feel any relation to the brand or product if they are only connected to it in a 

short time. 

The parameter openness, which covers how open and informative the company is about the whole 

co-creation process towards the consumer does not seem to have any relation to whether the 

branding value is high or low. However, most of the cases do not score over medium on the scale 

and this indicates that the companies are not willing to give up too much of the control of its brand 

and products. This way of maintaining the control fairly strict seems to be a necessary initiative, 

since low control can result in fatal consequences as seen with the first version of NikeID, where a 

low control of the design of running shoes ended in several lawsuits. Therefore, low openness is 

equivalent with high control and thereby has a negative effect on the company, as it might limit the 

creativity in the co-creation process, as well as a high openness is equivalent with low control and 

assumed to be negative as well. The level of openness is therefore assumed to have an effect on 

whether a co-creation process is going to be a success or not. 

  

According to the analysis of the parameter consumer influence, it can be assumed that the parameter 

has to play a fairly large role in the co-creation process in order for the company to achieve 

branding value. Nike can be argued to be an exception to this, as it has a fairly low consumer 

influence and still a high branding value. David Adams argued that the reason for Nike receiving a 

high branding value is that Nike have succeeded in making the consumer feel that they have 

influence, without actually them having it. 

The analysis also revealed that the branding value follows the level of transparency, which 

indicates that with a high transparency the company also has a high branding value. The reason for 
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this is believed to be that companies are likely to gain consumer trust, as it is informative and 

honest about goals and agenda with the participation in a co-creation process. 

 

Furthermore, the analysis revealed that a company’s branding value is not affected by the consumer 

scope or the other way around. The branding value can be high even though the consumers only are 

involved in few layers of the co-creation process, meaning a low consumer scope. Therefore, the 

amount of layers of the co-creation process the consumers are involved in is believed to be 

irrelevant. As such, it can be derived that in order to gain high branding value one of the important 

aspects is not to have a high consumer scope, but that the consumer have a feeling that they are part 

of the co-creation process, and not how deeply involved they are. 

 

From the parameter scope the analysis provide two insights. Without including Nike, it can be 

determined that scope follows branding value. This indicates that the bigger the part of the 

company that is involved in the co-creation, the bigger branding value the company is assumed to 

achieve. In the case example of Nike the result of the analysis is slightly different as Nike has a 

high branding value but a very low scope. This shows that the organization of Nike is only involved 

in the co-creation process on a very limited basis. With this insight it is important to take a broader 

perspective, as it is assumed that the reason why Nike manage to have a high branding value 

without involving a fairly big part of the company, is because of its already well-known brand, the 

fact that it is a globally known organization, its market position and its simple product. Nike is a 

globally known brand and therefore it is assumed that a small brand or company without the same 

popularity would not be able to gain a high branding value using the same simple form of co-

creation. As mentioned above, it takes several variables to be just right, to gain high branding value 

with a low scope. 

It is impossible to reject if there is any connection between company values and branding value, as 

the analyses do not provide a clear image of the influence any of the two variables may have on 

each other. In the table below the parameter insights are summarized. 

 

Table 3 is developed, as it provide the reader with an easy overview of how the parameters is 

contributing to branding value 
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Table 3: Parameter insights  

Parameters contributing to branding value  

Time frame 

Consumer influence 

Transparency 

Scope 

Parameters without contribution to branding value 

Consumer scope 

Parameters where contribution cannot be determined  

Openness 

Company values 

 

From the above analysis it is clear that the bigger the role co-creation plays throughout the company 

the higher the company’s co-creation process will score in the different parameters. This theory also 

fits with the facts from the case presentations, which showed that Coloplast, Asda and 

Saleforce.com all have co-creation as a big part of the company’s foundation and they all have a 

high score on the parameters. 

As given from the parameter analysis, LEGO is significantly different from the other cases. LEGO 

scores low on all the parameters and the reason for this is, among other things, that LEGO only uses 

the community as an inspiration source in which they look into once in a while to see if the 

community has come up with useful new ideas. In this respect, the co-creation process stays hidden 

from the consumer until LEGO finds something that it actually like. This resulted in low parameter 

scores. In terms of branding value, consumers are left out of the co-creation process as they are not 

informed about LEGOs intentions and therefore, the co-creation itself is assumed not to provide any 

significant branding value for the company. It is acknowledged that the case analysis would have 

looked slightly different if the case analysis had been based on a more specific one-shot project 

instead of focusing on the long run co-creation. 

Arla and Nike’s use of co-creation is very similar when looking at the parameters; consumer 

influence, scope, transparency and company values. But they are significantly different when it 

comes to the parameter time frame, openness and branding value. The reason for Nike having a 

high branding value and Arla having a low branding value is explained by the fact that in Nikes 

case, the customer is designing and receiving the product they have co-created. This provides the 
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customers with a value, as they can use and show their creation, which will generate branding value 

for Nike. In Arlas case the consumer might never see the final co-created product due to the fact 

that the co-creation process is established to generate new ideas, not specific products. This results 

in the consumers not having any specific product or creation to relate to after the co-creation have 

ended and they do not have an incentive to talk about the brand and thereby create branding value 

for the company. Furthermore, it is recognized that when talking about idea generation there will 

not be created any branding value, it takes a real product or service, which the consumer can relate 

and refer to, in order for the co-creation process to provide branding value. 

  

4.8.2 So, why do the companies use co-creation? 

As can be seen from the above, there are very different approaches to co-creation and no two 

companies do it alike. The six case companies each have their own motives for why to engaging in 

co-creation, however, in addition general motives for co-creation can be argued for. 

Generally speaking it may be argued that every move a company makes and the overall goal of it is 

to gain profits, however, there are many means to that end as well as sub goals in order to get there. 

These sub goals could possibly be the reasons to engage in co-creation. 

 

Two of the general goals of co-creation and reasons to undertake it are to gain valuable insights 

about a company’s customers and to create relations to them through interaction. This can be 

coupled with all of the other reasons to engage in co-creation, as the company through the 

interaction with customers will learn something and create new relations and relationships, 

regardless of what the main goal with co-creation is. However, it could prove a challenge if this 

learning is not systematized, as that would result in this new knowledge not being obtained by the 

company As such, this is an important element to pay attention to, even though the aim of the co-

creation process may be to develop a new product within a specific category. Another aim of co-

creation, less specific than developing a new product, could be pure generation of ideas within a 

broader field, like Arla has done it. Gaining branding value may also be a reason to engage in co-

creation. As it is argued above, branding value has a relation to co-creation and companies may be 

able to generate branding value through the process of co-creation. It may not be the overall goal of 

co-creation, but it can be a positive side effect of the process. 
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Combining these reasons, the general ones with the more specific, like developing a new product, 

will most often create win-win situations for the company if the co-creation process has been set up 

in ways that work in relation to the specific company, its products, and customers. 

 

The case companies of the analysis, naturally also have these goals in mind when deciding to use 

co-creation, however, their way of reaching the goals are, as seen through the analysis, very 

different. Nike may actually be an exception to the argument just proposed, as its goal of its co-

creation process is not assumed to be to create new products. While, it is the outcome of the 

process, the main goal from Nike’s point of view is more likely to be the interaction with the 

customers and giving them an experience of creating and customizing a mass customized product, 

as well as obtaining learning insights from this. This could be new knowledge of what types of 

shoes and colors that are the most popular at the moment. Nike’s approach is simple and it guides 

its customers in the directions it wants, in order for Nike to maintain control of the process but also 

to deliver the best experience for its customers. 

As mentioned above, Arla’s aim of its co-creation process is very simple, it is simply seeks to 

generate new ideas for future products through workshops. 

At Coloplast the reasons to engage in co-creation are many and varied, as it is an integral part of the 

company’s strategy. Coloplast use co-creation to get insights about its customers, to develop current 

and new products and generate new ideas in collaboration with nurses and doctors. Further, it is 

also important for Coloplast to create close relations to the nurses and its end-users, and as an 

overall goal. Coloplast wants to create a feeling of shared ownership for the customers, ultimately 

providing Coloplast with great brand ambassadors. 

At Asda the motives to use co-creation are a lot like Arla’s although slightly more specific on a 

defined topic. Furthermore, Asda is also giving something back to its customers, by recognizing to 

all that it is the customers, its everyday experts, which have helped it in reaching a certain goal. 

Thus, one can say that Asda creates a full circle by first asking its everyday experts, then 

developing something, giving them credit, in the end asking for feedback on the new initiative and 

then the circle starts over. 

At Salesforce.com the whole aim of the business is to develop new products and get new ideas, thus 

this is of course also the aim of the co-creation and the reason why it engages in co-creation. The 

way it reaches this, however, is different from the other cases. As mentioned, Salesforce.com 

delivers the platform and then allows its customers to drive innovation and create products that fits 
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the particular customers’ needs, within a set of guidelines and templates provided by 

Salesforce.com. 

With LEGO it is difficult to determine why it engages in co-creation, as it happens rather randomly, 

with the example used, the brand community. Nevertheless, it must be assumed that LEGO wants to 

gain insights about its customers through the customer’s creation of new ideas in the brand 

community. 

 

4.8.3 Returning to the types 

The above analysis enables us to return to our previous research and models made, and through the 

above, it may be possible to include some of the previous findings. 

Initially, a typology of co-creation was developed based on the first round of interviews, which 

provided six typologies and a model. The model was then after another round of interviews dropped 

however, elements of the previous typology may still be relevant. The elements considered still 

being relevant are the specific types. From the section above, several words have been highlighted 

with each case, indicating a main characteristic of that particular co-creation process. 

The highlighted words each belong to a case and provide the following type: 

 

 Nike and “guides its customers” = Guided influence 

 Arla and “generate new ideas”  = Idea generation 

 Coloplast and “shared ownership” = Shared ownership co-creation 

 Asda and “full circle”  = Full circle co-creation 

 Salesforce.com and “drive innovation” = User-driven innovation 

 LEGO and “brand community” = Brand community co-creation 

 

The naming of the types is very important, as it will enable co-creation to go from being just a 

buzzword of business and marketing and instead developing into a typology and a business tool. A 

common frame of reference is crucial in order to get to this level, and this typology is assumed to 

help co-creation go in that direction. Furthermore, the exact words chosen for the types have to be 

relatively straightforward and should be recognizable for people working with business and 

marketing, thus familiar words of the dictionaries of business and marketing are chosen. 
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In the following chapter the managerial implications of these finding will be shown based on the 

above analysis and the types just presented. The chapter will include advice and guidelines of how 

to engage in co-creation and how the types can be used. 
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5. Managerial implications 

Implications for managers are important to consider when concluding on this thesis’ line of 

research, as the aim of it, besides contributing to academia, is to contribute to the more general 

practices of business. Co-creation has, ended up as a buzzword in the literature, both academic and 

business, leaving no guidelines or practices to lean up against as a marketing manager, brand 

manager or the like. This thesis has analyzed six cases in order to provide a broader picture of what 

co-creation is, with the aim of being able to provide a guideline and a typology for co-creation, 

pulling the term “co-creation” in a more specific and detailed direction. 

In the following chapter, guidelines, possibilities and challenges, and different elements of co-

creation to take into account will be considered and presented. 

 

5.1 Practical implications of co-creation 

So, what can co-creation be used for in a practical setting? This topic has actually been touched 

upon already in section 4.7.2 since the reasons for engaging in co-creation, are also indicators of 

what it can be used for. To summarize, co-creation can be used to get a closer relationship with 

customers and other stakeholders, to gain valuable insights about customers, to generate ideas and 

innovation, and to develop new products or develop further on existing products. Furthermore, co-

creation can be used to get an outside perspective, e.g. in situations where the creative ideas and 

solutions have run out internally in the company. 

Co-creation can be used very widely and is not limited to a particular industry, or a specific type of 

company or product. Naturally, co-creation will be more obvious to use for some companies than 

others, e.g. companies built on an innovation and customer focused strategy as opposed to a more 

closed company where development happens internally, or companies operating in an industry 

which is highly regulated. However, in theory co-creation is for everyone. 

Even though co-creation in theory is for everyone, there are some elements and important aspects to 

consider and evaluate before co-creation is used in a project or on a wider basis. These important 

elements all take their starting points in the previously defined parameters of co-creation. Before 

deciding to use co-creation the marketing, brand, product, or innovation manager should ask oneself 

the following questions: 

 

 How much time does the company want to spend on co-creation? Should it be a one-time 

project or does the company want to use co-creation on longer term? 
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 How much influence does the company want its customers to have in the co-creation 

process? And on how many levels? - Is it only in the final stages they should be involved or 

all the way through the process? 

 How much information does the company want to provide about the setup of the co-creation 

process and how much information does it want to provide about the aim of the co-creation 

process? 

 How much of the company, internally, should be involved, and on how many levels? How 

extensive should the process and project be? 

 How much creativity do we want to give the other party in the co-creation process? How 

open is the company to new ideas? Is the company willing to give up slight control of its 

brand? 

 Who owns the rights to the outcome of the co-creation process? 

 Should the other party in the co-creation process be compensated? 

 

These questions are all relevant to consider as they tap into some of the different elements of co-

creation, as presented in this thesis. The answers to the different question will naturally vary 

significantly from company to company, and they should. Even though there are no wrong answers 

to the question, not all answers will provide a successful co-creation. Thus, there are some pre-

requisites for successful co-creation, which were determined based on the case analysis. As 

mentioned above, control seems to be an essential aspect when co-creating, and therefore it is 

important for a company never to let fully go of control. Instead, it can be an advantageous to 

loosen control a little bit, in order for the other party of the co-creation process to get a feeling of 

ownership and involvement in this. It is thus a balance of not giving up too much control and 

controlling too much, meaning that the company, to a certain degree, have to be open for new 

inputs. As it is evident from the cases, none of the case companies are entirely open in their co-

creation process and thereby maintain a certain level of control. So if a manager answers that he or 

she wants to let the company’s customers be completely free and creative and let go of all control, 

in the hope of getting the full perspective from customers, he or she may want to think twice, as it 

may result in useless ideas and a process that has no value in a commercial perspective. 

The same line of thinking applies to the question of how much influence and how many levels and 

steps the customer should be involved in. The best is not necessarily that they have much of both, 
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but instead that the customers get a feeling of having contributed, and influenced the process and 

created something valuable for them. 

In relation to the last two questions, it is important as a company to be completely honest and open 

about IPR and potential payment or compensation, in order for the other party of the co-creation 

process to not participate on “false” grounds. There is no specific guideline for this, however it was 

found through the interviews with Arla and Coloplast that both companies took full credit and 

owned the rights to the developed ideas in co-creation. Acting differently, will require individual 

contracts with the participants and it may be difficult to determine the right division of rights. This 

should also be seen in the context of the project and the “level” on which co-creation occurs. It is 

assumed that a regular consumer will be more willing to give up the rights to an idea than a 

professional or expert in some field. 

As was evident from the above analysis, time has a positive influence on branding value therefore, 

it is worth considering if the company has enough time and resources to engage in a co-creation 

process, as more time invested will benefit branding value in the end. The same goes for how much 

of the entire company that should be involved in the process, the more of a company that is 

involved the better. However, only relevant departments should be included in the process. 

 

To summarize, the general overall guidelines to co-creation are: 

 Be open-minded and transparent 

 Maintain an appropriate level of control and open up for creativity only to a certain degree 

 Involve all relevant parts of the company and carefully consider the resources available for 

co-creation 

 

5.1.1 Possibilities and challenges to co-creation 

In addition to the general guidelines just presented there are some general possibilities and 

challenges to co-creation worth noting. 

 

The possibilities: 

The possibilities and advantages to co-creation are many, and naturally include the reasons why to 

co-create, being to gain valuable and unique insights about customers and other stakeholders from 

an external perspective. An additional possibility is that co-creation can create involvement and 

unique connections and relations to customers. Furthermore, a strength of co-creation is that it is not 
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limited to a specific type of company or industry but can be used on a very broad range of topics 

and areas – e.g. governments and public institutions, even though this has not been taken into 

consideration in this thesis. One of the other advantages and possibilities to co-creation is that it is, 

at least in theory and in its aim, value creating for both parties participating in co-creation. Co-

creation regardless of its form opens up to a unique dialogue with customers and other stakeholders 

that would not have been possible if the view had been kept internal in the company. 

 

The challenges: 

One of the main challenges to co-creation is the balance of control and openness and a danger in 

this regard is that control becomes too tight. This will result in loss of creativity from the customers, 

thus co-creation must not become too formalized or institutionalized. Another challenge to co-

creation is that it has become a buzzword, resulting in a large body of companies wishing to enter 

into some sort of co-creation process. The danger here is that if there are not sufficient resources or 

commitment compared to what it requires, an attempt to co-create will most likely be unsuccessful. 

 

The above constitutes the general thoughts and guidelines on co-creation and thus, in the following 

section, the different types of co-creation will be discussed and guidelines for each will be 

presented. The above three guidelines are common for all six types to be presented. 
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5.2 The types 

The types presented in the end of the analysis above each helps to exemplify some of the elements 

to consider in co-creation, and each type will provide a series of guidelines specific for the 

particular type. When evaluating what type fits best with the situation the company is in, it is worth 

noting that even though one type and its representing case is e.g. a B2C company, the type may well 

work as a guide for a B2B company. 

 

Table 4: Co-creation typology 

Type Guidelines and Characteristics 

Guided influence - Simple setup 

- Customers should feel they have influence 

- Useful for established brands 

- The product being co-created is predetermined by the 

company 

- Provide consumer insights about market tendencies  

Idea generation - Generates insights and ideas 

- The outcome is not necessarily a product or service 

- Can have a broad focus 

Shared ownership co-creation - Creates a “we” feeling with customers 

- Ongoing communication and dialogue with the 

consumers is required 

- Requires full commitment from the entire company 

Full circle co-creation - Acknowledges customers influence and involvement 

- Evaluate the product/service with the customers 

- Creates loyalty and ties to co-creation participants and 

consumer of the product/service 

User-driven innovation - Users as main contributors to product development 

- Especially useful in the industries of technology and IT 

- Consumers need a high level of influence 

- Use lead-users 

Brand community co-creation - Brand community as other party in co-creation 

- Requires the existence of a brand community 

- Inform the community about the use of co-creation 

through the community 

 

Below a discussion of each type will be made, including their relevance and use in a practical 

setting. 
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Guided influence 

For the type guided influence the main characteristics are the simple setup and the fact that the 

consumers should leave the co-creation process with a feeling of having participated and influenced 

the process through co-creation with the company. Furthermore, it is a characteristic of this type 

that the outcome of the co-creation process is more or less pre-determined by the company. This is 

due to the amount of control that should be kept when using this form of co-creation and the limited 

actual influence the consumers are given. With this type of co-creation it is complicated to create an 

environment and a setup for co-creation that is simple, but also provides the customer with a feeling 

of having influence. This could for example be in the customization of a service or product, based 

on a platform provided and designed by the company. In relation to this, it is assumed that this type 

of co-creation would work best for an established brand. An established brand is assumed to have 

loyal customers already, and these are assumed to be willing to participate in co-creation and will, 

in the most successful cases, act as brand ambassadors after co-creation. 

An additional benefit of this type is that through e.g. customization of a product, the company will 

gain insights about its customer’s likes and dislikes, possibly indicating tendencies in the market. 

 

Idea generation 

A characteristic of this type is, as the name indicated that it is used to generate ideas. When 

engaging in this form of co-creation, the aim should not be to develop a product, since this is not the 

idea behind it. The setup can be of varying character depending on the company, type of customers, 

or industry. As this type of co-creation does not necessarily have to be limited to a very narrow 

topic, it can have a broader perspective, than normally in co-creation. Another important element of 

this type is that the customers or other participants in the co-creation session should have the ability 

to be relatively creative, within an area where the company can still derive some form of value from 

it. 

This type of co-creation have no limits with regards to industry or type of company as the setup is 

relatively open and does not require much of the company. However, what should be noted is that a 

certain system should be set up in order to ensure the ideas that are generated are valuable and 

useful for future purposes. 
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Shared ownership co-creation 

The important characteristic about the shared ownership type of co-creation is that its aim is to 

create a “we” feeling with customers. This means that the customers should feel that they have a 

shared ownership in the company. Creating this feeling and commitment from the customers 

requires extensive on-going communication and dialogue between the company and its customers 

and other relevant stakeholders. Because of this, it requires full commitment from the entire 

company, as creating a shared ownership culture involves much more than just marketing or 

innovation. It will involve the entire value chain, from R&D through production all the way to 

sales, marketing, and service in the end. This also means that in order for the customers to feel a 

shared ownership they must also be involved in several phases where the input could be relevant. 

Relevant in this sense refers to the fact that the company should remember not to leave its field of 

expertise to its customers. 

This type of co-creation requires commitment from the customers and this may limit the area of 

products to be relevant. In this regard, it is not assumed that fast moving consumer goods, such as 

washing powder or toothpaste, will be able to drive as much commitment from customers compared 

to products that directly affect people’s lives in more radical ways, e.g. ostomy bags or medicine. 

 

Full circle co-creation 

The type full circle co-creation covers, as the name indicates, a full process of co-creation. This 

means that the company should ask its customers a certain questions or ask for inputs on a specified 

topic. Subsequently, it should evaluate the incoming ideas and inputs, then act on it and provide a 

new or improved service or product. Next, and most importantly, the company should publicly 

recognize and visualize (in store, on packaging or similar) that the customers took part in the co-

creation. Lastly, the company should evaluate the process and the outcome in order to improve it – 

once again together with the customers. 

Done in the above way this type of co-creation has the possibility to create loyal customers, through 

those who have participated in the co-creation process but also with other customers. It is assumed 

that other customers would be positive towards initiatives created by the company in collaboration 

with customers like themselves. This type, like shared ownership, requires a commitment from the 

company and an involvement of many layers of the company. This type may both work on a project 

and one-time basis and in a more continued form, depending on the object of co-creation. The 

illustrative example used to derive this type was a retailer, however the type may also work in other 
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companies, but as it is a requirement that the customers are recognized “officially”, there must be a 

situation or a product where this is possible. 

 

User-driven innovation 

The characteristics of the user-driven innovation co-creation type are, as indicated by the name, that 

the users and customers are a main contributor to innovation and product development. What is 

very important to note about this type of co-creation is that the company must have a high degree of 

trust in its users and customers, thereby also being willing to give them a higher degree of influence 

than normal. This trust can be enabled, by using only lead-users in the co-creation process. By 

doing that the company can ensure a level of quality in the ideas or product developed through co-

creation. However, it should be noted that other users might feel offended by this, thus the meaning 

behind this should be communicated clearly with the reason why, if chosen. 

This type of co-creation is likely to be most successful in the technology and IT industries, where 

you will often find customers that are truly committed and interested in the field, and thereby 

having gained an expertise, enabling them to contribute with valuable inputs. 

 

Brand community co-creation 

Brand community co-creation, is characterized by the other party in the co-creation process being 

the members of a brand community. To engage in this type of co-creation implies that brand 

communities exist with regard to the brand surrounding the co-creation. A brand community can 

either be company controlled or be an independent community, the only requirement is that the 

members have a clear affection and connection to the brand. Through this type of co-creation the 

company is certain to be co-creating with participants that are truly committed to the brand and can 

therefore be assumed to want to develop the brand further, in a positive direction. 

The existence of a brand community does not necessarily invite to co-creation, thus it is important 

that the company communicates clearly and openly with the community about its aim to co-create 

with them. This can either happen through direct interaction e.g. with leading brand community 

members or just by monitoring the community for good ideas and inputs. Regardless, open and 

transparent communication about the process and intentions is essential for this type to become 

successful. The same caution about using lead users in the type user-driven innovation applies to 

using leading brand community members. 
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Like guided influence, this type of co-creation is ideal for established brands as brand communities 

often follow from this. Furthermore, this type is assumed to apply mostly to consumer goods 

industries, since in a business-to-business company, a commitment like this would be more 

unlikely. 

 

The types presented above and the guidelines provided for each type are intended to work as a 

toolbox in which a manager will be able to identify his/her company and its aim with co-creation. If 

able to do so with any of the six types, it should be supplemented with a more in-depth search and 

investigation of the previously defined parameters, which are all very important to take into account 

when deciding to use co-creation. 
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6. Conclusion 

The aim of this thesis was to investigate how companies engage in co-creation and establish an 

understanding of this in order to be able to outline a framework for co-creation. This was done 

through extensive qualitative research and a thorough literature review that also made it evident that 

this was needed. 

 

The literature review revealed that co-creation is not a brand new concept, but has actually been 

researched for the last 10-15 years. Prahalad and Ramaswamy have contributed greatly to the field 

of research and were the first to recognize co-creation as a concept and additionally make an 

attempt to frame the concept through the DART model. In the last five years co-creation has as a 

research area shown to connect well with the literature of branding and innovation, why this was 

taken into account as well. However, the research is conceptualized and does not include any 

detailed frameworks, which can be applied in a more practical setting. Therefore, the aim of this 

thesis was also to contribute with managerial implications, derived based on how companies use co-

creation. 

Six cases were identified through expert interviews and interviews with companies and were used 

throughout the thesis as the basis for research. The six cases were: Arla, Coloplast, Asda, 

Salesforce.com, Nike, and LEGO. 

 

Through our qualitative research it became evident that co-creation is a very complex concept and 

that there was a clear challenge in framing it in a logical and coherent manner. 

Through the conducted interviews it became clear that co-creation is not only a complex concept, 

but also that it was not used in a coherent manner. Instead, each case and example presented to us 

differed in their form and approach to co-creation. Arla used a workshop with the aim of generating 

ideas, Coloplast used co-creation much more broadly, more as a part of its overall strategy, Nike 

used a very simple form where customers have limited influence, Asda used a full-circle form 

acknowledging customers all the way and evaluating initiatives with them, LEGO co-creates with 

brand communities, and Salesforce.com used a co-creation form similar to user-driven innovation. 

 

The first attempt to frame co-creation was a spectrum with different types of co-creation aligned on 

an axis, each being represented by the case companies and its use of co-creation. Through further 

research, this proved to be an insufficient way to portray co-creation, as the axis on which the 
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spectrum was build, was too limiting and did not provide all the truth about co-creation. In a second 

attempt to create a framework, a 2by2 model was developed in order to place the cases and types on 

the two axes, control and involvement. This model and types were also discarded, as it first of all 

did not live up to the requirements for a typology. Furthermore, the model did not provide the full 

picture of co-creation and again the axes were too limiting. 

 

As the first research did not provide any useful results or contributions to the thesis’ aim, it was 

chosen to dig even further into the cases and their use of co-creation. This resulted in an 

identification of eight parameters essential to co-creation. These eight parameters are: consumer 

value, consumer scope, openness, scope, transparency, company values, time frame, and branding 

value. These parameters were analyzed for each case and illustrated with an “equalizer”, which 

represented the levels for each case company. Next, the equalizers were compared against each 

other in order to derive similarities and differences between the cases, this in order to be able to 

identify what was in particular important to achieve a higher branding value. It was found that time 

frame, consumer influence, transparency, and scope had a relation to branding value, whereas 

scope had no relation to branding value. With openness and company values a relationship could 

not be determined based on the comparison. However, their importance to co-creation should not be 

neglected. 

Furthermore, it was found based on the case analysis that the motives to engage in co-creation are 

different, being e.g. to new generate ideas, create new products and that the overall benefit of co-

creation is to gain valuable consumer insights and create close relations with customers. Besides the 

varying motives the approaches also vary and these different approaches made it possible to analyze 

and identify patterns and thereby it became clear that the types, which were part of the previous 

research, could be brought back. 

The types were identified to be: Guided influence, Idea Generation, Shared-ownership co-creation, 

Full-circle co-creation, User-driven innovation, and Brand Community co-creation. 

 

The six types of co-creation together with the eight parameters essential to co-creation constitute 

our attempt to propose a detailed framework for co-creation. However, naturally this would be of no 

value if it were not possible to derive any practical implications of it. 

There are individual advices to each of the six types defined, however the most important to have in 

mind when considering engagement in co-creation are the following. First of all it is important to 
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know that co-creation, theoretically speaking, is for everyone and all types of companies and 

organizations. Nonetheless, co-creation is a tool that should be used only when thoroughly thought 

through and when sufficient resources are available. Therefore, considerations of how much time 

the company wants to spend, how much influence the customers should have, how many levels they 

should be involved in, how much of the company that should be involved, and how much control 

the company wants to release should be made. Additionally, it is suggested that it is important to be 

open-minded and transparent in the approach to customers, to find an appropriate level of control 

and only open up to creativity to a certain degree, depending on the aim of the co-creation process. 

Furthermore, it is essential only to involve relevant parts of the company and not to go too fast 

ahead with co-creation, since it may be risky to fully implement a new business approach at one 

time. 

 

In addition, to the research results and the scientific research methods used in this thesis, it can be 

concluded that the use of several scientific approaches has proven to be successful. The 

hermeneutic circle, allow us to reflect on the research results and therefore we have gained insights 

and new learning in relation to previous gained knowledge. According to critical realism it is 

concluded that the social world is constantly changing. This has proven to be a reality as seen in the 

literature review, which outline a historical development. This approach is useful as we as 

researchers can provide new knowledge through the acknowledgement of the world being in 

constant change. Furthermore, the interviews conducted have confirmed how knowledge is socially 

constructed and this is important because it validate the use of qualitative research. 

 

Following this conclusion is a further discussion of the limitations of this thesis, what other 

perspective that could be interesting to consider and what other implication it could have derived, as 

well as suggestions to further research on co-creation. 
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7. Discussion 

7.1 Limitations of the thesis 

With delimitations also comes limits to a research, thus there are elements that have intentionally 

been left out of this thesis. One of them is to focus solely on commercial companies leaving out 

governments and public institutions. However, this does not mean that co-creation cannot be used 

in that respect, but it was beyond the scope of this thesis. 

As co-creation is still a relatively new area of research and also a new practice in business there are 

not a lot of qualitative data to gather, resulting in this thesis’ relatively limited empirical material. 

However, a quantitative research strategy aimed at e.g. business leaders and their thoughts about co-

creation is not believed to be able to provide any value to the thesis, as co-creation is not a topic that 

is understood equally by everyone. 

 

7.2 Perspectives  

When looking at the six types of co-creation defined through the analysis in an attempt to evaluate 

them against each other, one may wonder if there is an optimal type of co-creation, one where the 

commercial outcome is at the top. If it would have been a possibility, the conclusion would have 

included this without a doubt, as this would have made it much easier for managers to interpret the 

results of this research. However, an optimal type of co-creation cannot be argued for, since co-

creation and the way in which it is used and what it is used for differs a lot from company to 

company and from situation to situation. It depends a lot on what resources the company is in 

possession of as well as the wishes and aims the company has for its co-creation project. 

Control and openness has been discussed a lot in this thesis and it can be argued that if it is released 

completely, a danger is to end up like Nike did with its first version of Nike ID. Another threat is 

that the business model of the company will not be able to keep up and all of the work put into a co-

creation project will be lost. Adding to this, it could have been interesting to see what an analysis, 

similar to the one above, could have provided if made, including the bad examples of co-creation. 

This could possibly have provided a more detailed list of advice of what not to do, besides letting 

go of too much control, as well as further guideline of what to do when co-creating. 

Further, it can be discussed how fast a company should go into co-creation, if it should be tested on 

a project basis within fewer departments or implemented on a larger scale. This again depends on 

the company and the situation, but as with everything new and more radical in business it is a good 
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idea to introduce slowly and thereby prove the success of co-creation and later on implement it on a 

broader scale. 

 

7.3 Further research 

The area of co-creation can be looked at from two perspectives, the company’s perspective and the 

customer’s perspective. This thesis has chosen to focus on the company perspective. While 

including the customer in the equation, their motives have been left out entirely. This is an 

interesting area of research that would be a great contribution to the overall field of co-creation. As 

it is now there is no knowledge about why some customers choose to engage in co-creation, what 

motivates them and why they may see it as valuable to them? This will require an extensive study in 

consumer and customer behavior and it would be interesting to see the differences in motives, if 

any, between the customers in a business-to-business context versus a business-to-consumer 

context. 

Another interesting addition to this thesis would be to test the types. This could for example be 

done through a practical study, where business manager attempt to “fit” their company into one of 

the six types. If it does not fit, it might indicate a need to keep searching for additional types that 

could broaden the typology even further. 
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9. Appendix  

1. Interview guide, round 1  

Questions for explorative interview on co-creation: 
 

Danish version:  

- Hvad er din definition af co-creation?  

o Ser du en mulighed i at gradbøje co-creation, er der flere lag, og i så fald hvilke og 

hvordan 

- I hvilke sammenhænge kan co-cretion være brugbar?  

- Kan du komme med et godt eksempel på co-creation? Hvad med et dårligt eksempel? 

- Hvilken betydning og indvirkning har co-creation for brands efter din mening?  

- Hvad er forbrugerens rolle vs. virksomhedens rolle ifht. dit syn på co-creation? 

- Hvad med effekten/værdien for forbrugerne? 

- Hvordan bør co-creation bruges, så virksomhederne opnår det de ønsker?  

o Er der specifikke guidelines der bør følges? – evt. gode råd  

o Er der touch-points der bedre end andre at involvere kunderne i? 

- Kender du personer med viden og ekspertise indenfor dette område, som vi må tage kontakt 

til?  

- Er der litteratur du har kendskab til, som vi skal have fat i?   

 

English version: 

- What is your definiton of co-creation? 

o Do you see a possibility in qualifying co-creation, are the more layers, and if yes 

which and how? 

- In what situations can co-creation be useful? 

- Can you give us a good example of co-creation? What about a bad one? 

- In your opinion, what meaning and effect does co-creation have for brands? 

- What are the consumer’s role vs. the company’s role, in relation to your view on co-

creation? 

- What about the effect/value for the consumers? 

- How should co-creation be used in order for companies to achieve what it wants? 

o Are there any specific guidelines that should be follow? Any good advice? 
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o Are there touch-point that are better than others to involve the customers in? 

- Do you know anyone with knowledge and expertise within this area, we may contact?  

- Do you kow of any literature we need to read on this topic?  
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Abstracts of interviews, round 1 

2. Niels Christian Nielsen  

Abstract of explorative interview – 5
th

 April 2013  

Interviewee: Niels Christian Nielsen, Former CEO of the Danish Institute of Technology, currently 

consultant in the US and board member of several companies, 10-12, a couple of them Danish and 

the rest in the US, among others Prophet.  

 

Time Topic / answer  

2.54 Intro 

NCN has been en several boards where co-creation has been a dimension of strategic 

market development.  Very familiar concept for NCN.  

4.50 Definition of co-creation 

Some elements are very now and some very futuristic, but actually a very traditional 

concept, the gap between craftsmanship and industry, everything was co-created because of 

i.e. special wished from the French royalty. – Historic dimension got killed by the mass 

industry.  

7.24 

 

 

 

 

 

 

9.32 

 

 

 

 

10.33 

A modern definition of co-creation 

A spectrum.  

In one end (more ridiculously to call it co-creation), Irene Ngn: personalisation of your 

iPhone, Apple delivers the platform and when the user downloads apps and configures the 

phone, the product is co-created.  

Ridiculously since the co-creation by users is not used/saved in the next generation of the 

product. 

A better example is the app developers who co-create and listen very much to the users – 

this is what Apple catches and implements into newer generations of the iPhone. Co-

creation exists between app-user, app-developers, and Apple.  the user’s use is reflected 

in the next generation of the product.  

 

An important element – a strong tendency that co-creation is connected to business models 

where the producer has rented its product in a service – it is in the service situation where 

there is continuity – if its only a product, the producers play(samspil) with the customer is 
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isolated to a transaction. “Whereas once it is a product in a service the process over time is 

where co-creation can take place” – time and space for an exchange.  

 

12.30 

 

 

 

 

13.37 

Multiple layers of co-creation – bending the concept  

What are the two opposites of the spectrum?  

One is the iPhone/app example vs. a situation where a product only exist when to parties 

come together – the finishing touch of the product is co-creation between user and 

producer  

How about NikeID?  

NCN does not look at it very differently than the iPhone user, who “personalize” it with 

apps.  

14.35 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

21.43 

The first time co-creation was used in corporate terms  

SalesForce – salesforce.com  

Developed cloud – first movers in co-creation, ERP system, CRM.   

In the beginning an internet based application – the service was delivered online instead of 

a product – as salesforce.com knew they weren’t experts in all industries it developed a 

base and then customers could developed add-on, and then salesforce.com would maintain 

that as well as its own base software, as long as basic standards were kept – step 1. Step 2 

was to establish a market where those who had developed an add-on could publish it and 

make it available for other users, and if someone use it then the developer would earn 

money on that. The company boomed because of this.    

Eventually some of the developed add-ons were implemented in the base version.  

80 % of the product is user-developed  

22.40 Bad examples 

“co-creation is fantastic at creating variation and incremental innovations, but nothing 

radical is created through co-creation”  

Why not? – the platform is defined (usually) – variations of that platform  

Apple iPhone vs. Samsung  

Not user driven (user do not know what they want, radial innovation – in the beginning) vs. 

focus groups, co-creation and so on (came after)  

27.20 Are the companies interested in creating something radical? 

Some will – companies like Apple, Google, Intel  
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29.30 Other areas where co-creation could be useful? 

Sharing economies  

- Less “used” assets will be shared by more and there by value is freed – not co-

creation  

- But what actually happens when people share assets is that users start using the 

products differently and thereby redefine them (co-creating it with a new set of 

eyes, communities arise because of the use). Companies offer systems/application 

for easy handling of the sharing.  

- Users want to co-create because of community  

- Lisa Ganski – The Mesh – meshing.it  

38.30 

 

 

 

 

 

 

40.00 

What about the brand, does it get damaged in that form of co-creation? 

Yes and no.  

When having and intermediate company with a sharing economy business model, then yes, 

since the producer become a commodity. But when the producers adds the sharing 

dimension on top as part of a value creating product service, then it will improve the brand 

in an extreme sense. You get longer and deeper touch-points with the users and their buy-in 

gets stronger. Very popular in the US.  

Discussed a lot in GE at board meetings  

40.45 How about effect on the brand outside the sharing economy field? 

Rolls Royce changing from motors to air miles – case – described in books and articles  

From marketing gimmick into practice: RR had to deliver a continued service.   

RR had taken so much service into the company and forgotten the customers who new 

more about certain things, too much service inside/from RR, – in the process of finding the 

details in i.e. contracts with customers a dynamic process evolved and they changed it into 

something positive by taking in the customers again. Co-creation spots.   

46.08 The role of the company and the role of the customers  

The design of the customers role should be attractive for the customers to add value to – 

critical element to make to co-creation business model work.  

47.20 Are there any guidelines or a place/touch point where it makes more sense to include the 

customers?  

Not a specific guideline – differences are too big between companies to generalise  
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Advantage of IT cases is that it is very easy to catch what to customers come up with.  

Interaction should be caught in the system – instead of something external in the process – 

and too expensive.  

50.02 The value or effect has to be there in advance or? 

Either it has to be invisible, so that the consumer does not realise that you are doing co-

creation or it has to attractive and an incentive or incitement should be in place.  

Looking at amazon.com (as an aggregated service system) – users tell other users what is 

good or bad – it was made fun (obvious). Or the system tells the user “other user who 

bought this also bought…” (hidden).   

52.51 

 

 

 

 

55.55 

 

56.05 

The effect or value for the customer?  

On one level it might be to become an appreciated member of a community.  

On another level it might be because of the fun, if the co-creation system is designed well.  

On a third level it might be “to get what I want”.  

 

Co-creation is when the individualised used is reflected in next versions of the product. 

  

Co-creation as a marketing fad and making co-creation part of the strategy.  

- LEGO  

- Nike  

- Build-a-bear  
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3. David Adams 

Abstract of explorative interview – 19
th

 April 2013  

Interviewee: David Adams 

Specialized in innovation. Owner of New Solutions – focus on corporate branding and innovation.  

 

Time Topic / answer 

4.45 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6.55 

 

 

 

7.40 

8.05 

 

9.00-

9.28 

 

 

 

 

9.40 

9.50 

Tells us about your background and work 

Corporate branding and innovation – a good link – the perception of the corporate brand is 

often linked to how good the company is at innovating.   

 

Customers: Novozymes, Coloplast, Coop, DR.  

Game changes: Case: Novozymes working together with P&G – David had the project of 

making this work.  

- Consider needs etc. through interviews 

- Workshops  

- Difficult to get resources – however when a customers is linked to the innovation 

idea, resources were released and the project flowed.  

o Commitment from P&G 

 

KEYWORD: Co-ownership – the most important element in co-creation  

“People should have the feeling that this is something we created together”  

 

Made this successful project more process like, and has since had a lot of co-creation 

processes.  

Interesting to measure how much of a regular innovation process that results in something 

real vs. a co-creation process. The difference is:  

Regular innovation: 5 % 

Co-Creation:  95 % 

In 95 % out of 40 projects a product has been the result.  

Because of: co-ownership and that a technology or product is developed based on genuine 

needs  
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10.43 

11.00 

 

 

 

 

 

12.15 

12.37 

13.00 

 

13.10 

 

13.35 

 

13.55 

14.52 

 

15.20 

15.39 

Coloplast – BEST PRACTICE EXAMPLE 

- Maybe one of the first companies in the world to consider co-creation, without 

knowing it  

- Ostomy Forums  

- Biggest competitor bought itself into the market – luxury conferences for the nurses 

- 20 years ago – Coloplast did not want to buy the nurses with fancy conferences, 

instead they wanted to co-create with them 

- Denmark has the mind-set that it required because we are used to democracy  

“We like to involve people in decisions”  

- Coloplast decided to do forums with the nurses – to give them influence, very 

important also 

o The nurses should not choose or decide the product, but should help 

Coloplast define unmet needs or worries –  

o The nurses became very engaged in it – they became ambassadors for the 

products – because they felt they had developed it – it was their product!  

o Today 50 % of ostomy nurses in Europa are in a Coloplast forum –  

o Coloplast created a sense of belonging through co-creation, the nurses feel 

the co-ownership –  

o  Great barrier of competition –  

o Nurses talk about “us” when speaking of Coloplast  

16.06 

 

 

 

16.45 

 

 

 

17.30 

Types of co-creation 

Novozymes – b2b  

Coloplast – b2b2c  

 

COOP – b2c  

- Co-ownership in COOP should lead to influence – if you are co-owner in COOP 

they shold have some sort of influence 

 

Best case of the above in b2c is Asda  

- Masters of customer involvement and co-creation  

- It is a very good example of a co-creation process involving a lot of people 
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18.23 

18.41 

Why has a framework not been developed yet?  

“Asda does not even think that they have a framework”  

19.38 

 

 

 

 

20.19 

 

 

20.58 

 

 

 

21.50 

Open innovation  

- How to use crowd sourcing – in company or with customers – how to structure it?  

- How can this be a good co-creation process when you do not have the direct contact 

to people  

 

Technology and its role  

- You can do a lot more today  

- Real time – ideation sessions  

- Issues of ownership of the idea  

o IPR  

o Big difficulties in this open innovation setting  

 

Examples:  

Starbucks – inviting customers to come up with new versions of coffee – simple, but 

people love it.  

(Success, because it was a simple setup and a lot of customers answered).  

P&G’s open innovation is too complicated and complex – idea holder signs off all rights to 

P&G  

- Bad incentive  

23.17 

 

 

24.10 

Controlled influence  

David supports this!  

We have this strategy with these areas of focus, does anyone have an idea within this frame 

and can we invite you to do a session on this? GlaxoSmithKline as an example, has a well-

structured system and guideline of how to divide IPR and reward – very open.  

25.09 Why are P&G so difficult to work with in this? Is it afraid that it will damage its brand, if 

moving with a crazy idea?  

What often happens is that someone in the organisation says that “open innovation, isn’t 

that something we should do?” just like shouldn’t we have a Facebook site. And then a 

version is made, with no further consideration.  
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26.20 

 

 

 

 

27.27   

 

 

 

 

 

 

32.10 

 

32.36 

 

32.54 

Can it work in a FMCG setting to do co-creation?  

It does, but you should go into with open eyes, and there are also some big dangers. There 

a several dangers, one of them is that customers very quickly can confuse bestemmelse with 

influence. And if that happens, then it can go totally wrong for a company. You should not 

let your customers decide.  

Nike is good example of this danger – first version of Nike ID went all wrong  

Customer could create and decide to do what ever they wanted almost from scratch, Nike 

lost their expertise.  

David: What do you think they outcome was?  

Dangers: % efficiency, products Nike couldn’t stand for – Nike got sued because of the 

shoes faults as a running shoe causing bad knees etc., expertise lost.  

 

Problems with quantity and delivery by giving the consumers the decision.  

 

“You have to know something before you make an offer”, “Nike learned this the hard way, 

they now give 5 % influence, you should never give more than 10 % they say”  

 “It is perceived like the customers did it all themselves”  

33.36 

33.50 

 

 

 

 

34.45 

Would you say NikeID is co-creation? –  

“Yes, it is absolutely a type of co-creation here. This is a shoe I took part in designing”.  

“Co-creation is a very long spectrum” This type is mass customisation. It can be made on 

a large product line”. Customers are willing to pay at lot more for than it costs to produce, 

because you get a totally personalised, perceived, product out of it. “  

 

Perceived influence is very big – the customer perceives that they have been very involved  

Mini is another good example of this. Mini.co.uk – you can design your own Mini – very 

controlled type of co-creation. “In the end where there is not a lot of contact, direct contact, 

between company and consumer but they perceive it as fantastic”.  

35.56 

 

 

 

 

ASDA – the model - BEST PRACTICE EXAMPLE 

Good at branding. They created: Everyday experts instead of a “kundepanel” in Denmark.  

They are branding the involvement.  

The form of involvement is very controlled by ASDA   

- They ask their everyday experts on a specific topic  
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38.40 

 

40.50 

 

 

 

 

 

44.52 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

47.40 

 

 

 

 

 

48.13 

- I.e. CSR – Sustainability is the new normal – “If you ask, you have to be willing to 

listen”, some of the answers might not be positive, but should be listened to.  

- Remember to show/visualise that the customers had an influence in the product, 

service, or initiative. Then customers would also understand way a specific change 

has been made in the store. This creates co-ownership.  

Love food – hate waste – best responsibility case  

Local producers  

 

 “This model can in principle be used with every type of FMCG company”   

- What do we call those we ask for help? 

- How to do give them controlled involvement? – no decisions!  

- How do we change this into inspiration, into a innovation by the process  

- Remember to say thank you and visualise what has been changed and why  

- Asda also says thank you for things and ideas that did not become real and explain 

why – gives goodwill. Customers will continue to come up with new ideas.  

 

Most companies miss the last link in the process – visualising that the idea came from 

customers.  

Even Coloplast! It is translated into insights that are used to drive an innovation process 

and when the “circle” is almost done, market and marketing people take over, and the last 

link is forgotten.  

 

 “It is rare that companies use this “loop”, consciously” “The loop can be continued and 

started over – has anything changed or do the “everyday experts” have any comments?”  

48.44 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

You call it an innovation process – the model when described, could that be called a co-

creation process? 

“Definitely. But what comes out of a co-creation process is innovation, of some sort or 

another, product innovation, innovating a new way to handle responsibility… Co-creation 

is the process, the output is a form of co-creation, new way of thinking, change, or 

improvement.”  

 

David developed the “loop model” – ASDA is not necessarily aware that they are using 
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50.50 

 

this process.  

Other companies can relate to the model better than a retail case, if it was i.e. a 

pharmaceutical company.  

51.00 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

53.15 

Would you say that, this is the perfect type of co-creation? 

“Absolutely – almost. They get the controlled type of involvement, which from a company 

perspective is the optimal type, since the company will know that it can do business using 

the outcome of the process. If you let the customers decide, the risk is that they come of 

with totally crazy ideas, with no form of reality check in it – like the Nike example. To 

succeed really well, the last step is to create a perception of co-decision. Like the Coloplast 

example” 

 

It is difficult dilemma, since companies often like to take credit of the ideas. When doing 

co-creation, it is very important to be willing the give away the credit and honour to its 

customers or partners – if not, it won’t work.  

54.10 

 

 

55.22   

What effect can co-creation have on a brand? 

It goes back to “the sense of belonging”, co-ownership. By using co-creation real loyalty 

can be created.  

By obtaining this you would have a strong brand?  

“Absolutely”  

55.28 

 

 

56.50 

 

 

 

58.49 

 

60.00 

 

62.00 

63.38 

Do you see any advantages in, where the customer could have control, where it is very 

open? 

Co-creation in itself is the brand? (community) 

“Actually, I think that, I would be very surprised, if any of them have been able to build a 

real business around it, since the problem is that by having no control, is that you have no 

control” 

 ….  

 “When having initially created an expectation with your customers, it is very hard to take 

something away again.” – classic example is Facebook  

Hard to create something that is totally open in the beginning and then close it later on. – 

Newspaper example  

It may work in an small area with no goal of making money  

Danger is that the brand ends up just as a platform online – instead of having expertise in 
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64.09 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

67.53 

something  

 

Classic example of the above – PFA, some years ago  

- They told customers they could do it all, and said what type of pension would you 

like? They did not know, individual pensions where made for employees – very 

complex. 

- David suggested: Qualified suggestions (by insights from experience) was the new 

offer  

- Very profitable and the customers perceive they got influence, but within a safe 

area.  

- Since then out 20 of the largest companies in DK, PFA has won 8. DKK 

800.000.000 in new revenue.  

- They got their competence back.  

 

Danger of total crowd sourcing – what is the expertise?  

68.34 

 

 

 

 

71.14 

Are they any touch-point where it makes good sense to involve the customers? 

Examples:  

- Big discussion about where in the process it makes sense – the innovation process 

- At what time should you take them in 

- 95% who say they use co-creation, has just become a new word for testing 

- David prefer to use co-creation to get insights and understanding, thus development 

can be done after – involve very early in the process!  

73.48 

 

 

 

 

 

 

75.20 

 

 

B2B context 

Also good to use.  

The danger of waiting too long to involve, and already have made decisions and have the 

base idea, the risk is that the process becomes to detailed and nerdy – when presenting the 

final product, a lot might be disappointed since all those detailed wishes and idea could not 

be fulfilled and customers get pissed.  

 

 “The longer you wait, the more risk of running into the dangers, that customer think 

he/she has got decision and chance of fulfilling is getting smaller and smaller”   
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76.03 …”as early as possible co-creation thinking should be introduced”  

77.18 More about Asda 

Asda chosen by you – takes place within the store  

Test-tasting  

 Private label, Asda chosen by you series of products 

Did the same with their CSR campaign – customers could wish/vote for a local project to 

be supported – a % of the receipt goes to charity. Winner project gets 80%, 2 and 3 get 10 

% each.  

 Creates engagement  
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4. Lars Lundbye 

Abstract of explorative interview – 24
th

 April 2013  

Interviewee: Lars Lundbye, External Lecturer at CBS Executive. Front-end innovation, practitioner 

and advisor for big companies and institutions in innovation and strategy, especially sustainability, 

architecture, city planning and “solid waste”, water with Grundfoss through engagement/interaction 

with stakeholders. Also investing in start-ups – Blå Himmel, board director of Eco Couture.  

 

Time Topic / answer 

7.50 Intro:  

Society going from exchange culture to relation’s culture – exchanging to build relations – 

internet as a facilitator.  

Very culture-analytic.  

9.59 

 

 

 

 

 

12.50 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

17.03 

 

 

 

19.40 

Definition of co-creation  

An area of practices. Evolving into a discourse, and in ten years time you can talk of a real 

definition.  

Example: Von Hippel – Lead user innovation and Chesbrough – open innovation  more 

concrete paradigms – part of the above-mentioned practices.  

 

Layman’s definition: Empowerment thinking.  

There is a latent need in the market, the aim is to target this - problem with this is that it is 

“one way”. We assume we can figure it out. Vs. “what if the world is not defined in 

advance, what if meaning first is created through a constructive/meaningful conversation” 

(social constructivist)  then the capitalist society is meaningless, since relations are build 

around a passive consumption  could explain why people think “meaning” is difficult – 

we have lost the relations.  a better ideology  to get into co-creation mode  meaning 

creation.  

 

Lars’ area of work: Innovation – consciousness, innovation capacity – how do companies 

achieve a high innovation ability and how do manager/leaders mental capacity to take risks, 

decisions necessary to innovate. Christensen, Harvard  research on why successful 

companies die and innovation. The innovators dilemma – written in the 90’s.  

Companies think they are perfect – companies are very precise about the world surrounding 
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20.49 

them and tend to create a thick wall around what it does not know – high competence of 

what they know and a thick shell around what it does not know.  

Co-creation can help companies break their “shells”, as to companies shells will start 

bumping into each other and breaking a bit as collaboration takes place – the worldviews 

will be mixed  innovation happens.  

 

 “In the handbook of innovation, co-creation is just a trick to open the eyes to new options 

and look at the world in different ways and work differently.” “In the handbook of business 

development it will be a way of ensuring that value creation is more relevant for the 

stakeholders.”  

Partnerships evolve in co-creation processes.  

21.54 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

25.43 

 

 

 

 

 

29.40 

 

 

 

31.48 

Can co-creation (the trick) be used differently? 

Definitely.  

Examples: Danisco, case about ice cream. What is ice cream? Sweet, after, unhealthy, sin 

 words found from research. Next step: gather people (consumers and various 

stakeholders within the ice cream industry) to a co-creation session about ice cream – let’s 

rethink it. Brainstorm the words above with its opposites – a universe of opposites – the ice 

cream was prototypes during the night between the two days based on the different ideas  

a lot of ideas was developed, product as well as relations – commercial outcomes.  

 

Another examples: Project with 50 Municipalities on health innovation, help think 

“prevention”, no one takes care about this. A manifest and some ground rules where set, a 

municipality could only be involved when presenting one from a health department together 

with another manager – starting point is two differently people that normally do not talk – 

new ideas evolve when perspectives are exchanged  co-creation. Differences can create 

solutions.  

Bad examples: A lot.  

Characteristics about them: end-user projects are difficult, since companies have trouble 

taking them seriously. Time and impatience is an issue. Becomes more pseudo involvement. 

Classic example is: Local area plans.  

Puerto Alegra, Brazil – co-creating budgets every year, 50.000 involved over 3 months  it 

works. Requires a lot of patience, time and money.  
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Pseudo involvement  not co-creation, more a gesture.     

Hard to document ROI.  

36.08 Is there a difference to the “old” form of co-creation to the new?         

Disciplines are mixing – marketing, social science and design. + the new which is 

innovation, puts a cross functional aspect to the three.  

38.22 

 

 

40.14 

Pseudo involvement – what about NikeID, is that pseudo or co-creation?  

A type of co-creation, a humble form, but still cool. A happy meeting with production 

technology and relation’s technology. They maintain their competence.  

A more radical example is LEGO Factory – designing your own LEGO, uploading it, 

selling it online, has its own box and so on. What about copy rights?  

Starbucks Idea – a good example  

42.03 What effect does co-creation have on the brands?  

A good process can have a really positive impact, since relations are created. Insurance 

company example – should be real and genuine to succeed. Integrity is important. Nike 

does this well.   

46.05 

 

 

 

49.49 

How are the roles – company vs. consumers? 

The bigger the project the less co-ownership is established – scale is important. Be careful 

not to loose people in the process. The initiator should set the guidelines, incentives – it 

should be precise as well as open to the users, consumers and so.  

Where should they be involved? And when? 

Always good to involve and create relations – but it does not mean that products become 

good.  

Depends on the purpose and the aim.  

Could involve in all phases: scouting, idea generation, launch.   

56.10 You talk a lot about “team building” when you talk about it, about collaboration.  

“no is does not have to be about collaboration” – LEGO factory can be done completely 

individually, but the platform is empowering you to be part of the community.  

It can be 1-2-1-2-many.  

Transparency is important.  

61.51 The best ROI cases are co-marketing cases – the simplest, also least likable. I.e. 

Aquadorable – self-promotion through social media.  

66.15 Data co-creation through i.e. Spotify, Delicious. Technology.  
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5. Richard Jones 

Abstract of explorative interview – 17
th

 May 2013  

Interviewee: Richard Jones, Professor at the Department of Marketing, Copenhagen Business 

School.  

 

Time Topic / Answer 

04.31 Definition of co-creation  

Two parties go into a creation of an idea or a product – not necessarily an equal 

relationship – focus on mutual value – more level. Co-creation of value, a product, an idea.  

5.35 Bending co-creation, is that possible? 

When does co-creation stop, when is it just regular market input. Market orientation can be 

a co-creation with the market, by systematically measuring what the market wants vs. 

company orientation.  

A spectrum from being market oriented to designing a product together with a group of 

people with involving customers or experts in a co-creation process.  

Limits: Difficult to control external stakeholder, hard to give up control (patents, IPR).  

9.08 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

12.13 

Examples of co-creation: good and bad  

Good example: LEGO Mindstorms. There is a value in using the brand communities in the 

co-creation process because they have so much external knowledge that LEGO might not 

have. The company is challenged in what is “its”, what will we give up and what wont we 

give up.  

First version of Mindstorms where too simple and bad, resulting in user hacking the 

software and improving it – the first reaction from LEGO was to sue the user, however 

they did not, realising that what the users have come up with, LEGO could not have done 

better. Thus LEGO invited some users to develop “Next Generation Mindstorms”, user 

identified through LUGNET.    

Bad example: The dark side of co-creation is where the user take control, i.e. market 

communication, spyf commercials: changing marketing campaigns – destructive co-

creation. The users take over the brand and use it for their own sake. Greenpeace is a recent 

example of this, regarding the BP Deep water horizon case. It was a competition.   

13.53 What effect/meaning does co-creation have for a brand? 

It challenges the brand, the brand identity. Looking at Aker 2001, brand identity, the core 
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of the brand. Classic example of this is Marlboro – no co-creation, but tells the story of a 

brand that is totally controlled by the company.  

The new paradigm, when accepting co-creation, is that the companies can no longer control 

the brand identity system. The big challenge for co-creation is that is will happen 

regardless, the consumer and other stakeholders will want to take part in the brand. But 

also in communication there is a challenge. The challenge is to share the control between 

company and consumer. How much control should the companies give up is the big 

challenge. There should be some system to control co-creation.  

17.54  What is the consumers’ role vs. the company’s role in a co-creation process? 

The consumers engage in is voluntarily and the company’s role is “forced” (as in they have 

to do it). Difficult to work with because it is diffuse. 

In a control paradigm it is about controlling and systemizing, and get in touch with the 

productive consumers.  

Model 1 about working within the co-creation paradigm:  

Model 1 is do nothing  

Model 2 is just to listen and take advise  

Model 3 is to control the users – Like LEGO did. Engage people and control them. Put 

them in boxes we know and can control.  

Model 4 must be to realize that it cannot always be done like in model 3 – the company 

must get over the control paradigm. In the LEGO case the brand community got mad about 

the fact that some of the members where taking into the process and got some advantages – 

people do not want to be controlled, people want to be able to freely exchange ideas.  

Stage 4: where LEGO is now. Instead of systemizing the external you systemize what 

happens internally in the organization in order to be flexible to the surrounding world and 

able to take in different ideas and models. Develop a model for that for every stakeholder. 

Companies must maintain the flexibility in the periphery of the brand, and within the brand 

start working with systemizing the catching of the ideas that come in.  

Brands must be more flexible.  

Controlling the process instead of the stakeholders.    

24.12 When should the user be engaged?  

Very depended on the situation. If the company wants to be very responsive then it has to 

be open, then inputs can be taken in immediately.  
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In relation to idea generation, user can be engaged. But also even longer where there are 

concrete suggestions, then the user can be involved in a design process.  

The consumer probably do not have any expectations of when to be included in the 

process, and if.  This relates mostly to model 3.  

Whereas in model 4 there is a base for continuous dialogue, and the company can use the 

ideas on a continuous basis.  

Another challenge is that is an unprofessional process – because it is out of control (seen 

from companies). The key is to continue through the phase’s/models.   

Thus consumer can be included all the time.  

28.48 Do you have to do co-creation as a company to some extent?  

Yes, to some extent. Some can continue on the old paradigm, but in general companies 

have to co-create to be responsive and innovative.  

Brands are co-created.  

There is no choice. It is a matter of how much a company is willing to commit.  

30.05 

 

 

 

 

31.13 

What value/effect does the consumer have of co-creation?  

Depends on the level of co-creation.  

Benefits production wise, meant in it widest sense. People like being creative, and 

involving themselves. Some ideas may run out because of lack of commitment, while 

others with truly committed consumers like engaging.  

Why do people want to get involved? 

It’s easy and there is the option. In creates meaning, humans are social creatures. 

Consumption might senseless but it is very meaningful.  

Involve those you create meaning for, the consumers.  

33.20 

 

34.37 

 

 

 

36.33 

Are there any guidelines to follow? 

No, but there should be! Study best practice. But is depends on the brand and situation.  

Can you combine a controlled brand with co-creation? 

It is a paradox. You might not be able to open and co-create a brand – it is a concern. 

Companies want to protect the core of their brands. No limits to how you can co-create, but 

companies have to be ready for the change and openness.  

There is a fine line in preventing over co-creation by remembering the brand? 

Bottom line is that there should be a process that leads to profit for the company. With no 

systems for co-creation, companies keep the old.  
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The Wikipedia model could be used, but being a non-profit organization makes the next 

issue, because who should earn profit from a totally co-created brand? There is a debate 

about whether or not completely co-created brands can only be not-for-profit.  

38.00 What would be the optimal state of co-creation, where business and co-creation “unite”? 

Model 4. But again it depends on the company. Be open and be able to sort ideas, and 

make a profit.  

40.28 

 

43.18 

Are there any touch-points where it is better to involve than others? 

Could be anything.  

“Maybe you can never have a 100% co-created profit, would also be unethical, but is does 

not mean that you can’t learn to use the thoughts of it” 
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6. Rasmus Koss Hartmann 

Abstract of explorative interview – 12
th

 April 2013 

Interviewee: Rasmus Koss Hartmann 

Phd. Student, CBS – at the moment on MIT, under Erik von Hippel. Writing about administrative 

innovation. What does user driven innovation mean to public administration, can it be used in 

ministries? Case studies: Kinder gardens in Odense and production school in Aarhus 

(Produktionshøjskole) and a project for IM.  

 

Time Topic / answer 

 Intro 

Writing his Phd. about administrative innovation with focus on the public sector – it is a 

better example. Can user driven innovation be used in ministries and public sectors?  

04.10 

 

 

 

 

5-6  

6-7  

 

08.30 

9.40 

Definition of co-creation  

Rasmus does not work with this specifically, however, proposes a layman’s definition. – 

does not know about co-creation specifically.  

 “The involvement of external parties, primarily customers in the manufacturing of 

primary services” 

In Rasmus’ work parallels can be drawn to co-creation.  

Co-creation mostly towards services?   

Sources of innovation beyond the firm.  

Guesses that co-creation has a heavy product side – LEGO as an example  

A phenomenon that looks like it: The Danish Government – Official strategy, Innovation 

Strategy of Denmark. They said users where everybody – bad example.  

 More layers of co-creation  

User driven innovation works in developing products – i.e. sports equipment   

Can it be used wider?  

 

14.32 

 

 

 

 

What are the roles of the players? 

“You are not a user because you are a consumer, you are a user because you are a user of 

certain technology”. Very basic – Von Hippel – The Sources of Innovation – source of the 

above quote.  

In Rasmus work, the distinction is:  

Regulators – controls others  
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16.20  

 

Users – institutions that are being controlled by an administrative process 

When reading about it: Those who should be coming up with new administrative processes 

and control technologies are usually the top of the organization (those who use it) that 

comes up with new ways and technologies to control others. But looking at it from a 

behavior perspective in the use, a lot could be described as innovation, new thinking, 

adapting, changing existing technologies – Rasmus argument: “Administrative innovation 

by users is a widespread phenomenon, but not very well documented, since among other 

things, what users do is not considered innovation, by principle, then it is cheating, agency 

problems” – wants put focus on the fact the users (the controlled) also have a say in the 

innovation of control technologies.”  

18.48  

 

 

21-22 

What are the effect and the value for the users? 

Classic answer: “People innovate to execute their activities more efficiently” – that is the 

drive.  

Classic example: The kayaker wants to go over a steep waterfall, but can’t, then has to find 

a solution himself.  The individual benefit! - not always the case 

In relation to the specific Phd. topic – more pro-social motives – to do your own tasks more 

efficiently but also to benefit the people (citizens) you are in interaction with.  

Public service motivation – research points in this direction.  

24.00 

25.38  

 

 

27.00 

 

 

 

28.48 

 

 

 

30.06 

Is user driven innovation used in a specific way? Are there any guidelines?  

 “A misunderstanding is that user driven innovation means just to involve people who use 

your things, or involve, even worse, consumers. Some users are very good at innovating, 

and it is of course those you should interact with a not just users in general”.  

Motivate the right users to innovate. You get a lot of bad ideas by crowd sourcing. 

Topcoater – sorting ideas  

Starbucks have a rating system (users rate) to rate the incoming ideas.  

 

In the public sector, the literature on user involvement does not discriminate between users 

(citizens). What resources do people have? – an essential point, but hard to work with in 

relation to co-creation? If you are bad at co-creation, then the museum can be designed 

very well, but if the user does not use in the right way, then it is lost? Dilemma.  

To target the right users is one step of the way. 
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32.08 

 

35.22 

Returning to above – Even worse to involve consumers? What do you mean?  

“Consumers innovate very often, but they do not innovate because they are consumers but 

because they are users of a product”. You do not innovate all you own, like you clothes, 

table etc. You have to look for people who use in a more extreme sense, than just 

consumers. Lead users  

35.45 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

38.35 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

50.22 

Open innovation  

2 open innovation poles – do not agree  

Innovation beyond the firm 

Chesbrough (2006) vs. von Hippel (2005) – methods are different, implications are 

different, and who to interact with are different. 

 

Examples:  

A lot of bad examples  

Is the company born open or born closed?  

Born open  end up being closed  

Born open  stay open  

Born closed  become open – difficulties in reaching this, internal and external factors.  

Good examples:   

- Company that start open and user driven  

- Hyve  German company, works with innovation – Nivea and Nike “the crowd 

goes wild” (bad example)  

- Canon – search for chdk Canon Hackers Development Kit  

- User innovate – Danish company www.usersinnovate.com  

- Ikeahackers.net  

- LEGO – knew about user groups but lawyers prevented the use of the name LEGO.  

 

Not invented here syndrome.   
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7. Lene Ehmsen Lachenmeier, Coloplast 

Abstract of case-company interview – 7th June 2013 

Interviewee: Lena Ehmsen Lachenmeier, Head of Dialogue & Medical Marketing, Ostomy Care & 

Direct Marketing, Global Marketing, Coloplast  

Note: For this interview the sound file was incomplete and is thus not included as part of the appendix for this thesis. 

The abstract has been approved by the interviewee, Lena Ehmsen Lachenmeier. 

 

No.  Question + answer 

1 What is co-creation to Coloplast?  

Co-creation is extremely important to Coloplast, as it creates competitive advantages.  

When did you start co-creating?  

Co-creation has been part of the company for a very long time. The company was founded 

because a nurse’s sister had Ostomy, the nurse wanted to help her sister by eliminating 

some of the disadvantages of having to use ostomy bags. 

Who are you co-creating with?  

Coloplast is co-creating with nurses, the end-user, and also to some extent doctors but not 

as much a nurses as it is they (the nurse) who have the hands-on experience with the 

patients and have to make the choice of brand and product.  

2 Is co-creation a part of the strategy for Coloplast? If yes, to what extent and how? 

Co-creation is a theme that runs throughout the entire organisation at Coloplast. Co-

creation, however not in exact words, is formulated as part of the mission and vision for 

Coloplast, thus making co-creation the foundation of the overall strategy of the 

organization.  

3 How big an influence does co-creation have on the overall state of mind for the 

organization? 

As mentioned co-creation is part of the mission and vision of Coloplast and therefore it 

has a big influence on the company’s overall thinking.  

4 How often is co-creation used? 

Co-creation is used in almost every project. Important strategic boards are CAB advisory 

boards (continence) and COF (Coloplast Ostomy Forums). They entail twice per year 

face-to-face meetings where we co-create. Furthermore Coloplast hosts a range of 

symposia per year for nurses and occasionally doctors, on an international scale, where we 
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use KOL’s from co-creation projects as speakers.  

5 How does product and idea development work at Coloplast?  

Coloplast invites doctors, nurses, or end-users, depending on the need and what has to be 

developed and tests, to come up with inputs and ideas.  

Twice a year nurses are invited for a symposium/workshop to co-create, with Coloplast 

and nurse-colleagues.  

The information generated through COF/CAB is implemented directly into R&D. 

Coloplast has created forums for idea generation with the purpose of being a nest of ideas 

that can be built on and developed into more concrete ideas. This is a completely 

structured process, where a special group of people at Coloplast handle these and pick the 

best and most specific ideas and bring them further in the process. Furthermore we create 

more ad-hoc user groups for testing of both ideas and prototypes. 

6 How does the co-creation process work from idea to finished product? 

An example could be that an idea is developed at one of the bi-annual workshops. In the 

process that follows after idea generation through to production and launch, Coloplast and 

the industry has to comply with rules and regulations. Once this has been met, nurses and 

end-users test the product, in order to get a final evaluation of the product. 

Further Coloplast have advisory boards with doctors and KOL nurses, where there is talk 

about trends and new types of treatment, this can help provide new guidelines for 

Coloplast’s products.  

Often an idea or input from one meeting can be implemented for the next meeting, in this 

way no ideas are lost and the nurses feel listened to.  

7 Have you experimented with different/other types of co-creation?  

Yes, communities for nurses, but without good effect as they do not use the 

medium/process in their daily life.  

8 What stakeholder are involved in the process and when?  

Doctors, nurses, and end-users. Nurses are involve from the beginning in the idea 

generation phase and the end-user is involved in the end of the process, often after launch 

because of rules and regulations on the market but also to get testimonials to use in 

marketing.  

9 To what extent do you involve nurses in product development and how? 

See above.  
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10 Are there any disadvantages to this collaboration?  

One disadvantage/challenge can be that Coloplast might become too fascinated by the 

good idea and not hear less positive comments, but instead only focus on the positive – the 

one less positive comment may determine whether the product becomes a success or not  

 

Another point is that it is difficult to balance the members in the groups, you cannot create 

a bad mood however there can’t only be members praising Coloplast. There has to be 

room for constructive inputs. Both parties have to feel that the collaboration is valuable.  

In some countries nurses may experience “difficulties” in recommending a product they 

have co-created at a workshop, as they are not considered objective by themselves and 

colleagues.  

11 What advantages are there of having product ambassadors?  

The product ambassadors have been part of the development of the products, and having 

been part of the process from the beginning, make the nurses proud of the products. They 

not the products are the best on the market and are proud to recommend it to their 

colleagues.  

12 How do you use the knowledge the COF contain? And how often? 

It is a specific process, from back end to front end. As mentioned earlier, the inputs are 

looked at on a continuous basis and the best ideas are taken further.  

13 How do you use the patient forums and what are they used for?  

Coloplast has created forums for idea generation with the purpose of being a nest of ideas 

that can be build on and developed into more concrete ideas. This is a completely 

structured process, where a special group of people at Coloplast handle these and pick the 

best and most specific ideas and bring them further in the process. Good ideas are excelled 

into prototype ideas and a VIP room is generated to elevate the idea to something more 

concrete. This is the only place where Coloplast “interferes” with the community by 

adding design and R&D resources to the idea. 

14 To what extent to you involve the end-user in product development and how? 

The end-user is not involved as often as the nurses in the earlier stages in co-creation as 

they do represent a more narrow point of view, whereas nurses have experience from 

1000’s of patients’, thus being more broad minded about experiences of a product. The 

end-user is mostly used in the end-phase of the process, i.e. for clinical tests of the 
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products or “hands-on” tests with first impressions of the prototypes in the development 

phase.  

IBY is very good at screening for unmet need as well as fun and inspiring ideas, and there 

are also a few really good developers among the customers who have interesting 

suggestions – the project groups are committed to visit the forums.  

15 What are the advantages and disadvantages to this collaboration? 

See above.   

16 How to you follow up on whether a product has been a success or not?  

Often through sales, and fast feedback from tests of the finished products in the market.  

17 Have you measured the effect of co-creation? If so, what did it show? 

That it is much more feasible to co-create than to do conventional R&D. It would take 

R&D much longer to get the same information generated at the various forums and 

meetings.  

18 Has co-creation had any effect of the brand and if so what?  

Given that co-creation is a part of the mission and vision it is also part of what constitutes 

the brand.   

19 Do you follow any specific guidelines when co-creating? If yes, which? 

Yes there are specific guidelines.  

20 Have you had co-creation processes that did not work? If so, what went wrong?  

The mistakes that most often occur is connected when Coloplast has been too fascinated 

with an idea and thereby not objectively hear facets/critique that might determine if the 

product is successful or not.  

21 What is you best advise in relation to starting and executing a co-creation process?  

1. The strategy has to be global, but be executed on a local scale. Co-creation in 

English does not work, it has to be in the local language.  

2. Transparency about the outcomes/value should be created.  

3. There has to be clear goal that should be commercial.   
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8. Arun Prabhu, Arla 

Abstract of case-company interview – 14
th

 June 2013 

Interviewee: Arun Prabhu, Commercial Innovation Director, Arla Foods A/S 

 

Time Questions + Answer 

2.35 

2.44 

3.15 

3.58 

Introduction  

“Co-creation itself is not new, but the term is new.” 

“I first came across something like this in 1999, when I worked in an innovation agency” 

“This agency had probably been using if to a couple of years, so at least they started 

using it around ‘97” 

4.50 Will you please shortly introduce yourself and your role at Arla? 

Working in the Commercial innovation team (CIT), it’s a rather new team, about 1 year 

old. 

9 years in Arla in total, 6 in Leeds, UK, 3 years in DK.  

Arun works in the local Danish division.  At the Global office: The “Strategic Innovation 

Center”, 90 people – different types of innovation.  

CIT is focused in the Danish market, fresh dairy products (milk, cooking products, 

yoghurts, and desserts – has to be cooled and have short shelf-life). The products must be 

locally produced and locally sold.  

10 people in the team. 4 product developers, 4 marketing people (lead co-creation 

sessions, consumer emersions), and packaging.  

7.25 

 

 

 

 

8.25 

What is co-creation to Arla? (What’s your take on this?) 

“Co-creation for me is a sub section of open innovation.” Your are doing it together, it is 

about creating something, its not about ideas, not about having an idea management 

system. “Mystarbucksidea.com, for me that is open innovation, yes, that is not co-

creation, that is more a one way… that’s not co-creation, that’s serial-creation”  

“Co-creation for me is, you get down and dirty in the same room at the same time.”  

It can happen at various stages at the innovation process, from up front when generating 

the ideas through to the final stages when deciding package design, flavours and 

communication.  

9.08 When did Arla start co-creating? (In DK) 

In some form or another, regularly within 3 years – depending on the needs of the 
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project.  

Some form or another for at least 10 years. 

10.00 

 

 

10.30 

 

 

 

10.55 

 

 

 

11.25 

Who are you co-creating with? 

“That’s a good questions, because that suggests that co-creation is not just with 

consumers” 

“First of all, when you say co-creation it can be with any person or interested party that 

does not work in Arla Foods. So you can do co-creation with suppliers, on the back end 

of the chain, and you can do co-creation with customers and consumers at the front end 

of the chain” 

“Unika, which is a range of experimental cheeses, and which we have only in the latest 

years taken to the wider public. That has been a project that has been running for 10 or 

11 years and that has been developed in collaboration with top Danish chefs. That is an 

excellent example of co-creation not with consumers, but with experts.”  

“That is a really good example of co-creation because we have used their expertise of 

food and paring matched with our expertise of dairy and then created something that 

works for their consumers or their diners. And that is an on-going experiment, so every 

year we are introducing new cheeses based on our conversations with then and we learn 

from what works with them, what they need, that’s a constant dialogue.”   

12.20 

 

 

 

12.52 

Is co-creation a part of the strategy for Arla? If yes, how and to what extent? 

No, innovation is the strategy for Arla, co-creation is a tool – it’s not the aim game.  

Innovation people must be careful not to get too fascinated by tools that they forget the 

objective.  

“The objective is to build a table, its not to have a fancy electric saw. And co-creation is 

a fancy electric saw – it can help you build a great table in probably a faster time, but 

you still want the table, you don’t want the saw”  

13.24 

 

14.50 

 

 

 

 

How big an influence does co-creation have on the overall state of mind for the 

organisation? (They way you think and the way you work) 

“I use co-creation for two reasons. The main reason is I value the input that I get from 

the consumers, or experts like chefs or suppliers or whoever in the setting.”  

For recently launched product, Bubble Latte, teenagers where used, since there are no 

teenagers in the CIT. Teenager helped with things like pack design, exact flavours, 

quantity of the drink in a fun engaging way – very “rich” for Arla. The other important 
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15.43 things is that “… you don’t treat consumer like God and you don’t treat them as ants, you 

treat them as equals – but equally it is out project, so we listen to them but we don’t have 

to act on whatever they say, we have to put it into the context of other needs, but it 

becomes a lot more rich.”  

The alternative is to use focus groups or quantitative concept testing, and then get safety 

numbers and marketing by numbers, its hedonic, even the best quantitative test will not 

guarantee success in the market, but a lot feel safe when getting those kinds of reports, 

Arun does not. A waste of time and money.    

17.07 

 

 

 

19.58 

How often is co-creation used?  

“It’s at different stages of the innovation process when we need it” The table example.  

I.e. idea refinement through Nova 100. Afterwards keep developing the ideas and then 

make decisions and lastly launch.  

Every project at some stage or the other involves co-creation.  

20.28 Have you experimented with other types/forms of co-creation?  

You choose what is right for each project.  

Consumer lab – live (Bubbles Latte). Invited teenagers in a series of evenings in Århus.    

Workshop setting (Nova 100, idea generation) – facilitate by an external facilitator  

4 week online forum (Baby & Me) – A facilitated, moderated, lead-user closed forum, 

not public.  Relationship was build over a week, second week start asking questions and 

answering to feedback – a dialogue through 3-4 weeks.  

23.54 

 

 

 

23.54 

24.36 

 

 

 

 

 

25.10 

What are the advantages and disadvantages to this ”collaboration”?  

“It all depends on how you use it. Using the saw/table terminology, if you use it well you 

get perfect cuts effectively, if you use it badly, you cut yourself, and them you blame the 

saw rather than they way you use it.”  

“… for me the value of this is, it’s a lot richer than concept testing. You are able to 

utilise the creativity of outside people, in ways that – your creativity is blocked because 

you work for a company you know the things that can and cannot be done, when you 

bring people from outside, they don’t have those bad ears or those boundaries, they just 

tell you what they want, then you can choose whether to do it or say we’ve tried it and we 

cant” 

“The second thing is that it leads to a lot of engagement, a kind of bonus of this is that 

people go away with a positive image of the company and also the product”  
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25.46 

25.49 

 

25.57 

“The main benefit is that it challenges your internal thinking” 

“For me there is no disadvantages” 

You haven’t experienced any drawbacks? 

“Drawbacks, is when you have not used it properly. Sometimes you get into a situation 

where the consumers are not great, they are not very creative. But the fault is not in the 

methodology, the fault is in the consumers you’ve selected. The methodology is sound”  

26.23 

 

 

26.47 

 

27.03 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

28.22 

How do you follow up on the process, to see if it was successful or not?  

Seeing a successful launch. “Does the table suit the purpose, do people like the table, do 

they buy the table, and it doesn’t matter who made it or how they made it.” 

Do you “honour” the people that co-create with you? 

“How do you mean? - We pay them?” 

Is it visible for you and I, who has been outside, is it visible for us to see that you had 

consumer co-creating with you? 

“No we don’t, that is a good challenge – we could, at the moment we don’t because 

that’s not the reason we are using it for.”  

“To answer your other questions, you just get a sense, and this is difficult to quantify. 

That doing innovation in this way is stronger and easier than doing innovation without 

this tool and then trying to do concept testing, for me that’s like putting chip at the 

roulette table, red or black, and then you hope for the best, I don’t believe in concept 

testing. I have a stronger feeling that if I can see and feel the reaction of real user in that 

kind of setting, then I have a good feeling this is going to work in the market, there is no 

guarantee of course, but this is the best chance to give it.” 

“The second question you are asking, whether we would present this as a range that has 

been created with consumers, maybe we will at the moment we are not doing it” 

Arun not impressed by the “Asda created by you” concept.   

29.15 

 

 

 

29.54 

Have you measured the effect of co-creation? If yes, what has it shown? Any differences 

in regular innovation vs. co-creation. 

It is difficult to quantify. It can be quantified by looking at the successful project and 

back track to see that cost on testing has been low, then finance people are happy.  

“Did work because of this, that is difficult to say” “The more and more you do it, then 

you’ll be able to create a case.” 

31.00 Do co-creation have an effect and influence on the Arla brand? If yes, which? Do you see 
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people looking at it in a better way? 

“Yes, whether its because of co-creation I don’t know, but just the amount of stuff we are 

doing at the moment, different things, part of it is innovation, part of it is CSR, part of it 

is employer branding, we are just doing a lot especially in the Danish market, that we 

are seeing a positive effect on the Arla brand. Certainly something like Bubble Latte, 

which people do not expect Arla to do, when they see it, wow I didn’t know Arla could do 

all these innovative things, that definitely has a positive impact, and this is not just 

consumer but its also customers, its stakeholders, its our own internal people.”  

32.07 Do you follow specific guidelines in a co-creation process? If yes, which? What works 

best?  

1. Use lead-users, not average user. Like top chefs, Nova 100. Extraordinary users.  

2. A good process around it, a good facilitator (internal or external) 

3. Have an open mind. (Perhaps the most important)  

33.44 

 

 

 

 

 

 

34.45 

Have there been any co-creation processes that turned out wrong or bad? If yes, what 

went wrong??  

Innovation does not turn out wrong, it might just turn out differently than you expected. 

You learn from that.  

Un-useful then? 

The key is the consumer you bring in, if you bring in good consumers, you get good 

results.  

“There are experiences where if you bring in very ordinary consumers, its hard work to 

challenge them. You have come in bright and open-minded with all this energy and the 

consumers are bringing you down, those are not funny sessions, but they don’t happen 

very often” – because of the guidelines.  

35.08 Is the use of co-creation expensive for Arla?  

Not at all, much cheaper, compared to concept testing.  

35.32 Do you have more advise, other than the 3 you mentioned before, when starting co-

creation? 

- “You should also do co-creation in the situation in which it is meant to be had” 

“We should talk to a café-owner and test this with the café-owner with his 

consumers for 2-3 hours and then we should take some home and have a party 

with some people, and do it like that” 
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- “How many consumers is enough? In my opinion 30-50 is more than enough, 

more than that is a waste of money, less than that you may not get all the 

benefits” 

37.25 

 

 

38.06 

 

 

38.20 

Coming up with the idea for Bubble Latte was that idea yours or co-created? 

The idea was internal; it came from observations from bubble tea.  

It was pretty narrow when you gave the idea to consumers?” 

“Yes yes, in that case we had developed it, we were launching it, what we wanted to 

know was what were the flavour and what should the packaging look like, was is the 

right size and pricing” 

Was it intended for teenager initially? 

By the time calling them in for the co-creation session, yes. “You don’t need to test 

everything, you look at who is going to the bubble tea shops, that tells you who is going 

to buy this.”  

39.14 Anything more we should know about this? 

“Co-creation is a tool that will obviously be used differently in different companies as 

well, so if you talk to LEGO they will have completely different experiences of how to use 

co-creation and I could easily image them using co-creation as a marketing tool not just 

and innovation tool.” “Anybody wanting to use this, needs to understand the right 

context for them, its not a one size fits all” 

40.02 Do you think co-creation can be used anywhere, both b2c and b2b? 

“Absolutely. It can be used by government. … I can give you an example of it being used, 

in my opinion, incorrectly. There is a big trend in the UK government to use industry 

leaders to help formulate policy, expect when you are trying to regulate the country with 

laws and you call in the experts, most often those experts are those you are trying to 

regulate. They call in the likes of all the tax consultants to formulate policy on taxation, 

so that when the policy is formed these people know exactly where the loopholes are, 

because they have created the policy. That’s mental thinking of co-creation - that is 

laziness. Another tip is, co-creation is not outsourcing you work to somebody else, co-

creation is co-creation, the hint is in the name.” 
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Abstracts of interviews, round 2 

9. Richard Jones 

Abstract of follow-up interview – 25
th

 June 2013  

Interviewee: Richard Jones, Professor at the Department of Marketing, Copenhagen Business 

School.  

 

Time  Topic 

00.12 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

10.59 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

14.50 

 

Introduction to the interview:  

We would like input and critique on the draft of the model.  

The model 1 is shown to Richard Jones and the thoughts behind the model are explained. 

- We see six types  

o Total company control  

o Consumer involvement (Arla)  

- The line represents level of involvement/complexity  

o Decision by consumer (Coloplast)  

o Full-circle co-creation (Asda)  

“Looks like Nike in a lot of ways, but the difference is that they have this panel who 

they involve in the decision process. While Nike, there is a clear division, there is Nike 

and then there is the consumer, they don’t really have anything to do with each other. 

The homepage is almost a barrier. But here they co-opt consumers into the organisation, 

that is then protected by the bigger organisations. They build a relationship. The degree 

of involvement is bigger here. They still have control.”  

 

We discussed if one of the axis should have been control.  

“Where is the decision competence? In the Nike ID example it is home page developers 

and production, at Arla it is in marketing, innovation has already happened, it about the 

wording.” At Arla it is used as an innovation tool. “But the example you give is 

traditional marketing testing, classical example is focus groups”.  

“At Coloplast it is another level in relation to decision-making. It is more strategic. It is 

the company’s own self understanding how is that related to values, corporate branding. 

But this does not mean it is a better way of co-creating than Nike. The challenge is still 
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16.45 

 

“we control it all”, we say our soul is this, but in reality we do something different. 

Communication wise it is close, but the decision-making competence is deep within the 

company, not just marketing. Marketing is a boundary spanning function, which can 

enable involvement of the customers in the organisation, but also buffer them away. But 

this is deeper in the organisation it has more levels. = Involvement, communication, 

corporate brand, values, decision-making.  

Maybe you could differentiate between this, I think it is relevant to look at this.” “Where 

is the decision competence compared to degree of involvement inside the organisation? 

You can operationalize it, is only affecting one department or more, does it get deep in 

the organisation?”  

17.25 

 

 

18.17 

Discussing Parameters: 

The illustrations, which have no values yet, are the parameters that define this type of 

co-creation. How much is strategy compared to involvement. Visualising through this.  

“Involvement, what is that? How do you measure? This should really be discussed. It is 

good, complexity is also good, but what is the purpose of it?” Yes this should of course 

be explained in detail.  

“Value, corporate branding and decision-making, interesting to look at.”  

21.34 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

28.00 

 

Open innovation:  

Example is Salesforce.com. Developing ERP and CRM systems, first-movers in co-

creation. The complexity is free.  

“A bit like Apple, it has been accused of controlling too much. The same here. Products 

are developed by customers but a taken into the company, who approve and sell them. 

You think of the next step, being like LEGO, where you have communities, where people 

post things and exchanges ideas, develop outside the company.” “Company is still 

involved, the complexity has risen, uhm… Control does not have much control of the 

development but approves it.” 

“This goes the other way, with the other we talked about how it penetrates the 

companies, but this moves it out.” 

The reason for putting it there on the axis is because this is the foundation of the 

company, and the reason it exists.  

This is locus development. Product development happens within the company, that is 

traditional paradigm. Co-creation is about getting the customers to penetrate the 
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29.00 

company. The more co-creation that happens, the deeper it is in the company. The 

assumption is that the company can control it. This is another paradigm – development 

takes place outside the company. This is very Web 2.0. This is actually another 

paradigm!”  

Actually it should be outside. “Yes, the involvement in the company gets bigger and 

bigger, and then drops.” A whole new category. “There is a paradigm shift. You could 

draw a steep line that drops in the end.” This was a thought initially, but that was with 

control. “Control is a difficult concept to deal with”.  

30.24 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

34.18 

Brand community:  

LEGO is the example.  

Example with telescope, getting 20.000 votes, obligating LEGO to look at the idea. 

“LEGO would never launch this, but the interesting things is that it has a system where 

it is in control, but creation of the product has partly been put out. It has opened up to 

use users to develop, especially with the LEGO trains, “designed by you”.” “There is 

also a market outside the company, affecting the company. LEGO approves some of this, 

but has to be close to the brand. But you cannot use logo or name. LEGO collaborates 

with these communities and support them.” 

”The brand is created outside, LEGO is a good example of this. But LEGO is actually a 

bit more complicated.” LEGO covers almost all types of co-creation. “It is a tendency”  

“LEGO does something similar to Salesforce.com as well” 

35.45 

 

 

 

 

 

43.00 

What are your initial thoughts about this axis/spectrum?  

“I think it sounds sensible, good examples. You need the paradigm shift, and you should 

be clear about what you mean with involvement and complexity. You need to 

operationalize it.” ”Complexity could be in relation to the decision-making.” 

Ege Tæpper does something similar to NikeID, with carpets for hotels and restaurants.   

“Complexity and control are related.” 

“LEGO had difficulties in having to deal with all different types of people. Communities 

wanted to do battle ships – LEGO did not want to involve itself in this. Artists, who to 

deal with this. Some put it on galleries, approve and support this – it uses appointed 

ambassadors. Also have to deal with architects. This can be stressful for a company to 

deal with outside input.” 

45.34 Parameters:  
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Strategy: How deep does it go.  Should be divided into value and degree of 

involvement.  

Control: how much control.  Skip this 

Could be illustrated with bubbles instead of a spider web.  

“It is a qualitative analysis, thus it will be difficult to use spider web.”  

Consumer involvement: how much is the consumer involved in co-creation.  

Possibility to influence, to define scope. Pre-defined scope.  

Openness:  

Creativity: How creative can you be.  

“I think it would be easier, you have a lot here. A lot better if you had fewer. Also 

because it rest on gut feeling. It looks better than it is”  

“Co-ownership is interesting. Who owns the result? A nice thing to bring in. Maybe it 

shifts.”  

Divide strategy in two, co-ownership, pre-defined scope. Out with creativity. Combine 

the three parameters in the middle, a mix of scope. “Play with it, bubbles is a good idea, 

and see what the results are. It is used to improve understanding.” End up with 4 

parameters. “You should not have more than 4”.  

53.43 What is you initial overall impression?  

“It is sensible. It is very interesting, but it depends on the definition of the axis, this is 

where the depth is. Power and control should be left out”  
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10. David Adams 

Abstract of follow-up interview – 25
th

 June 2013  

Interviewee: David Adams 

Specialized in innovation. Owner of New Solutions – focus on corporate branding and innovation.  

 

Time Topic 

02.05 

 

 

 

 

3.57 

Introduction to the interview:  

“Is it for the measuring?” Yes and no, because we are not able to measure.  

“You need to be careful no to say that one, per definition, is better than the other. Open 

is not necessarily better than close, and so on.” “It should just be a picture of where 

these companies are coming from. It depends on the situation and context.”  

The goal was to develop typologies for co-creation – typology. 

4.41 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

15.34 

Input for parameters:  

“It is a little like pears and apples to me. Some are sticking out a bit, they are a different 

type of criteria. Some a more generic some more specific. Use words from the industry.”  

 

“Fundamental questions: No where, you mention business-to-business vs. business-to-

consumer. We are mixing here. Co-creation is for everyone, but there is a big different 

from b2b to those who co-create with customers. One thing is in particular missing, why 

do it? The answer is very different depending on if it is b2b or b2c. In b2b you want to be 

the preferred partner. You can involve you customer’s needs, thereby increasing the 

possibility of success. You get a strong co-ownership. In b2c you want insights in the 

consumer world. Like Asda, where you create an impression of having influence.”  

“The most interesting, why has it (co-creation) become so hot?”  

“In b2b you are able to get in earlier in the value chain with a customer”  

18.30 

 

 

 

 

 

Inputs to overall guide to co-creation:  

“Fundamental about co-creation: influence or co-decision? You can talk about guided 

influence. Have not heard of completely co-decision based that are successful.” 

“Relevance are important” “Maybe also relevant to look at where it goes wrong. One of 

there are definitely when they get too much co-decision.” 
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24.43 

 

 

28.25 

 

 

 

36.40 

 

 

38.38 

 

 

 

 

 

 

47.50 

 

 

 

 

 

52.45 

53.11 

 

 “Incremental vs. radical innovation. The question is what can co-creation do?” 

If too controlled, it will not be radical.  

 

 “Where in the process is co-creation used?” “In principles, different co-creation 

techniques can be used at different points in the process. Thus very important to ask why 

and what should it be used for. Inspiration, ideas, insights, implementation.”  

 

“When you talk of strategy, what you mean is, if it is a long term integrated part of the 

company’s work or on off, if then it is just analysis!”   

 

“What is the right criteria, what it good and what is bad? Every time you use a spider 

diagram, the aim is to score high in all, but that is not the intention of its use.”  

We have considered using bubbles instead.  

“In my head it should be sort of like an equalizer, where you can turn up an down, with 

opposite sides. A flowing scale. E.g. control vs. freedom. The point is to choose, do we 

want influence or co-decision, open or targeted? You could use it as a tool” 

 

“Arla seems to do it very spontaneously.” “Many people talk of co-creation, it seems like 

that they have to do it, just to do it.”   

“I think it is very difficult with diary products.” “In co-creation the customers should be 

in the creation of the product, Arla Bubbles is more research, that is fine, its just not co-

creation.”  

 

Important again: “Where in the process should it be used?” 

“It (co-creation) is not the solution in itself, it is a tool you have in your innovation tool 

box and a tool that should be included in a process on the right time” 

53.47 

 

 

 

 

New examples: 

In relation to the types.  

Total company control: Low involvement and low complexity, NikeID  “This one is 

called steered or guided influence, guided control. The result of this is often mass 

customization, since the perception is that you get the impression of having influenced.”  
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1t 3m 

 

 

 

 

 

1t 8m 

 

 

 

1t 10m 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1t 15m 

 

Consumer involvement: “All of them are, what do you want with this?” Arla is the 

example, still simple form, yet a little bit more involved from the company’s perspective. 

“Inspiration, but I would not even call it co-creation.” 

 

“Carlsberg Ølvalg, this is successful. This could be another example to this type. Stay 

away from things that can be misunderstood.” “Kims chips valg is sort of the same 

example.” Is the type relevant? “Yes it is, it could be called insight generation, because 

this is what you get. But this does not include Carlsberg and Kims, Kims is more open 

innovation.”  

“I would not call Coloplast “decision by consumers”” 

“Coloplast is 110% shared ownership.” 

“Full circle work very well, Asda has combined a lot of these types, guided influence, 

innovation and shared ownership. It has taken co-creation as part of the entire process, 

where as other use it in just one place.” 

“Keeping it with a family is should be: 

No. 1 is guided influence  

No. 2 is insight generation 

No. 3 shared ownership  

No. 4 full circle involvement 

Open innovation is already a terminology, and it is a form of co-creation, so maybe 

better jus to keep it.” 

What about LEGO? We limit it to just one example, as LEGO do many different things. 

“LEGO uses super-user as developers. LEGO advance existing staff with very dedicated 

developer. Maybe it should then be called developer communities, super user 

community.”   

“B&O would be the obvious company to do this. But B&O are not interested in it.”  

1t 23m “I don’t think you can have control and give co-decision at the same time.” 

1t 24m Overall, what do you think of the model? Can it be used practically? 

“If you change the names, to what we talked about...” Explaining the model and setup.  

“What are you using if for? Questions to be answered by companies, to what types fits. 

To me it would fun and interesting to have a spider or another diagram, to have a profile 
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of each to see what it can be used for.”  

1t 34t 

 

 

 

 

 

1t 45m 

Do you think we are missing any co-creation types? 

“From a business-to-business perspective there would be one that could be called 

“preferred partnership”, big motivation, and exclusive rights. Example would be 

Novozymes. Besides this you have covered it will. But the difficult part is the dimensions” 

“You also get set up some success criteria or a profile. It would be used as a mapping 

tool.” 

“It would clever to start with a recognition of the fact that not all co-creation in reality is 

co-creation, because it is a hot terminology.”  
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11. Niels Christian Nielsen 

Abstract of follow-up interview – 16
th

 July 2013  

Interviewee: Niels Christian Nielsen, Former CEO of the Danish Institute of Technology, currently 

consultant in the US and board member of several companies, 10-12, a couple of them Danish and 

the rest in the US, among others Prophet.   

 

Time  Topic 

00.00 

 

 

 

 

 

 

09.49 

Introduction to the interview:  

We would like input and critique on the draft of the model.  

Model 3. (2by2 model) is shown to Niels Christian Nielsen and thoughts behind the 

model are explained. 

- We see six types 

- Arla, Coloplast, LEGO, Asda, Nike, Saleforce.com   

 

First impression of the model: 

After the introduction of the model – what do you think, what is your first impression? 

Your reasoning give sense and I like the two parameters. I can’t help thinking that it be 

funny to seen when you will arrive to the examples. One can have ideas that they might 

be co-variables.  

So fare it is very promising and I am interested in listening.  

10.54 Explanation of the cases: 

Each case used in the model is presented and it is explained how it co-create, as well as 

what we call that specific type of. 

- Nike - Guided influence 

As a case that present an good example of an outer position 

- Arla – idea generation 

Why is that co-creation? 

Arla provide them with some frames and still room for creativity, as well as expert 

knowledge to make the creations realistic. They have relatively high control and 

involvement. 

Coloplast – shared ownership  

It uses nurses all the way when making products. Involvement and control is very high 
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Yes! 

Asda – full circle involvement – this is made by you! 

High involvement and control  

Yes! 

Saleforce.com – low involvement 

For me, I would say that the involvement is very high, because it their whole business 

model which is incorporated in co-creation. 

Vi discussed that 

 You can say…In each Salefore.com application which is being developed, 

There is it low 

Yes, it is low, but whole their way of thinking business on – the amount of resourses the 

put into nurseling their user community and so on, is enormous. They never have 

meeting without having their CEO participating. 

Ok, that is good, we would really like you to come with inputs 

21.39 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

24.43 

Comparison of the cases: 

At Arla it is something that happen with the use of left hand and I a corner, right. 

 You are right – we have thought of the single situation as co-creation and not the whole 

organization. 

Do you agree with the level of control within Saleforce.com – is it to low? 

I would say that it is a strange hybrid – it is not saleforce.com who decides which ideas 

which are going into development. And they do not decide what the outcome is. But it is   

absolute them which determines it “it” is going to be a part of saleforce’s universe. 

So if you look at a single process, then it doesn’t have any control at all – despite the 

standards it have put into the web. If you look at the overall Saleforce palette it is the 

customers who decides the which products are uploaded.  

So the placement in the middle is good? 

Yes 

So we have to make clear if co-creation is seen from an organizational view or as a 

single case study. 

  

LEGO is the last example – they have several communities. On an overall plan they 

have no control and involvement 
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You know that this have changed a lot the last few years? compares with LEGO for five 

year ago- then it was really irritating for them that there was people who interfered. 

And know they uses them, and gather them from all over the world.  

We focus on the community and not their use of workshops.  

Today LEGO is gone up on involvement, as they see “co-creation” as one of their most 

important assets. The fact that they made an education function underline their 

acknowledgement of its importance.   

So there is a little bit of modeling to do according to the model. 

But this can be explained in a foot note – what we describe here is how LEGO 

interacted in many year, but now they have developed 

Yes, because this use give a picture that we know that they have developed 

29.51 

 

 

 

 

 

Summing over the model: 

After we have talked, one of my reactions is that I think you have to distinguish where 

you look at an process as a single process and where you look at it from a business 

perspective. Because this will give a more clear picture of the model and the 

understanding.  

31.08 

 

 

 

Presenting model 2: 

This give good occasion to show you the model which was the background for the 2by2 

model. Here two other categories were the chosen as main categories. 

The model was chosen to dismiss because we realized that the chosen parameters for 

the model could be used several places and therefore the model did not provide any 

clear picture of the cases. 

It is always a good test on a quadrant, to say to one self  - we have to be able to find 

one which are placed in the extreme ends. 

 

38.15 Back to model 2by2: 

Yes, and this was not the case for this outline where the types are placed on a line.  

Try to make an thought experiment with control – high high can be found e.g. 

Coloplast. Low low is LEGO…. This give an quadrant with a case in each corner, and 

this looks reasonable. 
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39.27  Control as the most important aspect to co-creation: 

According to an article form 2011, control is the most important aspect when co-

creating. 

A counterargument is… I would say that as an example Salesforce.com do not do it for 

branding reasons. They do it because it is the way to develop more application. 

And the brand is created the other way around 

Yes – they do it, because it makes them capable of kicking Sibel of the market.     

  

40.42 What can be derived from the model: 

Is it reasonable to talk about it is interesting that all the huge cases are scoring high on 

control and is high control the lead for the co-creation to seem commercial. 

Maybe one can say that, those for whom it primary is a branding game is those for 

whom control is important. And if it is about value creation then…. LEGO should have 

done it in another way – I think that it holds to call it branding stunts.     

  

44.49 Cases: 

Do you think that the cases chosen, provide a reasonable spectra co co-creation types – 

we know that there will always be cases which is in between. 

For me it is a good criteria if one have managed to find a clear case in each of the four 

quadrants. And if that is not the case, then the axes chosen, are not the right ones to 

use. 

So I would say that is the first test – secondly one have to be able to provide a 

discussion and explanation for each case. 

That is why we have the parameters so we can provide an in-depth insight to co-

creation. 

And on a theoretical level be able to provide companies with a co-creation framework 

so that they can chose what type of co-creation matches their needs. 

I think that you can as long you look at co-creation as a single case study, but when it 

comes to companies it might be…. It will not be a Chinese manual one can chose from. 

Because it is a question of strategy. This make me say that you will easily make 

something saying something about where and when should companies do co-creation – 

but you will have a hard time making one saying that we would like to be something  in 
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relation to something.    

This is also why we say that there is no optimal type of co-creation. 

Exactly. This is also the case with Irene! 

  

52.41 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

01.01.54 

 

 

 

01.04.01 

 

Parameters: 

Do you have any comments to them and is there any you thin are missing? 

I like consumer scope – and would not question whether to use it or not. 

How good is it for you to work with mission and vision? 

We called it strategy and would like to give it a name as strategy is very broad and 

covers too much of the organization. Many cases mention co-creation according to their 

vision and mission being e.g. Asda and Coloplast. So using the parameter is to provide 

a picture of how deep co-creation goes in the company. We know what we mean but 

not how to express it. 

So how central it is for the company? 

Yes. 

I find it funny that the more they maybe turns out on this – the less they might turn out 

on the other parameters. 

All the other is about a process and this is about making the universe 

Yes we see that when you say it 

This one is more strategic. 

When fist one have chosen their strategic foundation, then many of these will not be 

topical. Therefore you should write that there is two levels of co-creation – it being a 

fundamental strategy of the company and it being a tactical tool inside the company 

  

Do you think it is reasonable to have both criteria in the typology – so we have both the 

business model and the process in the model – do it give sense to use both  

I would bring both into the case but explain both 

 

Maybe I would put some effort into finding a case with low control and high 

involvement, which is not a company case where it is used strategically but where it is a 

process. 

Yes, can you think of any? 
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If it is true for Salesforce it is true for Apple who has developed app-store – they can 

control which app is being developed. 

We have already talked about that one – that is interesting. 

 

010842 Overall impression: 

Is it too simple? 

No, I think it help people to the some conceptual frames to talk about something that so 

far have been very hard to talk about. And they have not had that before. Nice! 
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12. Rasmus Koss Hartmann 

Abstract of follow-up interview – 26
th

 July 2013 

Interviewee: Rasmus Koss Hartmann 

Phd. Student, CBS – at the moment on MIT, under Erik von Hippel. Writing about administrative 

innovation. What does user driven innovation mean to public administration, can it be used in 

ministries? Case studies: Kinder gardens in Odense and production school in Aarhus 

(Produktionshøjskole) and a project for IM.  

 

Time  Topic 

00.00 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Introduction to the interview:  

We would like input and critique on the draft of the model. 

What do you thin and what is your overall impression. 

Model 3. (2by2 model) is shown to Rasmus Koss Hartmann and the thoughts behind the 

model are explained. 

- We see 2 axes – involvement and control – and the model is only showing the 

company perspective and not the consumer, even though we acknowledge that 

consumers are an important aspect.  

- Cases and Parameters are presented  

- Presentation of equalizer and the thoughts behind 

So that is the typology and the idea behind, which we have developed. 

That makes good sense 

21.06 Do you have any inputs the typology? 

I think that it gives good sense, but it might a good thing to ask an overall question 

asking; what is the overall output from it. Is there…. If you see it as an menu – then it is 

only the prices being posted – but what are you getting on the plate. What is in it for 

Coloplast compared to nike. Do they (Coloplast) for example get the change to build it 

in as a communication strategy or innovation strategy? 

 Asda get… because the involve so much that they get free involvement from people. At 

saleforce they pay for peoples participation. What is it that makes people involve 

themselves?  

 

What is the element of designing co-creation? And what do they do for the company? 
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LEGO only get one type of people involved – why not all and so on. What is it that 

makes people co-create and what is the outcome? – that would be an way to evaluate 

the typology and model. Does it makes sense 

Yes! The argumentation is the next step of our model 

Do you want to see our argumentation for the model? 

Yes 

25.38 Inputs to argumentation: 

Argumentations is presented 

Who is the typology and the types been identified and why does the type get the name it 

is been given. And what is special about this type and which parameters does it affect?  

Pros and cons! We will also talk about the challenges related to each type and how it is 

useful in a commercial aspect and so on. 

 

How did you find the cases? 

They were found through the interviews with the few experts we could find. 

 

I think that the people making LEGO think of themselves as high involvement 

Yes, but we are only taking a company perspective. And the LEGO is not highly 

involved. 

The consumer perspective could be the next step in developing the model 

Okay  

37.08 

 

Inputs to the model: 

A model could always have been made differently – but I think the good question is, 

what is the outcome of the model – and therefore it could be interesting with more cases 

mapped in the model – because then it would be possible to say – is there anything  

characteristic on this area of the model 

Is there any think in the model that is showing how the types are the same – or opposite 

showing that they are different? 

You are trying to make a mapping of co-creation right?  

Yes – first of all we thought that we were going to make an tool to show how co-

creation can be used in different ways, but due to research we acknowledged that co-

creation were missing fundamental  verbalization, and this changed the research to a 
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this approach 

Why is there no service in your matrix? Mapping that could be interesting to look at? 

Yes – but we are looking at the commercial aspect and not the service itself.  

 

Using more cases in the model could be interesting, as it give a clearer picture of co-

creation 

Is there any systematic consequence of being placed in one of the quadrants? If there is 

a difference but it gives the same bigger picture as the other quadrants then it does not 

provide any new knowledge. So having more cases might make it possible to construct 

new knowledge.   

 

Why don’t you use bad examples on the use of co-creation? 

Because we would like to make a best practice example 

Yes, but you might see that what is what is being done in good examples maybe also be 

what is done in the bad examples. 

That is an interesting thought. 

 

If the model not do anything for you – then you don’t need it – then just list it instead 

If the quadrant don’t have any causality which the other quartets do not have – then it 

do not make any sense to use the model.   

You could also talk about ROI in relation to co-creation and use it as a 3. axe. – but 

this will be difficult to isolate.  
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Additional interviews 

13. Julie Vendal Sørensen 

Interview – 13
th

 July 2013  

Interviewee: Julie Vendal Sørensen, Cand.merc. student, member of Nova100, and participant in 

Arla co-creation workshop  

 

No. Questions and answers  

1.  

 

 

 

 

 

2. 

 

 

 

 

3. 

 

 

 

 

 

4. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Info about the Arla co-creation workshop:  

“Arla had, it developed 30 products in rough edit, this had been done at a workshop with a 

bureau. These 30 products where then the starting point for our workshop. We could use them 

or discard them completely, if we had a better idea or we could develop further on them, so it 

was pretty free. But I think they have done it to create a base for us.”  

 

What was it that you had to do? 

“The first was to create a product, the second was to create the brand and the third was to 

create the communication universe around the brand. So it was both product development and 

concept development.”  

 

How much freedom did you have, any guidelines?  

“Hmm, they had made the 30 ideas but also mood boards to make understand the different 

categories, but hard to discuss if its freedom or boundaries. We came up with a product, and 

won. And we came up with one that were pretty far from the ideas Arla had put up, so if they 

develop further, which we don’t know.”  

 

How many groups where you? 

“18 people in 6 groups, all Nova 100 members and then the rest where Arla employees.”  

In each group? 

“It was product, brand, and innovation managers. They contributed with knowledge of Arla 

and also which products they had seen to succeed, but also what ingredients that are used and 

works, product specifics.”  
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5. 

 

 

6. 

How long time?  

“3 days, 24/7. It was set up as competition. The prize was the honour.  

 

What is Nova 100?  

“You can look at my LinkedIn profile and use the description there.” “You can also see more 

info about the workshop there.” 
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